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!LondonSQ~
GLIDER REPAIRS - SPARES. -INSTRUMENTS - PARTS - MATERIALS - SERVICE
MAJOR REPAIRS: in glass and carbon fibre reinforced plastics, steel tube, and wood. Schleicher gliders a
speciality: many jigs and spares held in stock.
TOST: Wheels, Tyres (including 400 x-4), Weak Links, Release Hooks.
DOPES AND PAINTS: Main stockists for Neogene products.
INSTRUMENTS AND RADIOS: Winter Agents - most other makes available.
MATER,IALS: for all your Repair and Re-build needs: GLI ~innish Birch Ply (thicknesses from O.8-6.0mm);
German steel tube for gliders (complete range).
INSTRUMENT CALIBRATION AND SERVICING
OVER-THE-COUNTE,R, POSTAL AND CARRIER SALES SERVICE: our Shop stocks Hundreds of items, all at
competitive prices.
Open Monday to Friday gem 10 1pm; 2prn 10 5pm
saturday
gem IQ 1pm; 2pm to 4pm

London Sa rplones £1.
Trin,g Road. Dunstab:le. Beds LU6 2JP. Dunstab.le (0582) 662068
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8-25 Final GlldeINav Computer - £415.00
Very E;L'y W Usc - Programmable bcf"r~ Oillfll aller.tble in /light - 9 Turning Point Glpability - !.Nge
dear light dcpendent l.CO Displays - BUll Polar
Cumpensation - HeadffilH Wind Compens.1tion EPROM polar CUStOmising chip easily installed - DUlL
Polar Chip (available for removable tip glioc",) - IIlnnm
Standard InstnJmcnt Face

on rPqU(~t

8·21 Vario . £225.50
Pr<'SSure Transducer Technology (No Flask) - F.lcuN)·
nically Gust Filtered - 2 Speed Response - Altitude
Compensated - No RJi<lio Frc'<juenq' Interference Building Block Unit For 8-2-1/25 - 58mm Slandanj
InstnJment Face (AviliJable in '80mm 10 on.lcr)

8-24 AveragerlSpeed CommandfNeUOlAudio £339.75
Full Time Oigital A"crager - Full Time Speed Command
- 4 Tone Audio signal . (2 Cnlisd2 Climb) - User
sellable: Quiet Band on Audio - Gives Real Time Nello
Display to 13·21 in Climb Selling - Quick ch;lJ1ge
customising Polar Module - Thr~e Scllings lor Different
Glider Weights - Light O~pendent CI= LCD Display Auto Zero Electronic DM Cancelling· No Screwdriver
Adjust ments - CmisciClimb Switch (may be linkc'd with
Flap Iev~r) - 800101 Standard Inst",melll Fan

8-21 (R) Repeater Vario Unit· £127.95
l'wo Scater Additional Unit (mirrorinl( Master 13-21)

B-24(R) Repeater Unit - £184.95
Two Seater Additional Unit (rnirroring master Il-Z4)

~

8-20 Audio Unit - £55.00
For usc with 1\·21 when nOI inslall~x1 WitJl 8·24 - 2
Tone Audio with 'Up only Signal' option - Sm:~1
IighlWcight self-contained relllOlablc unit

HANDHELD TRANSCEIVERS
Nareo HT830 ind. VOR
£llJ').lX)
ICOM ICA·2
_ £.~15(X)
tCOM lCA-20 incl VOR
_
£3S9
KING KX99 Ind. VOR
_
£.i59.(11)
M'ost handhdd 'spark"" and aCl'Cssories slOekk-d. A'so -

F(J'illg ClOlbillg; {Valo Slyle jl/mpers. sbir'~ Xlm'tS
jackets .. le pillS maps. fligbl cases· (lod ollx.,. equip·
ment. All priCes exell/de VA7; I'oslage & p",'kaXIIlf!,

Call us for a competitive quote on all your aviation needs. All prices exclude VAT p&p and ins. Write to:

r= :]

~ p.a. BOX 488, BRISTOL 8S99 1HS or call 0272 • 710043. Fax: 0272 - 721923 ~j
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GD CAMB RIDG E
CAMBRIDGE FLIGHT COMPUTERS
S·NAV
GLIDE SLOPE VARIO/COMPUTER

Advanced functions in a User Friendly package
Cambridge "human engineering" makes the invaluable yet complex functions of
the most advanced vario/flight computers useable with the minimum of practice.
Less cockpit confusion - Better flying

Qua/ifY inSlI"Il/l1ellls.lor the discriminaling soaring pilof

.11/ Cambridge producfs carry (I 2-year I\'arrallly

CAMBRIDGE AERO INSTRUMENTS

"M-Nav" also
available

Available from:

RD Aviation Ltd

WARREN-SUGARBUSH AIRPORT
RR BOX 109A WARREN. VERMONT 05676
PHONE: (802)496-7755
TELEX: 9103500471

Unit 23. Ban'kside. Kidlington, Oxon. OX5 1JE
~ 0965 841441
FAX: 0865-842495

TRANSCEIVERS
ICOM IC·A20 (CM approval No. LA3411G62C)
720 channel transceiver (expandable to 760 channel)
with VOR (OBS & COl)
standard accessories include:
rechargeable Nicad Battery, mains charger, 12v. DC
charger, Leatherette carrying case, belt clip, &
earphone . . . . . . . . . . . . £350
ICOM IC-A2 (CM approval No. LA328/G59C)
720 channel transceiver
standard accessories included as with IC- A20

£299

NARCO HT870 (CM approval pending)
760 channel transceiver with VOR (OBS & COl)
standard accessories include:
rechargeable Nicad Battery, mains charger . . £299

KING KX-99 (CM approval No. LA342/G64C)
760 channel transceiver with VOR (OBS & COl)
standard accessories include:
rechargeable Nicad Battery, mains charger belt clip &
headset adaptor . . . . . . . . . . £379
WE ALSO STOCK A COMPREHENSIVE RANGE OF
OPTIONAL ACCESSORIES FOR THE ABOVE
liRANSCEIV,fRS
*lRA'NSCEIVER PORTABLE POWER AMP. Boosts any
handheld transceiver to 10 watts (30 watt P.E.P.)
*(nol CM approved). . . . . . . . . £149
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ADD 15% VAT (U.M. ONLY) TO AU PRICES
TELEPHONE AND MAIL ORDERS
DISPATCHED IMMEDIATELY

l_ _

34, BUCKSTONE ROAD,
EDINBURGH, EH10 6UA SCOTLAND UK.
!EL: (031) 445 4444 & 3896
_
~~~~~«~..
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For top flight
gliding insurance...
~

...at down to earth prices.
We are insurance advisers to the BGA
with over 30 years professional service
to gliding.
We also provide insurance, reinsurance
and related risk services to clients
throughout the world.
For details of our competitively priced insurance,
call Peter Matthews on 01-377 3125.

(i)
Sedgwick
Sedgwick Aviarion Limired, Sedgwick House, The Sedgwick Centre, London El 8DX.
')elephone: 01-377 3125 . Telex: 882131· Facsimile: 01-377 3077
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YOUR LETTERS
RECOGNITION FOR NON SOLO
PILOTS
Dear Editor,.
Some fly for the, fun of it, some to gratify
their competitive instinct, others to progress
through the badge system; for whatever
reason, we eJI want to achieve and most desire
recognitioo of that achievement.
We all know of Ihe pilots who solo after 30
flights and get Silver badges in one season,
but what of the ,others? They're OK? Some
are! However,. some will accomplish little and
not .gain recognition of their skills even though
they have shown aptitude. Amongst these are
pilots who cannof fly solo and therefore unable
to progress due to medical or other reasons
and are considered, and rightly so, to be safer
pilots with a P1in the back seat.
They' can probably handle the take-off, the
landing, contact thermals, use them and fly
cross.-country as well as any post Bronze pilot,
but their undoubted abilities are not
recognised because they cannot progress
through the system. These flyers are no lesser
persons ·and no lesser pilots, yet they need
encouragement to continue flying and to gain
a sense of' accomplishment.
I read with interest in the last issue, p138,
Peter Foster's account of a 1SOkm dual flight
with Vie Carr which he obviously thoroughly
enjoyed. I observe from Peter's flying history
he has a Bronze badge and suspect he's not
been, allowed to go for Silver because of his
disability. But why should he and others like
him be denied recognition of his skills in the
sport just because of an unfortunate quirk of
fate that could strike at any of us?
Gliding! is a sport for all and those serious
enough to want to fly year in and year out
should be encouraged regardless of their
shortcomings.
.
The answer to the problem? What beller
than a scheme especially devised by the BGA
whereby those who wish to can go through
the badge system under dual flying
arrangements.
DAVE FIRMAN, Bognor Regis, W Sussex

RELUCTANT COMMENTS
Dear Editor,
Two 'letters (pS?) <lnd an advertisement in
the April issue make me reluctantly reach for
my pen to put my side of the story.
The letters appeared' beside each other and
both commented indirectly on my article
explaining the philosophy behind the VARCOM computer vario (see the Oecember issue,
"'288). Thei first writer (Brennig James) won. €Jers why we do not use the same radar technology as thal used by the police to measure
glider groundspeed and vertical speed. I suggesl it is rather a different engineering problem
to measure the speed 'of a metal object travelling substantially towards an observer at a
range 01 a few hundred feet from that of the
ground passing 400011 belowa. glider. At the
expense ot a few thousand pounds and a lot
01 batteries you might measure t.he speed of
the traffic passing below.
August/September 1989

As for radar altimeters, they can be used to
measure vertical speed but they are of most
use in warning of approaching obstructions. I
would suggest that this particular engineering
solution has found the problem it was searching for and I would not relish flying a radar
altimeter "vario" in mountainous terrain.
The suggestion of using!he point where an
airpath (I presume) compass flicks back to
measure rate of turn is, however, quite interesting. I eagerly await further information when
the prototype has flown and the software
algorithms for relating applied g, fluid viscosity
and magnetic dip angle have been finalised.
The second writer (John Gibson) appears to
take the opposite view and wishes that we
were all flying around in Olympia and Skylark
replicas watching for a twitch f~om the green
ball of a Cosim vario. Comparing the cost of a
1950s British glider, when the exchange rate
was more than DM8 to the pound, with the
current generation from Germany at around
DM3 to the pound is as much use as complaining about the weather.
My last whinge is about Ralph Jones' advertisement on the back cover where he claims
that Discus were 1st, 2nd and 3rd in the 1988
Standard Class Nationals. The last time I
looked inside my trailer there was a 1983 LS-4
sitting there; I will delay sending my complaint
to the Advertising Standards Authority if it
manages to transform itself in time for the next
competition.
ANDY SMITH, Cannes La Boeea, France

GRASS ROOTS GLIDING
Dear Editor,
As an aspiring entrant in the Wolds GC's
Two-Seater Competition (who needs all the
help I can get), I really must speak up for
Simon Parker (February issue, pS).
Messrs Platypus and Angus (two letters for
the price of one) Munro, in the April issue,

PORTMOAK~.~
IS

THE PLACE

FOR WAVE -

UK altitude record -

36,500' in

1980.

FOR RIDGE - The two hills
adjacent to our large airfield give
more soaring time.
Inclusive - Aerotow courses April
to

September for all levels
competence.

of

SCOTTISH GLIDING
UNION
PORTMOAK, SCOTLANDWELL
Nr. KINROSS
Tel: 059 284 543

pS9-61, seemed to have totally missed the
point of Simon's letter.
Like all my acquaintances who saw it, I
found the Equinox programme enjoyable, informative and well made. In "showing the
dream" it was superb.
However, not one of my non gilding friends
feit at all encouraged to try the sport, as it was
not portrayed as something available to the
ordinary man in the street. Like Grand Prix
motor racing, three day eventing or the
America's cup, the impression (say again,
impression) was of an exciting sport for the
wealthy.
I am not criticising the programme, and I
don't think Simon was either, but pointing out
that the gliding movement should also make
use of television and other media to show that
the sport is accessible to ordinary folk.
Show the dream, and show it can come
true. While you are re-reading Simon's leller,
and noticing that he said we should minimise
the cold muddy bits, can I suggest you remind
yourself what Dennis Neal said about the
media just two columns to the left.
JERRY NIMAN, Stockport, Cheshire

SIMON REPLIES TO PLATYPUS
Dear Platypus,
People have been saying here for some time
that I've made it in the gliding world. Forget
1000km triangles in a K-6 or winning the
Nationals in the Tutor - no, I've actually been
slagged off (by name no less!) in your column
and in bold type. (See the April issue, p6S.).
I'm somewhat piqued, however, with your
suggestion that I made up the figure of
£80000 as the value of the ASH-2S. This was,
I'm sure, quoted in the Equinox programme so
I can't be blamed for journalistic licence on
Channel 4's part.
My crack at "plummy Queen's English
tones" was purely tongue in cheek and on
reflection was probably a mistake as it detracted from the main thrust of my letter which I
feel both yourself and Mr Munro missed
somewhat.
I firmly believe that if our movement is going
to survive, grow and Deat off the growing
ogres 01 airspace restrictions, civil and military
aviation, local objections to gliding ete then we
must speak with a louder voice. And the only
way to increase our output of deciDels is to
popLllarise and broaden the .appeal of our
sport. There is genuine strength in numbers the road transport and tarming lobbies confirm
this admirably.
I don't think many will disagree with my
general views on the subject but how to bring
it about may 'be the centre et mwch debate.
Certainly most 01 the expansion work must be
at club level with us hanging on to our abiniliOS. But I do teel there must be some kind
of mass campaign by the BGA at national level
to provide the raw material of membership
clubs need.
Now I must ask you if you are serious about
chucking In your column. This sounds like
hideous toadying, but to be honest your piece . .
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in S&G makes the whole magazine worth buying. To go as far as suggesting that I wrile a
column in S&G confirms yol,l have never rnel
me. If you knew the hours spenllhumbing
through Roget'.s Tllesatltus just to compose
somewhat pompous letters (even then the
point 01 which people miss) t' would be the last
person you would have volunteered.
So please Platypus, keep on writing. From a
purely selfish point of view, I'd hate to be the
subject of the last paragraph of the last
Platypus column - not a nice way to go down
in histOry!
SIMON PARKER, clo 'WoIds GC.
(The good news Simon is that Platypus has
promised to make a grand appearance from
time 10 time, just to sort us all out. Eo)

WORLD CLASS SAILPLANE
[)ear Editor,
I write to urge the Executive. the Competitions' Committee, and· everyone else, to
create the positive climate of opinion necessary to support the .concept of the World Class
sailplane. In line with the gliding tradition
which requires that people put bac~ in as
much as they take, Qut, this is a chance for the
competition community 10 help the majority by
promQting the idea that it is OK for less than
the ultimate perlormance to be Oonsidered for
"everyman's glider" in return for affordable
costs.
The distortion of the market in glider design
caused by the domination of com'petitive flying,
to the extent that the sport may well be dying
slowly, was well remark,ad upOr,) at the BGA
Weekend, but it has been visibly coming for a
long time to anyone who looked. Ann Welch
marked it as having begun at Marla, 1970 "glider perlormance ,now exceeded that
actually needed to pr0vide top competition flying ... a heretical concept; except 10 those
pilots or countries which could no longer

BGA

afford to go in to win". What is all ,this continued technological advance doing except to
make gliders more expensive?
Nearly 40 years in the high-tech world of
advanced military aircraft has taught me tnat
the best is the enemy 01 the good. Technological advance in glider design is both inevitable
and desirable, but It ought to be directed to
necessary rather than ultimately achie\<able
ends. Being steeped in technology may give
one a more selective outlook on it - Neil
Armstrong, the first man on the Moon, aims to
complete all his Qiamonds in a Schweizer
1-26. Pinching some phrases from Ihe
Kearney report on computer integrated
manufacturing, recent glider design, has loo
often been technology-led, not people-led,
adding cost but not value. Yet technology
could provide us with affordable gliders which
have the user-friendly qualities of low circling
and landing speeds of the eminently soarable
K-8 and the mid-range cruise cl the early
glass Standard types, for example. We don't
have to reinvent the Grunau Baby.
I doubt if the majority of pilots extract more
tha.n a third of the performance potential of
their gliders. It seems accepted thal 90% of
pilots do not fly competitively, and' of these a
considerable p'roportion fly too little 10 perlorm
significantly advanced nying of any sort, and
many don't even want to. Nobody is making
gliders of ample perlormance to suit such
pilots and those with relatively limited means.
The Competitions' Committee have taken the
view that "the existing Class structure
generates a second-hand market that offers
better price-perlormance to the gliding movement" ·than: would the new proposed Class,
which they are against. Do I need to say that a
Ventus or ASW-20 in the hands of a 5 to
15hrs/year pilot is not one of the best ideas
ever heard? And are we not supposed to want
new affordable gliders?
When I criticised this attitude to a member
of the Committee at the Weekend, he suggested that il lor example the K-6 represented a

suitable minimum perlormance stant;!art;! lor
the new Class, then his advice was to go and
buy a hang glider, since these were just as
good. Was this a joke?
JOHN GIBSON, Lytham St Annes, Lancs
(John originally wrote this let/er to Ben Watson, BGA chairman, who suggested that he
gave it wider readership.)

COMMENT ON BRENNIG'S LETTER
Dear Editor,
In reply to Brennig James' letter in the April
issue, p57, on air data computers, I wish to
make a few points.
As an electronics technician on Doppler
radar, I would like to point ovt that a radar gun
has a "pencil beam" and can only measure
velocity components directly towards or away
from the gun. Therefore, if fixed to a glider this
instrument would lbe inaccurate, ie if a glider
flying straight and level at 4000ft took 10sec
10 roll to 48 0 bank, the instrument would
record a rate ,of climb of 6OO0ftlmin. Simple
trigonometry will confirm this.

o
o
o

or

(Remember the 3-4-5 triangle.) An increase . .

New from the BGA Shop Cotton/Polyester "Polo" sports
shirts in Jade Green, Royal Blue or White with discreet gilder
silhouette on left chest ... £12.45 including postage and
packing, available' in sizes M, L & XL.

MAIL ORDER

... umm s.ounds like the BGA are sell'ing fashionable clothes
at last!'
YES THAT'S RIGHT SO WHY NOT GO SOLO IN A NEW
BGA POLO?
Order these items from

BRITISH GLIDING ASSOCIATION
SALES DEPT., FREEPOST, LEICESTER LE' 7IB
or ask us
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send

yOll

our compiete sales list

Telephone 0533 531051
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Are you covered?

Even in the best regulated gliding clubs accidents can
still happen - and they do!
If yourcarshould make unexpected contact with someone's glider, you
could find yourself in double trouble!
When you have recovered from the shock of the ,initial crunch, you may
well find the small print in your insurance policy makes an even greater
impoct.
The fact is, the majority of companies exdude cover for cars on airfields
(not many people know that!).
So, if you're a glider pilotwith a car, or, a cardr,iverwho glides, why not
do yourself a favour? Make a phone call!

Ring Carol Taylor or Sfephen Hill on
Thirsk (0845) 23078 - 24 hr. Ansaphone Service.
Or write to:

MOWBRAY VALE 'INSURANCE
8 Castlegate, Thirsk, North Yorkshire YO? 1HL.
Telex: 587470
168

Represented at Lloyds

Fax: 0845 25483
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of indicated l1eight of 1000ft in 10sec gives a
rate of climb of, 6000ft/min or 60kt up when it
is, as we all well know, zero. For the above
instrument to be accurate, some form 01 inertia
system would be required to maintain it in ,the
vertical.
Secondly, on the compass solenoid theory, I
can only comment on the erratic compass
errors whilst accelerating, decelerating and
turning in a thermal and say they are too
unreliable.
In conclusion, for vertical speed calculations
use an altimeter and stop-watch, for centring
in a thermal use your backside and watch
birds and other aircraft in the same thermal
and for final glide calculations use a map and
MK1 eyeball with a John Willy calculator for
reference.
RON SMITH, Fen/and GC

REVIEWS
Accidents to Gliders 1987 is available from
the BGA sales department at £ 1.25p including
p&p.

l i S BGA publication, with a foreword by
John Shipley, chairman of the BGA Safety
Panel, makes more encouraging reading than
usual with the accident rate for 1987 (0.33/
1000 launches) being the lowest in ten years.
And although the memory of 1987 is of yet
another poor season, launches compared with
1986 increased by 4.6%, total hours by 1.8%,
flying members by 2.8% and temporary members by 6.8%.
There were 150 accidenllincident reports
with 123 gliding accidents assessed for cause,
excluding accidents to tugs (3), motor gliders
(8), gliding incidents (9) and non flying
accidents, ie without a pilot in the glider (6).
But on the black side nine pilots and crew
were killed. Four gliding accidents involved five
fatalities and a motor glider pilot was killed as
well as three In two tugs but not while
aerotowillg.
There were only five serious injury accidents
compared with 11 the year before and a ten
year average of BA/year. And 13 pilots and
crew in 12 accidents had minor injuries compared with the ten year average of 15.2/year.
Winch launching and autotowing continued
to be a source of serious accidents. During
1987 one .pilot was killed when his glider
either rolled on the cable, or tip stalled and
flicked into a spin from a low height. Although
Infrequent, there have been at least seven
accidents of this type in recent years with
serious damage to the glider and serious
injuries in some, cases.
There was serious damage to gliders in ten
accidents (two involving minor injuries) with
minor damage to a further 15. The only third
August/September 1989

party damage was when a broken cable drifted outside the airfield.
The accident rate for winch and autotow
launches is one in 13500, a 60% increase
over 1984 and 1985. The accident rate for
~erotowing. is one in 17000 launches making
It a lower risk ,than wire launching.
Inadvertant stalling and spinning accidents
resulted in one fatality, two pilots seriously
injured, olle with minor injuries and one
without injury. Tllere was substantial .damage
to the gliders.
'In, reviewing the year it was stressed that
there should be regular stall reinforcement
exercises so that all pilots recognise stall
symptoms and alloidthe root causes of poor
co-ordinal1ol) and lIight at high angles of
attack. It is only through improved ab-initio
training, regular checks and refresher training
that risks will be reduced.
Poor soaring airmanship featured in four
serious accidents, one a double ,fatality in a hill
soaring Collision. Other serious. acCidents
included' a marginal final glide after failing to
contact wave, radio distractions while hill
scraping and a misjudged field landing in
squall conditions. Nine accidents were
assessed as being due to poor airmanship.
There were five serious damage accidents
during field landings with only one serious
injury. This flight was in a progressively
increasing wind and the approach was complicated by power wires. The heavy 'landing
caused spinal injuries. A further 19 accidents
resulted in minor damage' to the gliders. The
pilots were mostly well experienced ranging
from Silver badge to compelilion pilot. There
were only three Bronze badge pilots and one
on his first solo.
Eight accidents during the circuit and
approach caused serious damage to the
gliders and 16 resulted in minor damage. it is
considered thal recognition of the undershoot
from the relative movement of a reference
point up the canopy, still seems to be -badly
taught if the failure of the pilot& to take corrective action is anything to go, by.
There were five minor accidents due to
collisions with stationary tractors, boundary
fences, parked, gliders or airfield crops.
Two substantial damage accidents with no
injuries and three with minor damage with one
minor injury were attributed to the instructor
taking over too late. This is significantly less
than in 1984, 1985 and 1986. In addition
there were 13 dual flying accidents with substantial damage and 20 with minor damage,
minor injuries occurring to four pilots and crew
and one to the crew only. 11 is noticeable that
accidents to two-seaters seldom produce
serious injury.
One pilot was killed after the fin and rudder
became detached on a winch launch and a
Skylark 4 had an airbrake open on tow due to
failing to make the connection. The pilot was
released over the airfield but despite being
aware of the problem undershot.
In three accidents pilots had crushed
vertebra but high density foam seat cushions,
which reduce the risk of spinal injury, are still
not widely used.

BGA Guide to Tug Operating Procedures,
£7.50, including p&p from the BGA.
The BGA has produced an excellent manual
on tug operating procedures which is an
essential basis for all clubs who use aerotow
launching or who are considering it in the
future.
11 is based on David Oliver's notes for
Lasham lug pilots, but all clubs can use them
adapted as nece sary to their own needs
where ,conditions dictate special or other
operating procedures. Readers will recall
David's excellent article in the August 1988
issue 0/ S&G, 1P170, on the choice of tugs and
their operating costs, and Bill Scull has drawn
on his prodigious depth of knowledge on the
subject in putting together the fund of information in this manual'. The combination of Bill
and David has produced what must be the
standard work on this topic for all time.
Section 1 on Pilots covers such diverse
points as who should and may fly lugs, with
reference to recency and total experience
(- and new clubs should pay very special
attention to this, as there is a tendency at first
to accept pilots who have little or no gliding
experience; it is much better to have a ,Iow
time power pilot who is a gliding instructor
than a 1ooo+hour pilot with no gliding background), field landings and who should be
allowed to retrieve gliders, and flying passengers in tugs.
Section 2 on Technical Matters and Section 3 on The Aerotow are both essential
reading for all tug pilots as the former will help
to extend tug engine life by emphasising the
correct handling techniques while the lalter
sets out the ideal circuit pallerns and
emergencies etc.
Section 4 on Training and Type Conversions is mainly for lugmasters, but has a very
interesting section for tug pilots on the characleristics of different tug aircraft - Robin Regent
DR400, Pawnee 235, Ral1ye 180T and Piper
Super Cub 180 alld 150 - together with all
'vital actions for each aircraft.
Sec,tion, 5 Is on Noise Abatement Procedures Which is becoming more and more
important these days - especially on new
sites.
Section 8, Is on Cross-Country and Field
Retrieves.
Finally there are appendices on The Basic
CPL (setting out the requirements for
remunerated tug pilots), factors in tug upset
accidents, dropping tow ropes, sources of tug
pilots and key safety and training points.
Ideally all tug pilots should have a copy of
the manual with his own club's amendments
and additions to cover the local flying orders
and special rules, but at least every club must
have one available for all pilots to read.
B. H. BRYCE-SMITH

Please send all editorial copy to
281 Queen Edith's Way,
Cambridge CBI 4NH, not the
BGA office.
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GEORGE LEE

I

have been fascinated bylhe challenge 0110n9
distance flying since selling a new UK O/R distance record of 520km in a 'Std Libelle in 1971,
thereby achieving my Diamond distance. Not that
I have flown that many long dislanceflights since;
before this year the rongest was the 839km triangle set for the Open Class during the 1987
World Championshfps at Benalla, Australia.
It was satisf,ying to complete that task but the
lingering feeling was more one of relief in getting
home than of achievement as the gaggle joined
up just after the last TP and slowly made its way
back in rapidly weakening conditions. Also
before this year I had only made ooe 1000km
attempt. That was during the practice period for
the 1981 World Championships at Paderborn
and I: turned back just after the first TP when conditions slowed my progress to an unacceptable
level.
I live 'n Hong Kong now and' unfortunately can
only fly 'regularly during holidays. An Australian
friend, Ran Sanders, who is also an airline pilot,
kindly offered to let me fly his ASW-2Ore (XF) at
Waikerie after the Nationals in January and I
arrived' with four days left, so helped to crew for
XF and enjoyed the apres-task social scene.
Waikerie is on the south bank of the Murray
river some two hours' drive north-east from
Adelaide. It enjoys an excellent reputation as a
soaring centre thanks to the reliable conditions,
the availability.of well maintained high performance ships for hire and last, but not least, the conscientious and professional management of CFI
Maurie Bradney.

ITHE LONELINESS OF THE
LONGDISTANCE IFLYER
George Lee, three times World Open Class Champion, Is
claiming the World 1000km triangle record with a flight In an
ASW-20B from Waikerie on January 25 at 112.15km/h
Unlandable
areas

• Bra'ken Hill

NEW SOUTH WALES

Scrub is not
overflown unless conditions
are very good
A large area of scrub stretches to the north of
Walkerie and is not overflown unless conditions
are very good. There is, however, a plentiful supply of large fields (or paddocks) suitable for
outlanding, ill the main task area extending south
south-west from Waikerie through sQUth to east.
There 'are two other rectangular areas of unlandable terrain to the south-east but they are surrounded by good landing options separated bya
strip of good paddocks.
As for the weather, a typical cycle lasts
approximately a week. Anticyclones are normally
centred off the south coast and affect southern
Australia with 1I0ws starting from the south-west
and back through to the north-west before a cold
front brings a cool change. Needless to say the
classic cycle rarely ODcurs when there is a competition and, although lhey had er,Jjoyed good
weather in the Ohampionships, a predominantly
southerly flow prevailed during the' last four days.
Although cumulus can form at any stage during the cycle, tile majority of days are blue during
tihe maill part of the soaring season. As the
antiCyclone moves to the east the anti-clockwise
flow backs through east and the increased land
track results in higher surface temperatures and
an increase in the depth of convection. The very
best days are usually just 'before the cold front
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when the flow is from the north-east to north-west
quadrant and the hot air from the desert interior
gives surface temperatures of 40°C plus.
During the course ofa cycle, convection depth
starts at around 4000ft and increases as the flow
backs with cumulus bases reading 12 OOOft plus
on really good days. The weather prospects
looked good as the Nationals drew to a close; the
leading edge of a high pressure system had been
exerting its influence for some time but wasat last
moving eastwares and the flow was starting to,
back away from the south.
I flew a 300km triangle on each of the first two
days, the first in thermals of moderate strength to
5000fl. Conditions started much the same on the
second day but then cumulus began forming
half-way along the second leg marking moderate
to strong thermals10 an 8500ft cloudbase. As the
afternoon progressed there was a good distri-

bution of cumulus to the east and south-east
of Waikerie.
At 7pm Ihe clouds still looked good' to the east
and I discussed the prospects with John Holland
who has flown many long flights from Waikerie.
He thought there would 'be a good chance of flying.1000km during.thenex1 two or three days. As
tlie flow was, now from the east and working on
the premise of nothing ventured nothing gained,l
decided to prepare fora 1OOOkm attempt the
next'day.
The temperature trace looked promising at the
morning briefing so I declared an FAI triangle with
the legs going south-east to the first TP of Beutah
silos, the north-east to 'Hay ailtield and finally a
long westerly leg home. I took a launch just after
triggel' tem perature had been reached at 1000hrs
and commenced the glide out from the 1000m
start.
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Thermals, although plentiful, were weak and
broken initially and progress was very slow.
About half-way along the firsUeg cumulus began
to form but unfortunately it was all behind me! I
pushed on into the blue ,but although lift
improved, progress was not rapid enough and I
aborted the 'task just before the first TP to enjoy
myself under Ihe cumulus to the west.
At briefing the next morning 'the flow had
backed to the north-east and, with another promising temperaturetrace on the board, I decided to
attempt the same 1004km triangle. 'launch time
was similar at 1035 but the ea'rly lift felt better
organised and was certainly easier 10 use. About
one third of the way along the first leg small
amounts of cumulus started to form and I
experienced some good: climbs to 7000ft.

" ... I seemed to make contact
with a blue street and
covered a lot of ground . .. "
The amount of cumulus remained small and
became nil just belore the first TP with the prospect 01 a lot of blue ahead'. The next leg was
almost directly into the north-east wind and conditions remained blue for the first half. However,
the first part went very well and I seemed to make
contact with a' blue. street and covered a lot of
ground without having to stop very often,
Then the bollom tell out of my world and I fell
into all kinds of bad air. The terrain looked a good
thermal producer but all 'I could find was heavy
sink and the occasional broken thermal which
wouldn't develop,
Finafly I was down to 1500ft near Swan Hill
town and airfield and feeling distinctly underconfident about a successlul escape. The air
gave tl;le feeling that there was a decent thermal
in the area if I could, only stumble into it.
Then I found broken 4kt lift which strengthened to an average of 6kt and I could breath
again. Small amounts of cumulus were forming
near to track beyond the town and I was very glad
to see them as the,terrain became less hospitable
on the run in to the seoond TP. Rates of claim
were reasonable under the cloud and I elected to
stay high, operating in the 5000 to SOOOft
height band,
Being conscious that the last leg was 442km I
reasoned I would like to turn Hay by 1645 which
would give me 4hrs to last light at Waikerie. As it
happenedi I' turned at 1610, not that I could relax
too much as the cumulus were rapidly disappearing to become thicker areas in the inversion haze.
Good landing options were still not plentiful so I
elected to accept reduced rates of climb and
stay high.
Shortly after I made contact with a couple of
beller blue thermals which boosted my progress
and I established radio contact with two pilots flying a 1OOOkm z,igzag course from Waikerie. They
reported good' cumulus around the Waikerie area
and said that I should contact them in another
200km or so.
Four or five reasonable climbs pl:lnctuatedi by
long glides finally brought me within Sight of
cumulus, I then had the frustrating experience of
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watching the first few clouds disappear as I
approached them. Tactically I wanted to stay hi{jh
at this time of 1he (fay; instead I found myself
approaching 3000ft as I darted between decaying clouds.
Finally I' made contact with one that was build,ing and I was able to relax at 6kt to SOOOft. It was
nearly 1900hrs when I resumed wings level flight
and the sky to the north-west over the scrub
looked superb with evenly distributed cumulus
that appeared '10 nave a base of at least 10 ()(X)ft.
Unfortunately things were not so good where I
was and I dumped all my water. I was not thinking
aboul speed at this stage and t gratefully accepted' t 'hkt at5000ft about 80km from home. As I
climbed .better looking cumulus formed behind
me so I back-tracked a small way and centred on
a 3kt thermal. I' took it to 9000ft and enjoyed a
lengthy final glide to finish at 1938 during the
course of which I burned off the extra 2000ft I
didn'.l need - well I didn't want to risk a land out!
The post-flight beer was nearly as memorable as
the flight.!
Post-fligh.t analysis revealed that the 293km
first leg, affected by the crosswind and having to
use the first thermals of the day, was flown at an
average speed of approximately 9Skmlh. The
second, into wind leg 01 269km was flown at an
average speed of approximately 107kmlh which
proved that the excursion to low level hadn't been
to expensive in terms of lost time.
The last 442km leg was flown at an average
speed of approximately 127km/h, reflecting: the
contribution: 01 a quartering tailwind and a 30min
final glide. T'ne overall working height was in the
region of 5000ft to 7500ft with thermals during
the main part of the day averaging 6 to 7kt. The
forecast called lor a wind at flying height from the
north-east at 10 to1'5kl and that felt about right.
Navigation was not a problem due to the presence of distinctive features en route and the
usual excellent Australian visibility.
To say that I enjoyed the fight would be a gross
und'erstatement! BUildinQ excitement when I
realised there was a good chance ot completing
lhetask gave way to elation as I centred in, the
,final' 3kt thermal and realised the final' glide height
was within reach. I learned quite a lot technically
from battling with the early thermals at maximum
weight -I' think it was worth keeping all the water
as the thermals improved quite quickly.
I learned a lot psychologically from being at
1500II in the blue a long way from home and from
haVing more than 440km to go at 1610! I was
also reminded how solitary an occupation long
distance non-competition flying is, but my Open
Class background helped me to cope with that.
Finally, although it was a good day it was not a
great day by Australian standards and it opened
my eyes as 10 what might be achieved on a really
goodd~

a

AUSTRA:LIA
~he 1990 Australian Nationals, with three
Classes, are at Benalla from January 6-20 and
international visitors are welcome to enter. There
will also be a team event with each country represented by three pilots.
for more details contact the Gliding Federation
of Australia, Building 130, Wirraway Road,
Essend'on Air,port, Victoria, Australia. rei: 03 379
7411. Fax 033795519.

MICK WELLS

ADVENTURE
WITH A

PIRAT

M y apologies to those who have heard this
story before but I hope someone may learn
from it.
Some lime ago when the Pirat was new to us.
an.d the club hot ship, I was flying it at 3000ft and
thought I would try a spin to lose height. I tu mOO
to the right and banked, hauled off the speed and
as it neared the stall I applied a boot full 01 in-turn
rudder. I then tried picking the wing up with the
ailerons and whiz, away it went half a rotation,
then full opposite rudder arid out it came.
That was fun and as I still had 2500ft left I tried
a spin to the lelt. I used the same method 01 entry
as before and, whiz it went again. This time Ifeft it
forlwo turns, put on opposite rudder and the rotation stopped but the nOse bunted down, apparenUy past the vertical. All of a sudden I stopped
enjoying myself and felt scared, especially as this
was one of those few occasions I wasn't wearing
a 'chute.
I was diving at the ground and if I couldn't sort it
out 'I was going to be dead very quickly.

White knuckles
holding the
pole fully back
What had I done wrong? I went through the
recovery again. Full opposite rudder, yes I had
done that. Centralise 'the ailerons, yes the stick
was central. Ease stick forward until the spinning
stops. I looked down to See white knuckles holding the pole fully back.
Hell, I'd gal to try pushing the stick forward
even though I seemed to be in a vertical dive.
However,l would have tried an.ything to get out of
that mess and forced myself to push the stick
forward.
Almost instantly I felt the 'elevator biting ,the airf1ow.lf started easing ,back on the pole again and
the Pirat zoomed out of its dive. I wiped the sweat
away from my brow and checked the altimeter ~400ft, so taking into account the fremendous
zoom up from the dive I must have bottomed out
at around 1OOOft.
In retrospect I was caught out by the nose
down bunt when I stopped the spin rotation and
so did not go through the full spin recovery
action. I sometimes think back and wonder what
the inquest would have made of it had I crashed
on to the Southwood golf oourse. No doubt the
verdict would have been pilot error and they
would have been right.

a
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TOM BRADBURY

One cannot always be sure what the low
level wind is like. This can make landing one of
the hazardous periods, 01 a flight. Gliders with
their relatively slow approach speed are sensitive
to sudden changes 01 wind. However, the problems are not confined to gliders. Large and heavy
airliner!! have also experienced landing
accidents due to sudden changes in the lOw level
wind flow. This is a briel description of what may
be encountered on the 'final approach.

Part 1

Wind shear
Wind shear refers to the change of wind
v.elocity over a specified distance. From the
pilot's point of view the important feature is the
vertical wind shear, the change 01 wind velocity
as you alter height. This is often called the "wind
gradient". (Do not confuse this with a similar
sounding term "gradient wind" which is concerned with geostrophic winds which blow round
curved isobars.)
The most familiar ,type of shear is that between
the "geostrophic wind" and the surface wind. The
geostrophic wind is measured from the direction
and spacing of isobars on a weather map and is
assumed to represent the wind at about 2000ft.
Tne surface wind is almost always less than the
2000ft wind.

Affects low
level turbulence

_
----.

The relationship depends on the stability of the
air and the roughness 01 the terrain. The roughness of the ground' influences the surface drag.
This reduces the wind speed near the ground
and also aHects low level ttJrbulence. When itis
unstable the up and down currents tend tQ stir up
the air so that the wind aloft is not very diHerent
from the wind near the surface. However, as the
air becomes more stable the flow aloft becomes
decoupled from the flow near the ground. Then
the lowest layers are no longer speeded up by
eddies of last moving air coming down from
above and' the surface wind falls very light.
Here is an example of the kind of change
observed in diHer~nl circumstances.
Wind at 2000fl
270° /25kt
Wind at 30ft:
260 0 /22kt
Over a smooth sea
Over land on a sunny day
250 0 /15kt
Over land around sunset
240 /1Okt
Over land on a clear night
230 0 /06kt
0

r----:-------.......---~
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500

1000
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~~~----+---J,
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Fig 1. Vertical wind shear between 2000ft
and the surface on a sunny day.
The wind shear is not constant from top to tottom of the layer; most of the shear occurs near the
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WIND SHEAR, DOWNDRAFTS
ANDVORTCES
Tom Bradbury continues his Met series with a two :part
article on the I'ow level wind flow and its influence on
landing
ground. Fig 1 shows the variation in wind speed
between 2000ft and the surface during a sunny
day. The solid line shows the mean wind speed.
the shaded section either side shows how the
actual speed might fluctuate due to gustiness.
The gusts are most noticeable near the surface
where tur.bulence is greatest.

How the, shear changes between
day and night
When the lowest levels of the air cool down
during, the evening a temperature inversion starts
to form near the surface. Tllis inversion stops the
mixing 01 air between high and low ,levels and the
surface wind then decreases. The wind shear
becomes greater but the turbulence dies away
because there is no longer a strong flow over surface obstacles.

250

o

10

20 knols

Ag '2. Wind shear between Sooft and the surface showing the change as
inversion develops.

a

nocturllal

Fig. 2 shows the kind of change expected between 50011 and the surface. There are three curves. Tile right hand one represents conditions
just after thermals cease. At this time the wind
speed might only decrease from 20 to 15kt in the
lowest 500ft. The left hand curve represents the
effect of a big inversion when the wind speed
becomes nearly calm at the surface, It must be
pointed out that these are slliloothed curves
which are only theoretically represent<;ttive of the
way the wind speed alters as you descend to the
surface. The actual variations on anyone occasion can be significantly different.

Low levelJets
Fig 3 shows two real wind profiles. The solid
line was observed at midnight over fairly flat
ground near Bedford. The pecked, curve rep-
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Fig 3. Low level jets showing wind shear between the inversion and the surfaoe.
resents a wind shear which occurred near the
Persian Goll at Bahrain. In ,both cases there was a
well developed temperature inversion with relatively cool air at the surface and war~er air aloIt.
The top 01 the inversion (where the air temperature was highest) was also the level where wind
speed was strongest. In the English example the
wind speed increased frOOl about 4kt near the
surface to 28kt at 1000ft. Above that the speed
dropped oH.
The Arabian observ.ations showed a much,
greater shear. The speed went from about 4kt
near the surface to just QVer 40kt at 500-6OOft.
Observations from '3 very tall TV mast in the USA
showed that the nocturnal wind speed at about
1600ft could rise ta about 7(lkt on occasions.
Tlhese three examples illustrate "nocturnal low
level jets". Fortunately these remarkably strong
winds near the top of the inversion are normally
only found at night. They die out after sunrise SO
are nollikely to ,trouble the average glider pilot but
they can worry pilots of airliners. Other low level
jets may occur just ahead-of cold fronts by day or
night but these do not usually produce such
expectionally strong wind shears at very low
level.

Vorticity
Vorticity can be loosely defined as the "spin" In
the atmosphere (or in ;1- nuid). If you visualise a
sort 01 giant paddle wheel set up parallel to the
airflow (see Fig 4) it would start to rotate in the
direction shown by the wind shear. The rotation
would be an indication of the vorticity of the air-
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Separation of flow

"pi n

Most pilots are familiar with the separation of
flow ovef a. stalled wing. Separation of flow can
also occur when Ihe wind blows <J,CfOSs hill tops.
Fig 5 shows a common example. Here the air
flows up the side of a steep ridge but is unable to
follow the sharp change al the top. The main flow
separates from the ground, leaving an eddy rotating beneath the surface 01 separation. This eddy
is often the cause of the "clutching hand';' effect
found at many hilltop landing grounds.

I

I
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vor I e.l

fig 7. Change in head wind component during appreach at Nympsfield in a northwesterly.

Fig 4. Vorticity (spin) produced by wind
shear. How the spin is increased when the
vortex is stretched.
flow. The axle round which the wheel rotated represents a "vorteJl line".
One of the important features about vorticity is
that the spin will become faster if the fluid converges on a point. An everyday example is the
vorteJl which develops as water drains out of a
bath when the plug is pulled out. The almost
undetectable spin distributed throughout the
bath is concentrated where the water converges.
The spin often becomes so rapid that centrifugal
force produces a dip inl the water, a dip which
may extend right down the plug hole. 11 the water
empties out on to a flat draining tray it diverges in
all directions. As it diverges the spin slows down
and very soon vanishes.
Looked at in another way one can say that if a
large, flat, slowly rotating vortex is pulled into a,
long thin .one it will spin very much faster. What
happens, in wa.ter also happens in Ihe atnnosphere. Here there ,are many scales of spin; Ihey
range from vast depressions with a diameter of
hundreds of miles down 10 little :dusl' devils a few
feel across. Even smaller vortices develop at
wingtips where long lastin!!l vortex Iralls are left
behind. These vortices only show up when the air
is very moisl; they can sometimes be seen not
only trailing back from the wingtips bul also coming off the tips of propeller blades and other sharp
corners, such as the outer edges of lowered
flaps. fhe old Vickers' Vanguard used to provide
splendid ei><amples of flap vortices which,left
short lived condensation trails ,behind during the
landing approach. The trouble is that many
atmospheric vortices are invisible unless the
pressure drop wi.thin them is great enough to produce condensation.

Fig 5. SeparatiOI1 of flow over a sharp
edged ridge.

A practical example at Nympsfield
The eddy is particularly well marked at
Nympsfield when a strong NW wind is blowing. It
produces several Iypes of landing hazard
there.
The first effect is often experienced at about
200ft. As you descend through the surface of
separation tnere is nearly always a very sudden
drop in airspeed; a reduction by 20kl is not
unknown, At other tinnes the eddy puts the glider
into a 45° bank (sometimes steeper) in spite of
full opposite controls. Since these eddies never
stay in the same place for 101'19' tI1ere is no certainty where one will meel Ihis effect, or if it will
exisi at all at the crucial moment. One thing is cerlain; any pilot who makes the sort of approach
suitable for a large flat airfield (15kt above the:
stall) is in some danger.
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How convection can make matters
worse
When a thermal leaves the ground there is a
noticeable convergence of air towards the base
of the thermal. Sometimes this is enough to start a
little volileJl. Any slight spin already existililg over a
distance of several hundred yards may be concentratedl under a strong thermal until the
ascending air slarts to rotate so fast that it produces a dust devil.
At Nympsfield the initial spin may be produced
where the opposing winds meet below the
separation eddy. These little dust devils can
sometimes be seen raising a commotion among
the loose gravel on the winch track. After a wet
spell there may be nothing to mark them.
However, parkedl aircraft may be suddenly disturbed. This often only amounts, to rudders being
banged from side to side but it could provide that
littl'e extra surge which lifts a wing, lyres and all.
and overturns the glider.

a

~ JSW SOARING
~ HAS MOVED!

Encountering wingtip vortices
In the happy days before Upper Heyford had
its zone I once watched an F111 pass just above
and a couple of miles in front of me on an almost
cloudlesS sleepy summer afternoon. The F111
had almost vanished from sight when my
Pl;loebus galle a jolt like riding down a, three foot
step on an unsprung bieycle. By the lime I had
got my feet back on the rudder pedals and found
where Ibe camera had bounced to the afternoon
had ceased 10 feel sleepy.
Such ,encoonters are sometimes disastrous.
Some years ago a two-seater approaching to
land at Lasham lost control as it flew through the
vortex trailing behind a heavy jet which had just
taken off. There was a good deall of damage
because Ihe two-seater Ihen struck other gliders
lined up for lake off.

up aloft but the eddy can produce an ENE wind
on the ground. This trap waits to catch out the
unwary pilot who may have escaped the turbulence area at 200ft. In several cases pilots
making a slow approach have been unabl'e to
round out at all. One visiting pilot stuck his
Skylark 2 into a softer patch of ground like an
arrow into a target. Others have ended upside
down in a sadly bent glider. This effect has
caught out experienced pilots in powered aircraft
as well as newcomers in gliders. Fig 7 shows
how the head wind compol'lent can change during the final approach 10 landing.
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Fig 6. Wind flow in, a north-westerly at
Nympsfiel'd. Shading represents the north
faCing slope.
The problem is made worse at Nyrnpslield by
Ihe effect on the surface wind. There is a spur jutting out from the nearby ridge. This, seems to
deflect the wind. Some of the airflow is diverted
along the contours instead 01 @ver the top. Tlhe
diverted flow then lums back towards the re,gion
of curl over. (See Fig 6) The result is to introduce a
tail wind in the lowest 50ft. The flow may be NW
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A t the risk of angering het indoors - not Her
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Angering her indoors.
whose whims and foibles my self-preservation
instinct makes me necessarily more responsiveI do not immediately associate the female sex
with humour. Except, GI course, as the unwilling
Aunt Sallies for sallies 01 the crudely sexist
mothers-In-law and her indoors variety.
Sofd be hard pushed to name five really funny
women writers whereas the very willy male
scriveners, both past and present,. whose works I
can recall are legion.
One woman who clearly falls into this category
is Rhoda Partridge·. Her whimsical narratives
used to grace the journal you are now perusing. I
made a' happy re-acquaintance with Rhoda's
work recently when leafing through old S&Gs,
consulting the small ads to work out the rough
rate of inflation in the second-hand glider market
over the past 15 years or so. But I abandoned that
project when it threatened to bring on cardiac
arrest.
Apart from a one-off return to print three years
back with an anecdotal anthology - mainly of
field landings and ,retrieves which went madly
awry - Rhoda's pen, regretlably, does not seem
to have been much used during this decade.
Despite our mutual fondness for the Myod ,
have met the Presteigne Poller ooly once, when
we were both visiting Aboyne in hope ot wave in
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1975. Rhoda had with her a recently acquired
Cirrus and made it clear that, except when wave
was working, her main preoccupation would be
salmon lishing on the Dee.
Two then-teenaged clubmates, greatly charmed,
were happy to dance atlendance and rig the
Cirrus as required. But my age spared me the
need for such adoring and respectful homage Rhoda made clear her preference for younger
men.
This was before the days of personal multichannel VHF transceivers, so all three of us were
instructed to alert her by a beat up over the relevant river reach once wave set up. The fact that
we would have to sacrifice the lift to do so was
smilingly dismissed.
One calm, sunny, evening after several nonlIying days I was happily soaring in weak lift
about 1200fl above the lield. The Cirrus was duly
rigged. No way was I going to pass up whatlillle
soaring we had so far had by burning off height
lor a beat up but I lazily circled repeatedly over
Rhoda's head on the nearby Dee.
She was standing thigh-deep in the stream,
happily ignoring such dicta as never mix electricity and water by wearing her batlery-heated
wave flying socks. I' then made what I thought
was an interesting discovery at the time. The
ultra-fine mono-filament line which <lnglers use
was strikingly visible from altitude every time she
cast - brightly reflecting the low sun as it snaked
out over the river.
A sneaky airborne surveillance lorce of water
bailiffs using sailplanes lor stealth could protect
salmon stocks Irom poachers, I thought when my
graceful evolutions over Rhoda's head met no
obvious response. Clearly, I was less alluring but infinitely more catchable - than the unseen
fish.

Heat slowly and await
results
The crucial differences in the plumbing systems
of what I once saw labelled on the loo doors 01 a
south coast sailing club as Gulls and Buoys (ged€lit?) - or what Trish Watson euphemistically
called our respective physiological confor• By coincidence, an article by Rhoda has been chosen
by the Arm-chair Pilot for this issue'S saG Classic.

mations (see S&G, April 1984, p62) - have much
exercised Platypus and other S&G contributors
over recent years.
So it would be a reckless Penguin who sought
to revive a discussion which, though clearly 01
fundamental interest to many of those who fty
long and high, is one from which many other
readers have probably been seeking some relief.
It is, after all, scarcely an elevating topic for the
pages of what the editor, equally recklessly,
insists is a family magazine.
In more than 20 years' gliding I have never
once sought airbome relief though it has been a
close-run thing many times and one of my two
accidents on file was wrecking an Olympia ages
ago in a hurried and misjudged landing ,in urgent
need of what, In my'kindergarten days, we called
Number Twos.

--',
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Misjudged landing.
In all the discussion 01 relevant technology from plastic bags held out gingerly through CV
panels to hot-water botlles and incontinence
devices like Kanga with which Trish boldly wrote
she was now equipped -I am surprised there has
never once been mention of a device through
which the need for relief can sometimes be comfortably deferred.
, discovered it through sharing a week, and a
collage, at Aboyne with what might be described
as two gentlemen farmers - il that is nol a ludic·
rous contradiction in terms. Both are big into the
slaughter of our feathered friends and in the
absence 01 muoh wave that week I lived
vicariously through many shooting incidents 01 a
type entirely different from those n has been,
unhappily. my professional duty to report upon
for the past 20 years.
It was through these discussions that Ileamed
of a device much used by duckshooters and
other lowl blasters to keep their trigger lingers
operational - the solid luel handwarmer.
Smaller than a fag packet, the re-usable metal
casing contains slow-burning solid fuel rods
which burn for about eight hours, amazingly, in
the near-absence 01 oxygen and emit a steady
controlled heat.
"What a great thing for wave flying" I thought,
immediately buying one from Aboyne's local
gunsmith. First time I used it I had it in the breast
pocket 01 my overall beneath a padded jacket
and lorgot it was there until about tw0 hours into
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The second time also had a catch. It was in
Limerick, where aboul 150 01 the region's great
and good were hosting a party of jovmalists and
broadcasting "celebrities" from Ihe wild north.
Only seconds before my dessert plate was
aboulto offer nothing but its, glaze, IleameQ the
catch. "You're on in tWQ minutes. You're to:do the
vote of thanks," whispered Herself, seated at
my side.
By the grace 01 God, as I l10undered lamely
towards the end, to a sea of faces as unmoved as
any sea of Irish faces ever can be, I recalled a
gliding incident that had happened some years
before, when I quite shamelessly hijacked a jest
that I had read in one of Rhoda Partridge's
articles· in S&G.

Full-blown breakfast.
the flight. Then I felt and was immediately
alarmed by a hot sensation in my chest which
clearly went beyond the gastric heartburn ,
sometimes suffer after a full-blown breakfas!. "Is
this a heart attack?" I asked myself with some
foreboding, beginning a hurried descent when
awareness dawned.
But I digress. What have these things to do with
peeing or, more, important, with not having immediately to pee? Just that tucked down beneath
one's harness buckle, in the approximate region
of the waterworks - at least, their approximate
location in my physiological conformation, what
about yours? - the effect of warmth on a chilled
and shrunken bladder at altitude is quite wondrous relief.
You're good for at least another 2000-3000ft
and perhaps another hour in flight and can make
an unhurried descent to pee in comfort - and
the John.
Whew! The tone of S&G is on the up and up.
Please note Ii've got to the end of this discourse
without once vsing the words "wet knickers."

in England to win races by 8 long neck.
"We're over here cleaning up at all Ihe Irish
meetings," I added in a qvick-fire embellishment
of my own.
Despite Ihe fact that the tired' jokes the English,
in their arrogant dimness, tell about Ihe Irish are
first told by !Dubliners about Kerrymen, he was
smarter still. "Sorry I asked," he fired back
instanlly.
"Should've been obvious. The English have
been sticking Iheir bloody necks out in this coun·try for 800 years, so why shouldn't their
horses too?"
Wllen they heard an Englishman recounting
this, with a warning to his northern colleagues nOt
to attempt to be a smart-arse down in the west of
Ireland because the locals were likely to prove
smarter tharil they, Ihe faces of Ihe <Issembled
Limerick worthies became alive. Their g'JHaws
raised the roof.
I sat down feeling ten feellall, mentally thank·
ing Rhoda, and was complimented warmly on the
scintillating quality of my speech. Fortunately, for
lack of any other invitation - aAd if I were asked to
address a Limerick banquet now I would plead a
prior commitment and decline - my reputation as

Hijacked a jest.
I had had an immensely long and tiring journey,
solo, towing a gliderfrom Belfast through the Irish
Midlands, where the roads have more twists and
turns thana belly dancer's lower bowel. But I was
happily nearing my destination - the Dublin/
Ulster GCs' autumn safari to Co Kerry - then at
Farranfore Airport but now flown from several
beaches further west.

A prior commitment.
a brilliant after-dinner speaker sUNives in that city
10 this day.

Who's way off track?

"Waiter, there's a horse
in my SOUp . .. "
Only twice in my life have I been seated at the top
table anywhere. The first time was only good
politics on the part of management. As the bride's
father I was paying for the feast.
A long neck.

Paying for the feast.
August/September 1989

I pulled in for petrOl. In those days the command "Fill '.er up" still met a professional response. "What's in there?" asked the proprietor,
nodding towards Ihe 30ft of Irailer which blocked
his other two pumps.
I knew that if I replied sailplane, aircraft or
whatever, he'd want to see. Friendly inquirers had
persuaded me to open uj:1. at three towns further
back along Ihe route. Tired, I wanted to stay
put.
"It's a horse," I said in my best London tones,
which are occasionally received with as much
warmth as an eviction notice or parking tickel
down there. "An elongated horse, specially bred

I recently purchased Derek Piggott's new
Understanding Flying Weather as a present
for a foreign -friend. Lucky it's not called
Understanding Navigation.
For on a map ostensibly showing the repOrting
points used in Radio 4's inshore waters forecast
- very useful if you fly near the coast and are a
habitual nightbird, still conscious after midnight six stations in Northern Ireland, the Isle of Man
and the west of Scotlando ,have been transposed
to Ihe Outer Hebrides, Ihe Shetland Isles and the
Scottish e<ls! coast.
When lasi heard from, the hones! burghers of
Ulster's 'busy ferry port of Lame were a bit miffed
to find their town 'Spirited to the Isle of Lewis, a
long way north, by the power of Derek's cartographic pen.
The Manx airport of Ronaldsway was no doubt
surprised to find it's been seNing the Shetland
Isles all this time. But modest, little known, Orlock
Point in Co Down was thrilled speechless 10 be
transmogrified into world-famous John o'Groats.
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MaYbe a pipe'dream coming true? Maybe
the opportunity of a business trip with time to
spare? Maybe just plain indulgence! Whatever
the reason, Australia is a great place to visit and a
great place for glider pilots to ease their frustrations, over yet another English summer..

The Weather
The Australian summer weather is hot! And reliable in that there are far more good soaring days
than poor, even if many of them are cloudless. I
used to be able to count on one hal'ld the truly
good days of an English summerlKen Stewart
and I had a stook of 15 standard lectures with
which to augment our BGA soaring courses -and
even then we sometimes ran out of ideas in
that department.
Now one hand will tally the poor days of ,the
Australian summer! And the lectures must ,be
short and sweet because we will .all ibe busy getting ready for flying. HaVing said that it is important to realise that everywhere can have
oH-periods - World Comps always brought out
the worst in the local weather in my days in
that scene!
A typical 'Benalla summer day star,\s cloudless
and with a genUe cool t20°C) southerly breeze
advecting from the mountains 20 miles to the
south. By mid-morniflg the temperature is up to
the high twenties.
8ecause of the generally high, pressure and
lack of the complications of maritime influences,
forecasting the start of the day's convective
activity is relatively simple, and by late rnorning
the first long distance flights will be linilSlg up for
take-off as the groond temperature climbs predictably. Tl:1e first small cumulus will have
appeared over the mountain peaks away to the
south and east, and over the hills, near Benalla
about an hour later, as the thermal "trigger" temperature is reached.
The first gliders are soon up and away, skirting
the large local lake to feach the hills beyond for
the first good lift. This is probably the most critical
part of the whole flight. Failure to make contact
now means a nasty dumping of ballast and an
ignominious descent into a "paddock". (All fields
are paddocks, even the ones with horses in
them!) But the paddocks are large and moslcan
be towed out of, once the rest of the gang have
been launched on their way.
Gradually the temperature rises to a 'peak (3438°C) at around five o'clock as the thermals.
teach their most powerful. The cumulus bases
may have dsen above the inversion - look, no.
,cumulus!' - at 8000 o.r 900011, or even higher on
the very 'best days. True average rates of climb of
4 to 6kt are common. Eighlto 10kt is granted to.
the skilful or more fortunate.
Climb mtes peak at around five o'clock, and
then slowly decline, although the conveclive
depth remains. By eight o'clock, with an hour 10
go before sun-dowlil, the !astthermals have died.
OCcasionally the prcdblem is getting down to a
safe landing in the last of the short twilight, Final
glides may have to be calculated for time as well
as distance!
(NB. For those of you who have tried it, ar;lG
don't recognise the above scenario, please be
assured that the recer;lt summer was acknowledged' by the. locals as one of the worst ever.
And didn't we have fun!)
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YOURGL DING HOLIDAY
DOWN-UN ER
John Wlilliamson, a national coach for eight yeafs, is now
manager of operations of the Gliding Club of Victoria,
.Benalla and in this article tempts us to holiday and glide In
AustraUa, which might not be too difficult after reading ot
George's record flight on p1170

The Flying
At Benalla there lis the choice of allending a
course, with the close supervision and assis·
tance that this implies, or being more freelance,
albeit with suitable supervision. Most visiting
pilots, especially the less experienced, w\Wld
find a combination of the two to be best AlIendance on a formal course, with three pilots
sharing two gliders for the first week, with the
chance of two-seater time with a top soaringl
instructor; and the exclusive hire of a glider for a
second week. In either case every visiting pilot is
subjected to farniliarisalion flights, especially to
look closely at some oUM less obvious problems
witicl ouUandings.

Navigation
Just like anywhere .else, navigation is a matter
of map reading, following landmarks, not getting
lost, avoiding restricted airspace.
But what maps? What lal'ldmarks?
First comes familiarisation with scale. As we
climb through 6000f;t on a quick look around 'I
ask the latest Pom to assess the size of Makoan,
the local lake. Answers range from one mile to
three miles long. 1111 fact, that lake is ten miles long
- half way across ,from Dover to Calais! And it has
its own sea breeze effect. The, good visibility
(l00km is wmmon) and sheer size of the view
can take some adjustment of one's lideas. The
River Murray, Silver badge distance to the north,
is clearly visible from 6GOOft most days.
There are quarter million maps but the more
usual is a one million. There isn't much ,fussy
detail on a one million map, but then, there isn't
much down there to make a fuss of!
Orx:e away from the small towns (Ben alia rates
asa city, at 9000 population) virtually every
homestead is marked - on a map that would
encompass the whole of southern England and
still feel handy in the cockpit. Rivers (usually'
called creeks) are small bfue lines, their presence
in the countryside below given away by wiggly
lines 01 gum Irees. There's not much water la be
seen. The long straight lines are the gum trees
alongl the roads, arranged logically in a ,regular
square pallern when the cou ntry was turned over
to farming, barely a century ago.
Popular TPs are the numerous wheat silos,

groups of concrete or shiny steel monsters every
15 miles or so, each placed on a railway system
that is there for only that purpose. Follow the
railway, you say. " you can see it, say I! Often it
merges into the paddock pallem, especially at
high summer when crops are gathereGl in and the
countryside is universally brown under the hot
sun.
And to compound the problem, although
achieved cross-country speeds are probably
much higher than one is used to back home, the
distances outside are difficult to equate to on the
map. One leg of a 300km triangle is about as long
as your finger! So it does lake a bit of.getting used
to, and a two-seater excursion on a soaring
course is probably the best way 10 do that.

Outlandlng

OuUandings are not a problem of finding
somewhere to land. Tlhere are some special traps
for the unwary, ,but most of the paddocks are at
least 800 yards long. It is more a problem of finding someone to talk tGwiclen you have landed! F()(
40 miles around Benalla the farms are frequent
and close together. One rarely would have to
walk more than two or three miles te a house. But
north of the Murray, into New South Wales, and
soon the farms, or stations, can be dozens of
miles apart, and many are uninhabited.
Most retrieves from less than 50 miles away
are by aerotow, but the time to sun-down must be
carefully watched! Otherwise it can be a.long wait
- in the home of a friendly "cocky" (farmer) if you
are lucky.

Personal Preparation
First, don't fly half way round the world into
what will feel like a blast furnance and expect to
lbell oH linto the distance the very next morning.
'No responsible gliding organisation would do
more than let you sit in a two-seater for alleast
two days, by which time you will be getting sun
burnt. When you have got over that, de-hydration
will have set in. So if al all possible, plan on being
in Australia at least a week before gelling
ambitious about the flying. Get your business ()(
sightseeing done first.
The sun can be very fierce. Ultraviolet barrier
creams are readily available and should be used.
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Plenty to drink, and cool c'101hes. Most people
wear shorts and short sleeved shirts around the
airfield but light slacks and I'ong sleeves should
be wor,n in the cockpit because of SUIl burn risk.
You don't have to bring special clothes. 'local
shOps cater very well for the conditions they
understand'. A. sun 'hat is an absolute must. The
BGA beanie hat is as good as anything found
locally.
And finally, where's it at?
It would be 'unwise to come all the way out here
on spec. Do book well ahead. Most gliding clubs
are quite small and not many operate mid-week.
All that glorious soaring weather goes to waste
Monday to !Friday.
I feel qualified to mention only five possible
sites.
My own club, the Gliding Club of Victoria, is at
Benalla, in Victoria state, in the south-east corner
of the continent and just north of the Great Dividing >Range. It is the largest in Australia, at least in
terms of launches. 11 is primarily a club, run for its
own members, but welcoming guests from all
over the world. There is a year-round training programme, including cross-country courses in the
summer months.
ljhirty miles closer to Melbourne is Euroa, a
small club which arranges rental of privately
owned sailplanes, mostly to visitors from
Germany.
Waikerie, some hundreds of miles north-west
01 Benalla, in South Australia, is closer to the hot
desen country, and also runs courses. Waikerie
is run by Maurie Bradney, a long-term member of
the Australian team.
Tocumwal, only 60 miles north of Benalla and
over Ihe Murray, much favoured by visitors from
Germany, is a wholly commercial business. lngo
Renner spends the Australian summer here.
Narromine, some 200 miles north-west of Sydney, is Japanese owned, and run as a commercial venture, catering mainly for Japanese
visitors. The CFI is John Rowe, also a former
member of the Australian team. There are probably others that I don't know about.
ThaI's it, mates! Hope to see ya later!
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MEARliS PROGRESS

====================

MERRI'S
PROGRESS
Learning
Curve:

Have
Faith

l i S has been quite a May Bank Holiday
weekend. I feel as though I've received: a kick in
the rear as far as 'learning to glide is concerned.
You learn on every flight, but this weekend propelled me forward by several steps.
I'll have to bore you with a bit of background
first: I've just about finished my PPL (jus! the
ground exams left - hallelujah), and have
managed to scrape together the hours to meet
the minimum requirements to fly our club ASW24 which had been dangling in front of me all winter. Also, I've spent a few extremely frustrating
weekends waving my husband off in the Nimbus
30T on yet another big task while I made ready to
fly a Tomahawk prior to doing my GFf. So my
frame of mind this weekend virtually completely
dedicated 10 gliding ,for the first time in months
can 'be left to your collective imaginations.

Would I be allowed to fly
the 24 and be turned
loose on a cross-country?
I was ready: I had been U:1e first to get my field
landing checks done, booght the up-to-pate half
mil map, done my spin checks. Would I be
allowed to fly the 24, and would I be turned loose
on a cross-country? Tile field landing checks this
year were part of a nav-ex and as SUCh, were a
pretty good representation of what could happen
if one fell out On a cross-country flight. Tlley were
designed to increase my mental channel
capacity, and this really helped this weekend.
Saturday nigj1l, having had a few lagers, I
decided: to subtly approach our CFI fegarding the
subjects dearest to my heart. His response was

to state flatly that no one with over 120hrs shoUld
not be a solo winch driver. My heart sank. The
winch! It ate people, didn't it? The driver had the
glider's life in his hands, didn't he? I took his point
even though I lelt that it needn't necessarily be a
prerequisite to flying a 24. Sunday: down the
winch - and the Tost winch at that! By the end of
the hour, I didn't want to leave; it was a pleasure to
drive and so ,I had to buy wi nch conversion beers
that night. The CFI was right: glider pilots shoUld
not have an "I can't do that" mind-set. Being
realistic has nothing tQ do with a negative, selfdoubting attitude. Another corollary to this is that
a multi-faceted club member is more of an asset
to the club.
Monday, and I casually asked if the Astir had
been allocated to any one. No, and I could claim it
for the day. Tasks were being written up and
photographs :being taken all over the place and!
was getting worriedl that I would have nothing to
write aboul for this column. I guess that wound up
would be more accurate: no l00km triangles on
the l:>oard! I would be local soaring yet again! No
oad thing, but ... 1couldn't bring myself to ask the
crucial question of the CH and I suppose the
steam coming out of my ears was quite noticeable. Anyway, there appeared like magic the
desired' task, and I was, informed that I l1ad
clearance. Out came the maps, and the smile,
and I approached the CFI to thank him. He said:
"I'm really very approachable". The funny thing is
that he really is very approachable, and I knew
,that, but .... have faith!
It was a magic flight: For the first leg the sky
was popping, but I couldn't see where fhe lift was
coming from and so spent more time than
necessary feeling for it: streets that should have
been working like proper streets simply weren't. I
also spent 45-50min'looking for my first TPwhich
was out in a large patch of sogginess to the NW
of Northampton, but to the easl of the M1. The
only thing working was the Watford Gap services
so I had to keep darting into no-man's land and
back for a lift refill. Finally it came down to picking
afield and landing. Thank heavens for the field
landing checks; they provided an extra level of
polishing and I'm convinced they made all the difference. It was uneventful and safe, and when it
was over and I could breathe again, I was relieved
that my first field selection and landing went
so smoothly.
I didn't complete that task, but I learned a lot
from it. I learned that it is not enough to fly where
Ihere is lift (although it helps), but one must fly at
;the correct speed: and reading about this ,just
doesn't equate to 'learning through experience!
Also if the TiP isa railway bridge that iSn't findable,
then a canal bridge won't substitute. Most of all,
the weekend taught me to 'have faith; I know that
driving that winch has made me a better (lilot (and
God knows I, need improving), and, patience. I
feel, in a way, as though worlds have opened up
to me this weekend, what with the winch conversion and my first real task and outlanding. What a
'Steep upturn to the old learning curve!
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DUBLIN
Dublin GC welcome UK visitors with a special
invitation to Join them on their annual two-week
wave safari to the Kerry beaches where they
autotow a[lo soar the cliffs on the Dingle peninsula. Tel 0001 983994 for details.
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RHODA PARTRIDGE

Silt
eLASSIC
CHOSEN BY THE ARM-CHAIR PILOT
Some of the best gliding writing involves
what happens on the ground, not in the air.
For many years retrieves were an essential
part of gliding, along with the smell! of dope,
trailers you could get Into, TPobservers, and
other archaic features. They led to many
good stor,ies.
Here Is a little classic from the June 1974
issue, p1 09, which allows us not only to stay
on the grOUnd, but to enjo,y an example of
Rhoda PartJidge'9 writing, Which has so
o,tten entertained the readers
S&G.

0'

I

was out of practice in September and I knew
thal I woold have 10 cope with rotor aerotows
when I went to Aboyne in OCtober so I decided to
have a weekend at Shobdon to get back into
training, I had ,to collect my trailer from F'ontycymmer where Earl Duffin has his plastics factory.
Earl is developi"9 the perfect glass-fibre trailer
and Glass Broomstick and I have been his
guinea-pig. I can't remember what had been the
matter that time, but Earl had been fixing it.
Do YOll know Ihe Welsh Valleys? They r'un between the mountains and the coastal plain and
they run narrow and twisty. We hooked my
magnificent trailer on and I made off - within
15min I had the Welsh valley jammed solid from
end to end. II was tbe unhappy juxta-position of a
beautiful yellow JOB, two buses and me meeting
on the dooble bend Dy the level crossing that did
it. The local people loved it, they came out of their
houses and shops, and shouted encouragement.
I 'had to unhitch and willing hands bore my
magnificent trailer away and I wished I didn't
dri,ve barefoot, or that I'd remembered to pUI my
shoes on before I sprang out. Just to make il all
more fun a few drivers ,got really angry. It took
ages to sort out and I' drove on, red in the face and
chuckling helplessly.
At Monmouth there's a T-junction after the
bridge where you have to turn right. For the
benefit of our foreign readers w~o, I know, have
quainl.customs,I should explain that in the UK we
drive on the r.ighlside of the road, which is the left,
At the T-junction there was a woman stationary in
a powder blue Si mea, waiting to turn left. As I
tlJrned right I hit her with my mudguard, Now Earl
has built a lot of good ideas into my magnificent
trailer and once upon a time he had his trailer
wheel bent because it hit a post, so he has protected the wheels of my magnificent trailer by
putting a savage piece of angle iron under the
mudguard like an iron hand in a velvet glove. 11
was with this angle iron that I clouted the powder
blue Simca,
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AN EXPENSIVE
WEEKE DAT SHOBDON
Looking back' can see that I should thel:l have
put on my shoes, sprung out of my car, run
across to the powder blue Simca and said to the
lady "Madam, would you care to back?" But I
didn't. I think it was because there was a lot of
traffiC about and I didn' fancy gumming up Monmouth the way I'd gummed up that Welsh valley.
Instead 1ground inexorably on with the angle iron
gouging its way the entire length of the powder
blue Simca. Then I brought the tail round and
clouted it again. I parked, sprang out and ran
across to the powder blue Simca (Oh hell, 'I've
forgotten my shoes again.) The 'lady was very
upsel and was wringing her hands. "Only think,"
she said, "I've been driving 35 years and I've
never had an accident!" "You haven't had one
now," I said, "I've hit you." That comforted her
and we exchanged addresses and I drove on
rather thoughtfully,.

I'm not strong
enough to manag~
the wing root
Saturday was wet and sad but I did manage a
two-sealer site check and very much liked what I
saw. Sunday was pretty hopeless too, but I
decided 10 rig. Not so easy, Not a lot of people
around because it wasn't much of a day. Finally I
found two gentlemen, but they both, had bad
backs, whicll made it awkward because I'm not
strong enough to manage the wing root (yes, I
have tried and no I can'l manage it. You don'!
want me to injure my back do you?)
Nc.ither of them had seen a Std Cirrus rigged
and we really did have a lime. Sweat, tears and a
goodl deal orblood beCause one 011 ha gentlemen
had the fleshy part of his hand j,ust below the
thumb between the wing rool and the fuselage at
the moment when I, at the tip, gave a determined
push and the wing clicked in (the other wing clicked out, but that was no eomfort to him). Fresh
blood looks horrid on a Std CirruS so I bandaged
him up, Finally we got t1Cle bolt in and I connected
the controls and went round to put 0/) the tail. The
tail lives in a most elegant saddle-thing that fits on
to the fuselage and it wasn't there,
"Excuse me," I called to the two gentlemen
who were walking briskly away, "have you seen
my tail?" "No," they said, walking slowly back. "11
was on the fuselage," I said. '" don't think it was
there when you pulled the fuselage out," a gentle-

man said. I1 dashed wildly round my magnificent
trailer, I peered into its empty interior. Someone
must have stolel'l it. But thal'd ridiculous, who'd
want 10 pinch my tail? We de-rigged, it was raining by then. The gentlemen were quiet but kind, I
drove sadly away (one could almost say "with my
tail between my legs", but it would be much bet·
ter jf one didn't), I Saw beautiful country on the
way back to Cardigan, I saw a lot of it twice
because I got lost. I decided that I knew what had
happened to my tail.
Next morning a phone call to Earl. "Earl, I have
a sad story to tell."
"Oh Lord," said Earl, "not again." (I think he
thought' wanted him to do some more work on
my magnificent trailer. He needn'tl'lave worried.
My magnificent trailer is now perfect) I told my
sad story and he :Iaughed a good deal too much.
He phoned back in half an hour. Yes, his men had
removed the saddle-thing and stood it oul of the
way and thaI's where it still was, I'd have to come
and fetch it wouldn't 17

A few weeks later I did a r-ather depressing
sum. repairing the powder blue Simca (I paid to
save my no claim oonus) £23. Two nights bed
and breakfast, lemporary membership, 20mins
Blanik Irom 2000aerotow, petrOl, about £8. One
new trail'er mudguard fitted and petrol to Pontycymmer to collect my tail £9. That Blanik flight
cost me £2 a minute,
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STORCOMM
TWO-WAV RADIO
TR7603 Air Set
Each set fitted with all ,four gliding channels
130.4, 130.125, 130.1 and 129.9.
'Volmet' 128.,6 optional on channel 4.

* Full
power transmitter with excellent
speech quality,
* works
Highly sensitive and selective receiver
botl1 distant and close range.

* Extremely rugged and reliable,
* Full back-up service and spares available,
* CM and NATS appro,ved,

All radios supplied absolutely complete with
easy fit connectors and all 'fittings,
Details,information, prices and full Technical
Specifications FREE from

GEORGE STORE'{ Tel, ,0932784422
tH. Communications, P.O. BOll (
SUNBURY ON 'hiAMES. Middle... TW" lTA
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DE:REK PIGGon

The Twin 3 is the latest development of the
Grob 103 Acro. full certification is expected any
day now and a number of these aircraft are
already finished and lest flown ready to be dispatched to customers as soon as the paper work
is completed. Production is now more than two
aircraft each week.
Apart from minor details, the fuselage and tail
are unaltered. The wing span has been increased
from 17.5 to 18.5m and both the aerofoil and the
plan form nave been changed to incorporate
recent deve'lopments.
The most obvious change is the use of a multisweep back on the leading edge €If the wings,
reminiscent of the Discus. It is claimed that this
layout shows a slight advantage in. reducing the
induced drag and together with the sharply
swept back wingtips is the latest fashion in glider
design. The new aerofoil is less affected by raiA
drops and bugs on the leading edges so that the
performance should not deteriorate so much
towards the end of a day's training or if the wings
are not clean.

EGIOB
TWIN3ACRO

this should make a
"
significant improvement
throughout the speed range"
The polar measured by comparison flights by
the German Akaflieg tests shows the best gliding
angle to be 38:1 compared with about 35:1 for
the. earlier model. With the decrease in stalling
speed, this should make a significant improvement throughout the speed range.
The earlier model has an annoying buffet in
flight caused 'by the airflow around the main
wheel fairing and by a poorly sealed wing root on
the early models. These problems have been
eliminated in the Twin 3 which has a new design
wheel fairing and improved sealing of the control
rods in the wing root.
Flying the Twin 3, the general handling seems
better than the earlier models inspite of the larger
wing span, The rate of roll is still about 4.5sec and
the directional control is adequate for the
increased span.
I found the stall just a little more defined than on
the G103 Acro. Approaching the stall very
gradually there is now some lateral wallowing
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By L. GLOVER senior Inspector

Husbands Bosworth Airfield, Near Rugby
Tel. Market Harborough 880375
Lullerworth 57544
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together with an obvious, distinctive buffet. Eventually this was followed by a very gradual, gentle
nose drop.
Although this is a definite improvement on the
earlier Acro, in my opinion it is still rather too
docile lor good basic training. With my weight in
the front cockpit (190Ib) when provoked' with rudder it did drop the wing and make one turn of a
spin before building up speed in a spiral. The previous deSign was almost unstallable at normal
pilot weights and would only drop a wing and
spin with 'full rudder applied, and then only with
the C of G near the aft limit. The company test
pilot assured me that with the C of G in the middle
of the range it spins fully.
There are a number of improvements which
make the new Twin much more attractive as a
training machine.
The wing spar booms are now in carbon fibre
for extra stiffness and lighter weight. The elevator
and fiudder surfaces are also in carbon to reduce
the need for heavy mass balancing.
In place of the usual straps, the canopies are
now fitted with individual gas struts to prevent
them opening too far and to reduce the risk of
damage with careless handling in a wind.
The system for adjusting the front cockpit rudder pedals is now by means of a small crank
handle on the side of the instrument consul. This
completely eliminates the dangerous possibilit¥
of the rudders slipping forward out of reach
under pressure and makes it safe to readjust

them for comfort in flight.
The airbrake and trim levers have been moved
forward and redesigned. Most pilots found that in
the early model they could not apply full.airbrake
which was required to use the wheel brake. Moving the levers forward al1ld making them longer
has made them much easier to operate over the
full range.
Together with the greatly improved performance, these features have helped to make it a
really attractive machine for both basic and more
advanced training, and like its predecessor it is
perfectly suited to ,first solos.
The cross-country performance is now as
good or beller than many 15m Standard Class
machines and it must be an attractive proposition
for any club or private owner wanting Cl twoseater w,hich is fun and easy to fly.
The general design has been developed and
well proven over the past few years and incorporates lessons learned from the hundreds elf
Grob Twins in use all eyver the world. Like the
G103 Acro it is stressed to +6-3g making it
extremely strong and fully aerobatic. It is certificated in Germany for rolling and inverted flying
although these manoeuvres require special training and a high degree of skill to perform safely.
Although I, was not able to do much in the way of
aerobatics, it was obvious that it has a much better inverted performance with the new wing.
All in all the new Twin 3 is a worthy successor to
the earlier Acro.
&:I
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GEe AVIONICS,

SOLE SPONSORS OF THE BRITISH eUD/Ne TEAM
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WHOLE TEAM
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s1rikes me, that it's high time the College Gliding Fraternity was organised into a cohesive and
united force. We all know the problems. Unless
"paler" is a Rothschild we all feel the cost of this
compulsive sport where it ,l1ur:ts us the most ... in
the grant cheque, Of ooursethe Students' Unions
are quite happy to fork Qut occasionally tor capital equipment, but there still comes a lime when
an aerotow becomes the difference between a
smiling bank manager and having to creep
passed an unpaid 'landlady.
As students we face certain unique and distinct problems, quite apart from the financial fret.
First, there's a three year turnover from fresher to
graduate, secondly, gliding clubs are invariably
situated off the beaten track (and the rugby or
socoer club seems to monopolise the Union
minibus). Thirdly, when the soaring season finally
gets under wP'l, we are clobbered first with the
spectre of exams and then with a scattering tothe
four corners of our "green and pleasant land" as
the summer vacation finally frees, us from
noughts and crosses in the back row ot the lecture theatre. However the worst problem by tar is,
I'm afraid, a universal complaint ... apathy!
As with all college clubs, the leg work and running around is done by tile minority of
enthusiasts. H'ow often have you heard the
phrase, "I'd reall'llike to, but ..."? It's normally
the one just before Mr A. Student, on his way out
to yet another all night wing-ding, laments his
essay deadline that passed a week ago, It's a sad
fact of life and the enthusiasts have to reconcile
themselves with, the fact that, without tlleir efforts,
the Union would soon be casting' around for a
buyer for its K-? or K-8.

with gliding the
emus is fairly
and squarely on US."

TraditiOllal sporls don't have to fight so hard to
justify themselves. Sink or win (i nearly said
swim), the boating- club will still be able to beg for
a new £11 000 boat oomplete with £200 blades,
simply because there's an established hierarchical interest. However, with gliding, albeit a contender for Olympic recognition, the onus is fairly
and squarely on us,
To be fair lhe elwirQl1m~nt is, now changing. At
Bocker, where lhe University College London
Club operates, Mike Cuming, the manager and a
member of the BGA Executive, is taking a particular interest in encouraging young blood and
"Tall Chris" Rollings has, been both sterling and
long suffering with his ,invaluable assistance.
However, we face all the same difficulties I have
outlined. As far as the first problem is concerned,
we at UCL have nQw started to recruit among our
a1umni. We hope this will 'foster a more permanent core to the membership and that past members will retain lheir links with us when they finally
have the money to pay for 1heir habit. (We have
one instructor member already, but we want
more.)
Transportation - and I don't mean to Botany
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Steven Brown bemoans the problems facing students who
want to fly and suggests overcoming them with a
countll'ywide 'scheme

Steve, amature studen'
at University College
London studying "alian,
is captain of his college
gliding club. He started
gliding last February
and has a Silver badge.
His Club has 36 memo
bers and owns a K·13
wlili:ch they Uy at
8qQk~r.

Bay - is something of a chestnut. We circulate a
list of members' telephone numbers and indicate
car ownershij') or access. We also have a regular
rendezvous Thursday evenings where members
can arrange the following weekend's travel.
Unfortunately, the nature of college life in the
capital does cause us some problems in th is respect, but we're working on it.
I should like to propose an idea for discussion.
To wit; a countrywide system of reciprocation
under an umbrella body of university and college
gliding clubs. Of course, certain well funded and
established university clubs will be raising their
eyebrows at this point and see it as a clandestine

ploy to use their gliders, but it seems to me that
many college unions already have some sort of
reciprocal arrangement for sharing sports and
social facilities. It needn't be that interlopers from
other colleges should 11'1 as cheaply as home
members (heaveA forbid), but a glider can be
much better utilised earning money for its club
than being locked away in a hangar for the sole
use of the lucky stud'ent who happens to live
around the corner.
Countrywide co-operation would also open
the way for more exciting Ihings; trips abroad to
fly in the Alps, whicl1 would be unthinkable for a
small student group on a limited budget, would
suddenly become feasible simply because of a
larger number of potential participants; a national
student squad; expeditions to other unfamiliar
sites with the guatantee of local student help;
increased purchasing power (our chancellors
would approve of that wholeheartedly): but, most
importantly, we could create a pressure group
that would have real power and potentia! to put
across our point of view. In real terms we are the
gliding pundits of tomorrow. With a British
Students' Gliding Association everybody would
come to realise it.

a

MAIDEN FLIGHT OF DG-500 ELAN TRAINER

The DG-500 trainer had its maiden flight at the end of April. It has a 18m wing span and is said to
be very manoeuvrable and good for serious cross-country flying as well as training. The large
two-piece canopy is excellent for inflight visibility.
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Wiener Neustadt was one of the closest
Worlds ever, with only 35pts separating the new
Standard Class Champion\ Jacques Aboulin,
France (Discus), from Andy Oavis (DiSCus), who
had been in the lead too often for Aboulin's comfort. In the 15 MetreClass Bruno Gantenbrink, W
Germany (Ventus C), won with a lead of 280pts in
a total of 9081; Justin Wills (lS-6) being 2nd with
8761 pts and ahead of Chris Garton (lS-6) by
191 pts. The British leam gained no Open Class
medals but the results here were even closer,
With Jean-Claud lopitaux, France (ASW'22s),
just 25pts ahead of defending Champioolngo
Renner, Australia (Nimbus 3). Third was the first
of the two-seaters, a 'Nimbus 30 flown by
Reinhard Schramme with Klaus Holighaus, W
Germany, in the back seat.
Early 'in tl:1e competition it was said that it was
SChramme who had landed out but next day it
was 'Holighaus who had gotl:1ome! Fourth ,in this
Class was Gerard Uerm, France, who throughout
had flown with lopitaux as a team with such
effect that they became known as the twins. On
May 21, after a monumental thunderstorm in the
night, lopitaux discovered after take-off tha.t his
instruments were waterlogged and useless, so
instead of, landing back he flew in close formation
with lIerm effectively lJsing 'his instruments. The
two of them won the day with 1000pts for
lopitaux and 999 for L1erm; only O.8kmlh difference in speed. These fwoflew the only ASW2285 in the contest. Although the British team did
;not win at WN, two Silvers and ,a Bron,ze out of
108 competitors was more than €reditable.

WORLD,GLIDING

CHAMPIONSHIPS
Austria, May 13-28

The Championships
layout was good with
facilities close together

Wiener Neustadt was a well organised and
friendly Championships. The large grass airfieldl
was Austria's first, where Etrich flew his Taube in
1909. There are now no less than 25 gliding., flying and parachuting clubs on the airfield, the
bigger ones having their own Ihangars stuffed full
of gliders, motor gliders and aeroplanes, and with
their own clubhouses and restaurants. Inspite of
alllhis the Championships layout was good, with
briefing hangar, caravans and trailer parks
close together.
One of the exciting happenings in these
Championships was the opening of the Austrian
Hun~arian frontier for task flying. There was great
organisational co-operation between the two
countries, and the efficient tlJg team contained
aircralt from both, as well as from Czechoslovakia. Altogether 27 countries entered,
although the two Chinese pilots withdrew before
the start. One felt that he did not have enoogh
experience to fly among I:>ig mountains, and the
other decided not to continue after he had had a
minor wing scrape with Martyn Wells on a training day.
The weather during the practice period began
reasonably enough, but slowly deteriorated lJntil
the openingl ceremony when it rained on the
182

arian Spreckley, the defending 15 Metre
Class Wodd Champion, Is Intr0duced to HRH
The Duke
Edinburgh, BGA patron, by Ben
Watson, British team manager and BGA
chairman, when the 'Duke met members of
the ream at Windsor before they left for Aus·
tria. Photo: GEC Avion'ics.

0'

speeches and folk dances. From then on - it
seemed forever but was only five days - it was
cold, wet and windy. Everywhere else in Europe
t>he weather warmed up, but WN remained under
a slowly revolving depression beautifully illustrated on the colour satellite monitor. This picture
lowered spirits, which sank still lower when it was
learnt Ihal pilots at Paderborn, home of the 1981
WGC were happily doing 750km triangles. At
lasl, on May 16, Met man Hermann Trimmel
warned of Ihe approach of drier air from the NE.
He was right and competition flying began
next day.
The next day, although the weather relented it
did, SO with some reluctance, leaving only a narrow NE-SW slot in which Hermann reckoned it

was, possibt'e to squeeze some tlallriangles into
Hungary. Here it should be said that most
triangles at WN were in fact quadrilaterials, with a
very short fina" leg to bring finishers in on the
same final glide. The tasks set were not large,
ranging from 204.6km for the Standard Class to
276.1 km for the Open, but they resulted in no
less than 94 outlandings, mosfly in Hungary. As
,had ,happened in Benalla two years ago the task
setters had become a little carried away by the
superb array of beautifl:JI gliders waiting in sonshine and set big tasks. At Benalla on the first day
Ihere were more than 100 outlandings so WN did
not manage 10 lbeat this record. But both
occasions overwhelmed outlanding offices not
yet in practice, even more at WN' since most
outlandings were in Hungary.
Theilanguage problem diclnot help but the permitted aetotow retrieves from aeross the border
did; except for a few pilots who requested a tow
trom miniscule paddocks surrounded by trees
and the two wflo gol losl after releasing. One
ended, up back in Hungary and had to be ret-
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'rieved again early the, nex,t morning. There was
plenty of help tor pilots there. One was brought
an omelette and another was given a lift to the
telephone; when he indicated to the driver that he
was going too fast the driver pulled out his
licence and with a smile showed that he was a
polioeman.
Over the whole period there were 249 outlandings; 102 or 24% of them in the Standard
Class, 102; 26% in the 15 Metre, and 45; 18% in
the Open.
It was on this first day that Bruno Gantenbrink
set the pace, winning the 15 Metres Class. Australians Mike Giles (Nimbus 3) and ,Ingo Renner
were the only two Open Class finishers. In the
Standard Class Ba-er Selen, Netherlands, who at
Chateauroux became the youngest World
Champion at 23, brooght his D<3-300 into 1sI
place. The only two British pilots to make it home
were Justin Wills and Chris Garton.
There was only one other small problem on this
lirst day when one of the Zlin tug engines failed,
but high enough lor the glider to soar. The tug
pilot landed without damage in a nearby ,field.
There were 20 tugs at WN'. Eight Zlin 1425 from
Hungary, six Zlin ex-aerobatic tail draggers from
Czechoslovakia and six various Austrian. They
regularly got the 108 gliders airborne in
54min.
.
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Fortunately May 20, Day 3, produced a better
weather pattern, though still with some threat of
thunderstorms. This time Ihe Opet1l Class was
given a 208km flat quadrilateral to the N, while
the 15 Metre and Standard had flat triangles into
Hungary, both less than 200km. Although small
the tasks were encouraging lor pilots beginning
to feel that outlanaings were the norm. This. time
there were only eight out of 108 starts, and this
timelhe offioe was,overwhelmed by pilots queueing to hand in their documents. Best finishers
included Andy Davis, Bruno Gantenbrink, Ihe
two French f 5 Metre, Gilbert Gerbaua ana GiUes
Navas (both LS-6s), and Juslin Wills; in the Open
Ray Lynskey flying with lan Finlayson was best in
the New Zealand ASH-25. Into Hungary cloud
base had steadily lowered to 3()()()ft with weak . .
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May Standard
17 204.6 km -:.
18 278.2kmA
20 187.1km::
21 187.4km::
22 246.5km6
23 393.1kmA
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Tasks were encouraging
for pilots beginning to
feel that outlandings
were the norm

TASKS FLOWN
Day
1
2
3
4
5
6

May 18, Day 2, looked a better day. The air was
hazy with 10km vis, but thermals were stronger
and better organ'ised. The dying depression was
still around though now a little further south so,
with hope, biggertasks were set; 342.4km lor the
Open, 325.310r the 15 Metre and 278.2 for the
Standard. This time the direction was to the NW

.

and neilher was anyone else under a grey sky
spil1ing a lil1le thundery rain. AI nOOl1 flying was
cancelled. Least pleased was Belgian JQSe
Jaime (Discus B) who had scored almost nothing
on the first day because his cameras were stolen.
They were immediately replaced wilh new
Konicas which he carefully installed - and lorgot
to remove the lens caps, This time ,absolute zero
and a need to fly soon 10 try to collect some
points.

over broken, hilly country in between the real
mountains to the· Wand the flat Hungarian plain
to the E. On the almost common first leg there
was overcrowding as all 108 gliders hurried on
their way, not helped by a max height 01 only
6000ft and best climb rates 01 6kt. It could have
been these somewhat English conditions that
gave Andy Davis his lirst win althoug.h it was
close; the top seven pilots were within 2.5km/h 01
each other. In the 15 Metre neither Bruno, nor
Justin or Chrismade top places, but this was not
worrying as only one 01 those heading the list,
Stelano Ghiorzo, Italy (LS-6), had done well on
Day 1.
On May 19 Hermann was not too optimistic,
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Met man Hermann Trim'
mel had a frog as his
"logo" which he put up
on the screen at brief·
ing and caused much
enjoyment.

Justin Wills shows the Duke a map of the
area with the Hungarian border open for the
first time for gliding championships. Photo:
GEC AvloniCs.

Practice Period. Unhappy ,frog waiting for
better weather.

Above: Happy frog on good soaring days.
Below: Frog when flying could begin.
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thermals so care was needed 'near the TP, but the
better weather was still in Austria for their return.
After this. task Andy Davis was top overall in the
Standard Class with a 36pt lead.
Finally on May 21, Day 4, the last cloud IroQ'}
the persistent occlusion to the south of WN
moved away, and to make certain of really being
in the clear tasks were Once more set to the NW.
Again flat triangles, -of 242.3km for the Open to
187.4km for the Standard. It was still not easy
because 01 the need to divert around thunderstorms, but it worked, and most got home. It was
this day that Robin May and Nick Hacketl in the
ASH"25 found wave which allowed them to take
their start pictures at 6500ft, and later reach
8000ft, but they did not do so well on the last leg.
Lopitaux Bnd L1erm came in 1st and 2nd and
Ralph Jones (Nimbus 3) was 4th.
Bruno Gantenbrink was now establishing a
firm but slllalllead in the 15 Metre Class with Justin Bnd Brian Spreckley (LS-6) 3rd and 4th; but
although Chris Garton came In at 6th place he
was ooly 3.5k1ll/h ,slower than Gantenbrink. Andy
still held on to lop overall, but with only three
points ahead of defending Standard Class
Champion Markku Kuittinen, Finland (Discus
A),
The storm of the previous evening which had
fixed the instruments of Lopitaux also had its
funny moments, as it broke over the only jury
meeting of the competitions, called to hear the
Australian protest that bug wipers did not constitute a change of aircraft configuration. The
rules require that a glider shall fly throughout in
the same configuration as on the first day, but
bug wipers are fitted on some days, and in any
case can fall off, The organisers to take the first
decision, said that bug wipers il used on the first
day must stay put, and the jury meeting Was

called to give a clear decision. Although the discussion was brought to a complete stop by noisy
thunder, noisier hail 0[11 the tin- roof and five power
cuts the jury found by 24 votes to two that bug
wipers were not part of the configuration. which
for this purpose was considered to be the
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The .information shown at briefing. Day 6,
May 23 was perhaps the best and most
beautiful of '!'le Championships. when the
max distance flown was 713.8km.
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b. Steyr lor the 15 Metre and 246.5km to
Sonntagberg lor the Standard. Inevitably
Lopitauxand Llerm ,did well again, but this time
Swiss Hans Binder (Nimbus 3T) and Ingo came
between them. Overall, Schram me and HoIighaus
were still top, with Australians Mike Giles and
Ingo 2nd and 3rd, L1erm 4th and Lopitaux 5th but with only 175pts between all of them. The 15
Metre leader was still, as expected, Ganlenbrink,
163pts ahead 01 Justin and Andy Davis still
stayed put at the top 01 the Standard. It had not
been the easiest day lor flying, particularly on the
outward leg through the mountains, as lilt was
patchy and gaggles developed. Baer Selen was
down 10 300m above the ground near Semmer·
ing, and ciimbea away at only O.2m/s with plenty
01 time to study the almost unlandable country
below.
May 23, Day 6, and it was into the mountains
again, but this time with mostly bl'ue thermals.

brink's birthday. There were thirty litres of Russian vodka, piles 01 food and more beer and wine
lor 1he 500 plus people.
Only one pilot did not enjoy the party, Rodollo
Pen.teado, the only Brazilian, who thought his
ASW-20 was Ilying like a brick. He was Jooking
lora landing when Bruce Brockhoff called him to
tell him that his gear was down. Not gelling a response ,he got his Australian crew to contact the
Brazilian crew; but in vain. Before landing
Rodollo neatly raised his wheel.
Day 5, May 22, finally brought weather lor Ilying into the big mountains to the west with big
tasks,. A 327.3km triangle to Klaus Phryn for the
Open, whO started second; 305.5km to Garsten

Robin May, photographed in Ralph Jones's
Nimbus 3, with Nick Hackett who flew with
him in the ASH·25 at WN. Photo: GEe
Avionics.
primary structure, its moveable controlling surlaces and landing gear.
This jury meeting lollowed one of the now
traditional international parties, the lirst being
given by Sweden. The second was a Commonwealth do with 1000 plus lamb chops broughl
specially from Australia and much beer and wine,
then on May 21 it was the combined night of
USSR, USA, and FRG - and also BrlJno GantenTypical daily rOtl'e forecast.
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Hans Zacher of OSTIV. Photo: Ann Welch.
The 15 Metres were delighted to lind that they
were given the lirst 500km task; a 515.5km O/R
to Zell am
in west Austria. The Standard had
a flat 393.1 km triangle to Schladming, and the
Open was given eat's cradle with ten boundary
TPs ,and a time limit of 6hrs in which to do it. The
bes.t flying tu'med out ·to be around Zell where,
amid labulous scellery, there was ,perlect vis %-%
cu at n1 500ft and climbs 01 10kt. Andy Davis
loundhis speed slower than he wanted on the
way to Zell, and linished the task almost 10kmlh
slower than Aboulin who moved into 1st place. It
had been hard to break through the inversion
before reaching the mountains, and this had
brought down Martyn Wells (LS-7) with only
187km out of the 393km task distance.
11 took sometime to get results from lhe Open
Class cal's cradle because this task is interpreted here differently from the original intention,
which was to have distance Ilylng with little orM
retrieving. To achieve this a small number 01 TPs
were specified within the task boundali}', At WN
any TP from the I'ist could be used and landings
made following a photographed point, provided
that the 6hrs was not exceeded (controlled by
time cameras). This allowed pilots to head offlor
a distant point and Ily ever decreasing triangles in
good places as conditions weakened and then
land out. In.terpreted in this way cat's cradle can . .

see
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probably give greater distances, but at the price
of long retrieves which were never the intentioo.
When, quite late, pilots called in it was Lopitaux
and Uerm who had once again beaten the field,
with 711.5km and 701' .8km respectively; followed by Schramme at 685 and Lynskey at
678.3km. It was Ingo's bad day. He Ililade only
16th plaoe and 564.5km.
The first penalty points were given on this day;
a few for photo problems, but Ronald Tabery,
USA (Nimbus 3), was docked 1/3 of his score for
failing to call in after outlanding, so that worried
organisers contacted the rescue services.

Andy was again top in
the Standard Class and
Justln won the 15 Metre.

Now the small curnulus and big tasks were
making a good team. On May 24, Day 7, the 15
Metre Class hada cat'scradle while the other two
flew triangles. Cloudbase fOse to, 10000ft thermals were up t09kt and Ray Gimmey, USA (Nimbus 3) who came last on May 22' came 1st in the
Open Class with a speed of 129.8kmlh. Ingo
Renner bounced back to beat Lopitaux and
Uerm, and Andy D.avis again came ,top in the
Standard Class. Justin won the 15 Metre with
688.4km. The two Czech pilots, Stepanek and
Cerny (Ventus iBs), flying the eat's cradle reckoned' that conditions could be good for an evening katabatic flow along the middle of the valley.
They found il 40km out at 1600f1 and used it to
return to WN, having, taken their end-of-task
photo at Kaofenburg. They landed at 2035.
May 25, Oay 8, andlthe first signs of weakening
of the high pressure. Hermann warned of
thunderstorms, but in the far west of Austria. With
the Standard Class taking, its turn for eat's cradle,
the others had .big triangles. Winds were again
lighl SE. Chris Gar10n flew the fastest 15 Metre
speed using cloud streets at 120.3km/h, and the
C0mputer scorers who bet on these things were
less than one minute wrong in his time. Justin
~as also fast at 15.3kmlh, putting him only
28pts behind Bruno, but the Open winner for the
day was clearly Ingo at 127.9km/h, beating
L1erm's 123.5. Again it was a wait for cat's cradle
repor1s, but it was Andy again, top with 652.3km.
Aboulin flew only 542.3km.
And so to the penultimate task in genllydeclining weather. The Open was going to fly into
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Above: One of the three parachutists ,landing between the Open Class winners and the
audience. They each landed precisely and presented a cup. Below: Justln and Chris on the
podium with Bruno Gantenbrink, the 15 Metre Champion. Photos: Ann Welch.

15m Class
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The last six days of a very close contest.
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THE AERODROME, RUFFORTH
YORK Y02 3QA

Factory trained and approved repair agents for Glaser-Dirks Sailplanes
Telephone 0904·83653
Fax 0904 83 8146
Repairers in glass, carbon, kevl,ar, wood and metal structures

SOLE UK AGENTS FOR O/K BAROGRAPHS

o Elan-trainer

GLASER·DI KS UK
BOB McLEAN 0904 83653
JOHN EL 5 0765-89431
FAX 0904-83-8146
SOLE UK AGENTS FOR THE COMPLETE RANGE OF DG SAILPLANES
Please ask for details

Above: Andy Davis with his crew member, Rob Knight. Photo: Liz Wells. Below: Chris Garton
photographed by Ann Welch.

Below: HRH The Duke of Edinburgh with some of th

Avionlc~.

Below: part of the colourful opening ceremony. Photo: Ann Welch.

Above; Martyn Wells photographed by his daughter Liz. Below: The briefing with Brian second from
right. Photo: Uz Wells.

Ills and Chris Garton. Photo: Ben Watson.

-up
of the British

l~m

at Windsor. Photo: GEe
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Aust·alian Gliding
Champio 1 ·ps
anuary 1990
B n'11a

rlleld

Charter lights with the ASH 25 ASW 22 8 - a, d Nimbus 3 for experiv,lced ilc ts.
• Ingo Renner will accompany guest
pilots throughout the Championships.
• Or ask about alternative arrangements at Tocumwal and Waikerie airfields.
• Reasonable scheduled flights to
Australia for non-gliders.

~

Sk for details from:

ALPHA-GLIDI G-

~

TOURS

Ralph Jones, who flew his Nimbus 3 in the
Open Class. Photo: GEC Avionics.

(jOlhH

Your travel company for gliding holidays.
Geschw.-Scholl-Str.11,
D-6242 KronbergfTs.
Tel. 06725/3131, Fax 06173/4488
Please

~nd

further detaIls
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Hungary but the weather went flat and they were
given a new triangle westwards. The Standard
was then given its B task of 322.5km and ooly the
15 Metres stayed with their original 563.1 km.
Markku Kuittinen was unlucky when he had a

weak tug and bounced over rough ground before
taking off, enough to put his head through the
canopy. He released, his crew did a high speed
patch repair, and he still managed to come 2nd,
only 0.8kmlh slower than Aboulin. Andy brought
his Discus into 3rd place 0.6km/h slower than
Markku.
In the 15 Metre Class Justin and Chris were
Quite a bit slower this time than the two French,
Gerbaud and Navas, but it still posed no medals
risk. The drama of this day was the slow return of
L1erm. After Day 8 he had been in the lead overall
with Lopitaux 4th, but during' this task both found
conditions very weak, with L1erm badly placed.
He told Lopilaux to goon as he did not want to
slow him down and eventually made it back 10
WN 1V2hrs after him.
The final task of the Championships, on May
27, Day 10, were intentionally short; nevertheless

the weather still made it possible for the Open to
have a big 394.7km. The wind continued from the
SE with visibility returning to its earlier haziness,
through which a few towering cumulus could be
seen. There were some 10kt thermals, the
occasional light shower on track, a thunderstorm
in a pass, and only three outlandings. One of
these was the Hungarian Gabor Halasi (DG-300)
who, when circling close to a mountain near
Veitschalpe with his friend Bela Kassai, hit the
rock with a wingtip and crash landed on a small
space below. He broke his breastbone and compressed a vertibrae, and was quickly taken to
hospital by helicopter after French pilot Didier
Hauss relayed an emergency message. This was
the only accident in this safe competition. And so
it ended as it had begun, an enjoyable, friendly
and well organised Championships with plenty of
good flying. A total of 350 130km was flown with
an average of 60hrs/pilot, and the British pilots
did really well - congratulations especially to
Andy, Justin and Chris.
El

FINAL RESULTS
OPEN CLASS
Pilot

POS

Country

Glider

Day 1.17.5
276.1km ....

Day 2.18.5
342.4km ....

Day 3.20.5
208km ....

Day 4.21.5
242.3km O/R

Day 5.22.5
327.3km ....

Day 6.23.5
Cat's Cradle

Day 7.24.5
565.7km.&

Day 8.25.5
497km.

Day 9.26.5
344.5km O/R

Day 10.27.5
394.7km ....

Tot..
Points

(Best 713.8km)

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
'3
.4
'5
16
'7
'0
'9
20
21
22
23
24
25

190

CF
VI
V4

Lopitaux. J.
Rennet. I.

F
AUS

SChramme. R.

0

Lherm. G.
Lynskey. R.
Eisele, W.
Giles. M.
Laur, E.

F
NZ

KM
HO
XL

7V

G,mmey. R.

25

Goudriaan, L.
Masak. P.
KurstJElns. G.
Mont•. R.

AA
AX

n

VW
X3
KS
73
7
LH
02

Tabery. A.
Binder. H.

Buchanan. J.
Lackner, H.
Jones, R.
'3 May, R.
3B Gavazzi. M.
GB Bourgard. P.
JP Forssten, J.
KB Brauer, K.
'76 Innes. D.
IK
BJaner, F.

0
AUS

0
USA

lE
CON
NL
I
USA
CH
AUS
A
GB
GB
I
B
FIN
A
G
CH

ASW·22.
NimbYs 3
Nimbus 30
ASW-2211
ASH-25
ASH·25
Nimbus 3
NimthJs3T
NlIDbU$ 3
A$H·25<
Nimbus 3
Nimbus 3
ASH·25
Nimbus 3
NimbuS 3
ASH·25<
Nimbt.4 3
Nimbus 3
ASH-25
ASH-25
Nimbus 3
Nimbus 3
Nimbus 3
Nimbus 3
ASH-25

686
992
855
706
625
715
1()()()
285
711
730
730
652
711
6'4
709
574
678
736
754
654
590
244
715
64'
329

797
874
1()()()

860
842
850
826
9B8
965
483
863
875
889
818
465
43'
381
562
463
902
483

500
753
462
.29

829
771

~~

978
734
854

B39
614
872
820
864
747
870
854

663
797
665
716
827
784
708
786
747
296

1()()()
811
770
999
796
903
778
802
866
836
739
654
'83
737
611
857
8'2
925
688
711
710
717
444
5'2
606

1()()()

939
912
974
823

833
867
955
319
687
899
964
921
824
988
991
748
743
754

364

58.
566
556
557
735

1()()()
79'
959
1()()()
952
9'0
875
874
874
76\
889
935
869
698
799
685
940
644
67'
745
861
696

904
74.
729

957
999
95'
957
687
858
695

B88
1()()()
845
966
822
790
885
886
774
!l48
836
8'3
763
807
7'7
856
!l42
853

688
1()()()
901
930
684
842
837
824
574
836
624
786
845
898
8.6
72'
743
630
876
729
4'2
764
756
563
720

1()()()
946
796
547
828
851
768
863
9'5
792
265
569
793
267
888
792
759
294
294
277
630
794
267
676
275

991
1000

790
917
B83
928

803
9\0
987
931
761
615
9\3
919
722
872
596
747
872
709
812
632
235

504
612

9148
9123
8795
8719
8499
8423

B323
8229
7825
7773

7756
7737
7660
7528
7517
7360
7303
6990
6902
66111
6670
6337
6272
6244
5283
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15 METRE CLASS
Po1

PUot

Country

Glide'

Day 1.17.5
205.9kmA

Day 2.18.5
325.3kmA

Day 3.20.5
191.9km OIR

,D8y 4.21.5
233kmOlll

Day 5.22.5
305.5kmA

Day 1.23.5
515.5km 0111

Day 7.24.5

Cat's Cradle

Day 1.25.5
464.6kmA

Day 9.26.5
5113.1kmA

Day 10.27.5
323.3kmA

TOlal

Poinls

(e..st 688.4km)
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
la
11

VY
I
31
C6
IY'I
72
PO
BV

N

Ganlenbrink. B.

0

Wills,J.

GB
GB
A

Garton. C.
Haggenftluner. A.
Haiek. '1.
Gerbaud. G.
Kuuslsto, S.

Aeynoso. Mo
Stepanek. J.

AnOerson, G.

lE

Spreckley. B.
"OlzI. H.
Zienlek. SI.
Oriessen. P.
Hagnander. T.
Bluekens. M.
Brockhotf. B.

GB
CON
P

BaulT\8Iln, w.
Cerny" P.

VS Ghiorzo. S.
00 J~bs.O.
Centka. J.
'2 11

'3
14
15
16
17
18
19
I
20
I 21
I
22
23
24
I 25
26
27
26
29

30
:)1

32
33
:)<I

35

36
37

38
39
40

V
BB
M3
CA
V
MV
1.
7:F
V8

0
KC
lE
6
VA
76
MS
XS
SP
PU
TI
BH
65
6F
CP
MA
38
UM
GG

0
F
FIN
CH
CZ
I
USA
P
I
NOR
A
F
USA
HUN
ARG
CZ

Gal&fto, G.
'Butukin, W. B.

J\Jsl. H.
Navas, G.
Strie<:lieck. K.
Guraly. S.

SpychlQer, W
Rukas, A.
Dossing, E.
Papp. S

SolbaJcken. A.

Hansen. K.
Stlvanovich. A.
Medic. M.
Asikainen, M.

Hosslnger. R.
Penleado. R.
Lainio. R.

NZ
S
B
AUS
CH
RUS
OK
H
NOR
OK
RUS
VUG
FIN
MG
BRA
S

Venlu.s C
LS-6
LS-6
LS-6
ASW-2Oc;
LS-8

Ventus C
LS-6
Ventus 8
LS-6
LS-6
OG-600
LS-6
LS-6
ASW-20
LS-6
ASW-20
LS-6
LS-6
Ventus B
Venlus
LS-6
LS-6
OG-600
ASW-20
LS-6
ASW·20
LS-6
OG·800
LS-6
LS-6
OG-800
LS-6
Ventus C
LS·6
OG·600
ASW-20
Venlus
ASW·2O;
OG·600

816

!lOO
796
749
518
498
566
805
452
792

658
452
782
528
469
494
535
396
484
496
529
551
324
490
238
566
494

338
376
496
431
374

308
453
471
341
792

308
0
287

947
904
940
896
893
551

833
539
967
972
1000
862
956
962
520
550
496
599
547
471
839

49S
·922
524
929
478
916
501
856
839
945

43J
410
555

840
550
547
499
507

410

939
642
737

836
7.67
868
817
755
753
796
375
843
839
760
84\
858
846
779
762
743
512
567
652
639
739
596
563
675
39\
699
632
586
575

505
303
526
602
391
391
535

1000
993
947
784
995
590
954
797
901

824
786
726
849
823
897
818
885
824
296
1000
850
296

870
810
899
554
4.9
953
358
124

910
852
962
878
972
789
339
288
822
267
288

303
902
77:)

286
880
751
921
48
63
0
52
ONF

890

I

I

836
894
968
369
671
297

338

878
892
861
943
917
'000
832
914
778
872
889
78
88\
872
866
975
914
737
745
714
773

413

704

279.
851
701
296
678
843
88'
309
607
263
601
366
282
683
279
673
574
ONF

465
832
812
595
764
827
711
766

409
742
429
426
134
608
504
515
122
90

940
1000
947
948
869
979
856
903
BOO
921
95'

865
947
951

863
779

970
864
931
893
923
812
841
953
831
876
722
771

865
918
1000
913
846
968
850
849

805
796
776
652
861
866
766
880
992
693
764
855
636

809
816
594

670

680

713
857
661
729
679
792
718
748
610
739
689
261
745
692

0

544

903
587
483
692
773
831
775
728
749
823

898
867
843
851
869

933
759
772
784
859
1000
774
832
751
727
473
914
722
655
650

'000

880
803
B29
872
887
871

870
749
849
946
792

B40
780
873
791
689
800

806
4'9
828
687
707
369
419
741
487
371
374
192
146
739
269
\46
219
182
487
243
412
222

I

8533
8357
8349
6158
8082
7949
7915
7B19
7789
7708
7659
76'2
7574
74\6

7027

739
911
660
593
524
735
513
458

6966
6948
6916
6734
6606
6502
6286
6276
6265
6207
6037
5928

509

5727

784
350
591
469
598
608
651
526
621

6519
5349
5236
5155
4953
4893
4849
3955
2709

701

680

9041
8761

8570

STANDARD CLASS
!'Os

PUot

Country

Glide,

Aboulin, J.
Davis. AKuit1inen, M.

F
GB
FIN
A
A
S
I
NL
CH
P
NL
P
CZ
CZ
F
USA
NZ
USA

DiSCus

Day 1.17.5
204.8km OIR

Day 2.18.5
278.2kmA

Day 3.20.5
187.Ikm OIR

Day 4.21.S
187.4I<mOIll

Day 5.22.5
241.5kmA

DaY'·23.5
393.1km A

, Day 7.24.5
S08.5I<mA

Day 8.25.5

cal'. C,,.dle

DaY'·26.5
322.SkmA

Coy 10,27.5
:I08km A

Tot.!
Point.

(80s' 652.2kml
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

SJ

eo

:(4

sa

Felbermayr. l.
Hlmmel1e. H.
OllOSOn. C.
Bngliadori. L.
Solen. B.

BE

Obrisl, B.

!AI

Zl
33
RB

ID PPC Trzeciak, J.
1 OT Teullng, D.

I

\2 24
13 l..7
14 AI
15 00
16 K
17 LS
18 ~O
19 EP
20 A9
21 NS
22 AM
23 PI
24 A2
25 XO
2S 321
27 IR
28 V16
29 NE
30 53
3. LB
32 6
33 G2
34 E3
35 11.1

38
37
38

oe
B~

HL
39 27
40 VI
41 IB
42 JT
43 HA

Kepka. F.
Dedera. M.

Kubovcik.. V.
Hauss. O.
Byrd, J.
Van Oyk. A.

Op;lZ.M
SchrOder. R.

Sjmenc.

I.
Halasi.G.

Kassai. B.

Taimioia.A.
Pankka. A.
Ooebeli, F.
Wells.M.

Reimers. J.
OSVlson. C.

Thomsen. E.
F'efcivat S.
Brigtiadori. R.
Gueorguiev, S.
Webb, O.
Pfislavec, 8.
lngebt'elsen. V.
Jaime, J.
MoralOY, A
Machulis. V.

Andersen. K.
Bmdley, D.
i(rastev, P.
Stieber. J.
Helmersson. A.

Discus

Discus A
LS·7
LS-7
LS·7
Discus A
OG·300
OG·300
ASW·24
Discus
ASW·24

Discus B
ASW·1ge
Discus

Discus B
LS.7
ASW·24

0

DISCUS

VUG
HUN
HUN
FIN
FIN
CH
GB
NOR
MON
OK
AUS
I
BUL
CON
VUG
NOR
B
RUS
RUS
OK

OG·300
OG·300
OG·300

Discus
Discus
Discus A
LS-7
LS-7
LS·4
LS·4
LS·4

DisclJS
SZD·55
00'300
OG·3OOE
LS·7

Discus B

Discus
LS·7

Discus

lE

Discus B

BUL
CON
S

SZO·65
LS-4
ASW·24

577
646
869
875
453
517
495
902

665
691

B40
787
473
517
488
478
473
523
517
498
562

538
538
431
726
611
523
787
540
476
495
47'
638
437
476
29'
535
535
291
498
437
33
562

872
1000
874
957
970
978
787

570
902
944
466
983
937
836
799
977
467
569
573

383
845
518
461
065
999
495

668
908

886
888
694
834
841
791
887
746
786
777
646

782
850

852
840
eJ9
276
818
817
816
562

no

466
1371

383

360

350
216
835
168
802

49'
953
495
775
495
579
663

370
85ll
363
0

838
838
832

564
805

'06
834

638
355
436
232
579
584
359
495
0

818
617
74'
494
915
522
897
978
624
585
742
632
722
1Kl2
0
462
492
812
897
768
381
381
823
489
0
676
750

1000

56<

360

532

633

458

676

744

411

803

550
655

695
228
482
518
814
6"

598
53'l
458
561
46

63J
677
667
670
876
68'
616
674
625
943
605
559
519

995

980
850
936

848
779
850
935

909

936
1000
915
948
863
957
896
905

773
769

966

844

903

171
828
682

865

892
879
807
894
921
917
796
937

672
958

'000
949
915

666

840

704

882
749

813-

899
900

885

314

833

5n

806
769
768

484
267
005

485
519
768
225
582
218
282
626
519
230

912'
233;

'710.
828
716
352
220
713
240
760
233
756
736

43S
675
199
488

360

853

965
1000
911

906
903
848
882
798
895

900
706
616

840
818
893
829
871
920

1000
976
968
830
841
819
734
620
248
875
783
428

706
704

888
509
785
699

994

530

895
766
771

732
836
960

830

833

670

746
841
925
693
722
662
920
956
873

856

248
387
506

800
872

63J
"9

881
856
339
736
720
773
782
637
165

869
936
748
807
823
813
859
246
765
695

838
699
770
770
726
6'9
246

844
791

810
619

504
761
624
615
624
539
689
725
594
256
256
627
517
632
542

81-1
789
874
778
1000

825
778
825
856
6Sll
82.
1'14
757
821
493
574
679
496
815.
752
65
65
829
589
704
958
467
703

643
380
827
502
656
829
693
734
528
505
452
663
58.
730
4\9

8854

18819
.867l
6190
8089
8026
7926

7911
7691
7683
7632
7389
7:)75
7326
7300
7223
71196
7160
7\04
6972
6857
6639
6830
6597

6388
6278
6268
6252
6221
6165
6087

6068
5983
5812
5812
5703
5835
5501
5346
5324
5300
4916
444\

These are provisklnaf results.

a present for a glider pilot or just want to treat yourself, the BGA sales
depa,tment have quite a collection of goodies from leisure shirts, hats and umbrellas to books.

If you are looking for
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FRANK IRVING

le

OSTIV Sailplane Development Panel
(SDP) was in fOfmeftimes mainly concerned with
Airworthiness Requirements (now QS1IV Airworthiness Standards, OSTIVAS). At Wiener
Neustadt, where we convened in the Sportschule
Lindabrunn for three days belore the OSTIV Congress, it became clear that its interests were
much Ibroader, as the gentle reader will discem.
The aforesaid reader is, 01 course, already aware
that osnv is the intellectual branch of soaring,
OSnVAS are still used tOf certification purposes in a tew countries who knoweth not Joint
Airworthiness Requirements ,(JAR 22, Sailplanes
and Motor Sailplanes). But the main value of the
SDP's discussions is that they act as an unofficial
forum lor JAR'. Some members of the SDP are
directly concerned with JAR, others indirectly. In
any case, what the SDP thinks today, JAR is likely
to think somewhat later, and vice versa. So, whilst
the huddled masses on the airfield! sought sheller
from the elements, the centrally heated SDP
cogitated at Lindabrunn. The account which
follows is necessarily abbreviated, but is intended to convey the gist of the discussions. 'In parcticular I have omitted the dull bits about
amendments being agreed subject to minor
alterations.

This produced a considerable
discussion, heavily
laden with euphemisms
After a bit of the latter by Cedric Vernon (UK)
and Jan-Eric Ollson, (Sweden), Tony Segal made
'a presentation of his full-scale crash test, as
reported in the, May issue of S&G, p 130. This produced a considerable discussion, heavily laden
with euphemisms, on the re'lative merits 015- and
6-poinl harnesses: it was agreed that one Of the
other was essential to prevent "su'bmarining", but
no 'firm preferenoe emerged.
After a statement from Manfred Reinhardt
(OSTIV president, Germany) on hOfizontal gusts,
to the effect that they were rather awkward, we
went on to consider crash loads. Alan Patching
(Australia) had produced, some recommendations on the inertia load which the stowage of
"loose items" should withstand. The main message is that the forward load should cOfrespond
to 209, so that batteries and barographs cannot
come adrift with lethal results. These were accepted after the inevitable minor changes, and the
same fate belell my own recommendations on
internal pressures in fuel tanks. Alan Patching
then moved on to crash loads on engine mounts
andrueltan'ks and was rewarded with the chairmanship 01 a group to contemplate crashworthiness in general, to report to the next meeting.
Inputs would doubtless Ibe welcome.
Inevitably, the provision of lorward towing
hooks had another airing. They are now compulsory for flew sailplanes in Austria, Australia
and Switzerland, and generally recommended as
retrofits. Despite some confusing statistics, the
general impression was thatlorward hooks make
for safer aerotows. Heiko friess of LBA (the German AilWorthiness Authority) displayed a JAR 22
proposal for the definitiol"lol a "forward hook"
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SAILPLANE
DEVELOPMENT
The OSTIV Panel cogitates on such diversities as a speaking
variometer" forward towing hooks, fatigue of sailplane
structures, improvements on gel coats, a retractable
aerotow rope and very much more.
and some relevant amendments to OSTIVAS
were agreed.
Professor Renner of Aachen University has
been gathering data ,on canopy jettisoning and
baling-out, with some input from the BGA The
SOP agreed to await his Congress paper.
The writing 01 Standards relating to the fatigue
of sailplane structures has been an on-going
topic al SDP meetings. In fact, it has been going
on, mainly under the auspices of Alan Patching
and Cedric Vernon, for about 11 years. So, it was
with a great sigh of relief that they lound their
paper finally accepted - with minOfamendments.
Compact instrument panels developed for
hang gliders were demonstrated by representatlves,ot two German and one Swiss manufacturer. Apart from electronic barographs, also
manufactured in the WK" more comprehensive
instrumentation is now offered, with the
possibility of recording all lIight data. Airspeed
still presents some problems: the present hang
glider installation uses a little ,rotor working an
indicator via magnetic impulses, thus displaying
something like true airspeed. The development of
a "genuine" ASI is in hand. Presumably, the problem is to find a suitable transducer, a problem
now solved fOf atmospherio pressure. One
barograph was hurled to the floor to demonstrate
its toughness, a virtue much in demand for hang
gliding. There are still some problems associated
with transducer drift and temperature compensation. together with Ihe formalities of making printouts acceptable to national aero clubs and the
FAt. Andre.as Deutsch (Switzerland) circulated
his ideas on specifications for both mechanical
and electronic barographs.
At BenaUa, the Board of OSTIV announced a
design, competition for a stall-warning device,
with prizes provided by the Swiss Federal Aviation Office. The device was required to give a
reasonable warning margin regardless of Ilap
'setting, airbrake extension, bl,lgs and rain. Five of
the devices had been fitted to a Janus, 0-2480,
belonging to the German aerospace research,
organisation DLR (IOfmerly DFVlR). It is a
remarkable indication 01 the status of the German
gliding industry that the govemmenl research
organisation should operate its own Janus"
appropriately named "H'ans Zachet", supported
by a "Robin" towplane titted with a Porsche
engine and a towrope winch - and even more
remarkable that they should be flown down from

Braunschweig for the benefit of the SDP.
The systems had been evaluated by Mr Stlch
of DLR, who demwstrated them to the members
of tl1e SDP. Two of them observed something like
angle of attack whilsllhe others obseNed "bad
airflow" towards the rear part of the upper surface of the wing 'near the root. Dick Johnson's
device consisted of a small vane which normally
trailed along the local flow and "flicked" when
subjected to reverse flow. Two of these, 01 diflerent sizes, were fitted at about 70% chord on
each w.ing. Other devices consisted of surface
microphones detecting a certain Irequency in the
turbulence of the separated Ilow.
The angle of atlack devices were those of
Lamers/Roman, which obseNed the pressure
difference between the nose pitot and a tapping
under the front luselage, and of Wilson, which
consisted ot a small vane projecting frOfn the
canopy window.

Stopped squealing at
a rather higher speed
than it started
By the time I had a ride in the back seat, surrounded by assorted squeaking electronic
boxes, only three of them remained seNiceable:
the Lamers/floman and both of Dick Johnson's.
They all! worked satisfactorily, in the sense that
they produced warnings at ,a few km/h above the
stall in both straight and turning flight with the
flaps ,and airbrakes in sundry positions. The
margins were adjustable, so there is not much
point lin quoting individl,lal ,figures, but 5-7kmJh
seemed typica'l. .one 01 Dick Johnson's seemed
to be 'shaded by the fuselage at Quite modest
inadvertent sideslip angles -and suffered from
some hysteresis: it stopped squealing at a rather
higher speed than it started.
Half-a-dozen turns in a mediocre thermal with
the aforesaid Johnson device switched a/') soon
convinced me thall didn't like it. Due partly to the
hysteresis, it was-squealing for more than half the
time and would have been distinctly trying after a
while. However, this was not the application originally envisaged: the competition was a result 01
the German accident investigators pointing out
SAILPLANE & GLIDING
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!hatthe stall warning()f many a modern sailplane,
,particularly with flaps down, was rather feeble
and that this was reflected in their landing phase
accident statistics. If its real application is the
avoidance of stalling during the circuit and
approach, ,presumably it has !o be switched on
automatically when the wheel Is lowered. lhere
seem to be some opportunities for confUsion
here, if a gear-up warningl bvzzer is also fitted.
Perhaps it wOuld be simpler to concentrate on the
instrllctional aspects of the maller.
Of the devices filled to 0-2480, the Lamersl
Roman t\lpe seemed to be the most practicable: it
was all, contained within the fuselage and there
were no external excrescences. Dick Jo~mson's
and Wilson's devices looked very vulnerable.
Whilst on the topic: '01 noises in the cockpit,
another sanity-threatening device was demonstrated to the Congress: a speaking variometer
(Variotalk). A Synthesised voice announced the
dimb rate - mercifuUy, not the sink rate - saying
"one-three" (meaning 1.3m/s), or whatever, at
regular intervals. It sounded rather as· if a Dalek
had got into,the cockpit.
Baok at Lindabrunn, Andreas Deutsch gave a
presentation on "Flight Verification Systems" in
which he proposed a logical array of recording
devices with their sophistication increasing with
the performance level of the flight being observed, from the humbler badges to World records.
He also proposed a system of approval by
IGC.
ChrlstophKensche of DLR anticipated his
Congress papet on gel coat problems and displayed specimens which had been subjected to
accelerated' ill-treatment. lhe German gel coat
manufacturers are taking these problems
seriously and are researching improvements. So
far, the record 01 Schwabellack seems rather better than that of Vorgelal. Gerhard Waibel (the "W"
of "ASW-") recommended polyeurethane, with
the correct ur;loercoat, for re-finishing old gliders.
As seeJ71 on the ASW-19s being flown by V.
Kubovcik ,of Czeohoslovakia, probably the last
-19 in a World ChamJ')s, il lookedl very good
indeed. However, It is said to be difficull to rubdown or repair.
Oran INicks (USA), said tlia! there was some
debale in the USA as to wl1ether safe.ty in Championships would be improved' by limiting wing
loadings to 91b/sq tt. This figure was to be adopted for the next WGC at Minden, ~Nevada, mainly
to ensure adequate take-of! performance.
Alan Patching reported that the fatigue test on
a Janus wing at Melbourne had now achieved a
simulated ~ 3000hrs So far, all damage was
easily detectable and extended slowly.
Parts ef a Swiss retractable 'aerotow rope system were displayed. An electric winch is filled in
the aeroplane, weighing 15kg including 50m of
rope. 11 was filled with a cable culler and was
daimed!o be safef·tl'lan trying to operate the conventional release in stressful circumstances. \I
was apprQved in Switzerfand 'fOf filling to Robin
lugs and anybody with 6500 Swiss francs can
have one. As we concluded our deliberations on May 17,
the improved weather permilled the contest flying to start and our central heating to be turned,
off. The following day would see the start ef the
XXI OSTIV Congress,with the usual speeches,
awarding of prizes and splendid hospitali!y.

a
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PETER PEPPER

EARJBRD
GETSHIST RN
Lasham make use of the start of the day for concentrated
training

At the crack of dawn. Photo: Bill Barwell.

H

DW many would-be glider pilots ha\le
fallen at the first hurdle of gelling down to regular
training? For ·anyone who car,) glide oul of bed in
time to reach tasham by 7am that problem is
over. On lhursdays and Fridays we have early
morning coorses. Bad weather just changes
them from Ilying to essential theory seminars, so
often overlooked by casual student&.
These courses are now a year old and a proven
success. Unlike evening courses, there's no
deadline of darkness ahead and the chore of putting the' gliders away. There's no day's work
behind one either - you may not be Quite wide
awake but you're not tired and are making use of
time that might otherwise be wasted in bed.
Those lucky enough to get time off work can
stretch ~ out all day and the more advancedl can
take advantage of thermals as they are ahead of
later arrival's on the flying list. But .all levels. are
represented with the regular instructors knowing
what that is and the very friendly groups work
with the efficiency of self-motivation.
For me the key feature is the discipline and
commitment of having to get up so early. I had
been gliding on a casual basis last summer but
hadn't kept up the effort. Yet keeping going by
showing up come rain or shine is about the ,only
rule on these courses. This maintains progress
and automatically provides time for essential
theory w!;len the weather is bad. On Thursdays,
when 11 go, the group have eight or nine regular
students, all friendly and committed. Il's run by

Clive Thomas, Harry Guyton and Bob Vaughan,
giving their time for free, and thanks to them we
have kept going through the wintet.
We would get the gliders out when it was dark
and frosty and winch or autotow launch into the
still cold air. It was great being airborne then. The
countryside, still misty and lit by a pale wintel sun,
looked magnificent. On non-flying days we
would hear some aspect 01 aerodynamics or
technique explained, sometime watch tasham's
videotaped lectures and even planned crosscountries and hel'd oral examinations. Now that
summer is here, it's mainly flying.
Thanks to this coulse I·and several 'others have
got past solo and are beginning to soar. Gliding is
such a pu re and demanding form of flying, we are
going to need a lot more time yet but for beginners these courses can't be bellered. Even if we
fly on half the days we turn liP, thal is 26 flying
days a year. At about three f1i,ghts a gay thaI's
enough to get someone Irom scratch to solo.
For Lasham the sc!;leme has advantages 100.
Now that it is light early, the gliders are got out
from 6.30am with flying starting around 7.30,
which is before the professional staff arrive.
ThaI's too early for thermalling but is fine for the
circuits and buml':ls the novices need. Before
10am flights are at the early morning rates £2.20 per launch. There is no charge fOltime aloft
before then either; so the commitment is just one
of time rather than money - and that small adjustment to the alarm clock!

a
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DEREK PIGGOTT .RETIRES

NATIONAL LA'DDER
The scores for .June are very promising with
lots of entries and good scores at the ,top.
Warren Kay heads the Open Ladder with a
304km al93km/h in his ASW-24.Edward
Downham was a thermal short of completing
622km in his Libelle on May 10.
Ed Johnston, National Ladder Steward

Derek speak'ing at his farewell party.

Derek Piggott, master aviator, master instructor, for years synonymous with Lasham, has
retired, again, but perhaps this time even he
will recognise that Lasham and the whole gliding movement has acknowledged that he has
finally stood Clown from full, time gliding
instruction.
The gliding movement bid him farewell in
style at an aviation social event of the decade
held in a banquetting marquee at Lasham on
April 15, surroundings that bore no resemblance to memories 01 dripping marquees,
muddy underfoot, at previous gliding events
often nicknamed "S~lasham".
With over 500 applicants for the 300 seats
Derek was left in no doubt as to how great
was the appreciation of his contribution to
gliding. Anyone with over 275 aircraft and
glider types in their logbooks, 14 flying films to
their credit (from pilot to advisor) and six major
awards culminating in Mem'ber of the British
Empire (MBE) in 1987 is surely extraordinary,
as is someone who flies to weil over 20000ft
in a thunderstorm and is struck repeatedly by
lightning yet survives, albeit in a badly
aamaged glider, and wllo flies under bridges
witlc1 inches (yes "inches" because he is 'of the
earlier non-metric generation) to spare just to
keep the film producer happ,y is unique. But
that is Derek.
Irrepressible, a dynamo, fearless, :running,
everywhere, never walking, forever wearing out
his shoes, again this is Derek. He may no longer be CFI at Lasham bul he will not stop flying - he would' not know how to. He probably
will not stop writing either; with seven titles to
his credit including. Beginnin$! Gliding" Gliding and Understanding Gliding - surely his
next work will have tebe Stopping Gliding?
From the gliding movement ,at large, Derek,
a sincere and grateful "thank you" for your
extraordinary contribution to aviation.
John Delafield
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Open Ladder
Leading Pilot
1. W. Kay
2. E. Johnston
3. T. Macfadyen
4. E. Downham
5. T. Stuart
6. M. Garrod

Club
London
Cotswold
Cotswold
London
London
London

Flls
4
4
4
3
3

6089
5672
5655
5451
5337
4967

Club Ladder
(..eading Pilot
1. O. Booth
2. A Smart
3. P. Crabb
4. S. Crabb
5. O. Taylor
6. G. Thomas

Club
C;oventry
Kestrel
Coventry
Coventry
Yorkshire
Coventry

Flls
2
1
1
2
3
3

Pts
2170
1950
1630
1358
1344
1330

4

Pts

KENT FATALITY
There was a fataility at Kent GC on Friday,
June 2, when George Soper, aged 52, was
flying a Skylark 3.
He had flown a lairly normal circuit with the
approach over the ridge. Conditions were light
wind and little or no turbulence. The glider's
descent steepened during the approach and it
crashed into the ridge. There was no medical
factor and no known explanation.
Bill SCUll, BGA director of operations

OBITUARY

Sir Leonard Redshaw

len with his grandson, Andrew.
Sir Leonard, or Len as he was known amongst
the gliding fraternity, died suddeAly at his
home on April 29. Gliding, his lamily and work
had beerl his lifetime pleasure and fulfilment in
a most enjoyable 78 years.
len started gliding in 1927, followiAg his

father who was· a founder trustee of the
original Furness Gliding Proprietary Ltd, better
known as the lakes Gliding Club. His brother,
son, daughter and son-in-law all became keen
gliding enthusiasts and now '(still a bit of
coaxing required) his three grandsons look as
though they a:lso will pursue the sport. His.
lamily probably have one of the longest family
relationships, witl;} gliding in the UK.
An extract from a 'letter Len wrote to one of
his early .gliding colleagues illustrates most
clearly his approach to life and his sport
"I started at Vickers in 1927, with a
scholarship taking me to Liverpool University
for three years, followed by two years on a
post graduate scholarship. During the holiday I
operated with lhe local' gliding club and
obtained my A certificate ,based on the
standard ten second blackout method of
training. I attended the 1932 National
competition at our site at Kirby Moors and
followed Mungo Buxton on his record
breaking cross-country flight of some 14 miles
.
in my father's car.
"War was near, members were
disappearing, I became secretary and finally in
sole charge of the club. The machines were
eventually commandeered' by the RAF. I was a
junior manager 01 Vickers, which became a
very full time job. Nevertheless, I found lime on
Sundays to act as CO ot 188 Gliding School,
teaching pre-entry RAF cadets.
"Whilst I was researching welding on a
course in London, I spent most Sundays
gliding at Dunstable. One day I visited my
greal aunt in Tolworth, Surrey. This was about
1933 and I met a brunette who lived next
door. She seemed to be suitable material for a
wife. Unfortunately I only had !wa weeks to
convince her that we should develop a long
term friendship. We married in 1939 and,
when I thought we were winning the war, we
had a daughter in 1942 and a son, In 1944.
They turned out to be a first class crew lor
gliding competitions. Post-war every summer
holiday for many years was spent entering
Nationals and Regionals."
Len stayed with gliding after the closure of
ATC 188 Gliding School and in 1954 some
enthusiasts sought his help to start another
club on Tebay fells. It moved to Walney as the
lakes GC in 1962. He gained a local
reputation as the only man. in Cumbria to have
a glider and to be able to catapult off the local
fells with his lamily's assistance. He remained
active in gliding up to 1982 and was chairman
of the Lakes GC for many years.
Most ollen's gliding colleagues have retired
from the sport or passed OA to other thermals.
Probably he would best be remembered in the
movement lor rescuing Slingsby's when he
was chairman 01 Vickers Shipbuilding In 1968
and bringing the manufacture 01 glass-fibre
gliders 10 the UK with initially the Kestrel series
and later the Vega. Len pioneered the world's
first GRP glider with a carbon fibre mainspar
which incidentally he then test flew for about
six months at the age of 62.
As an industrialist his achievements were
numeroos and his recognition became
international, be'ing knighted in 1,972. As 'a
sportsman he enjoyed rugby, tennis, cricket,
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fishing, swimming, boating and occasionally
golf, playing for his school, university and.
company with great enthusiasm.
However, his number one sporting love
remained gliding with over 3000hrs flown in,
amongst others, his own aircraft which have
included an Olympia 2B, Skylark 3, Dart 17,
Club Libelle, Kestrel 19, Motor Falke, Auster
and Super Cub.
Peter Redshaw

3/882
3/883
3/884

Housden. Aulh
Aobson. T. J.
Gibson, W. R.

3/885

McLean. P.

3/888

Pilchfork. G. R.

Colswold
Derby & Lanes
Phoenix
(in Franee)
Pe9asus
(in Franee)
Clellelands

27.3
21.3
23.3
23.3
1.5

SI,atlOfd-on·Ayoo
1.5
Morris, C.
3/887
(in France)
21,3
Desmond. M. O.
Pe9asus
3/888
(in France)
(Five heighls were /town from Aboyne, one Irom Dishforth and one
from Su/ten Bank.)

Antcli"e, N. R.
ShutUewor1h. P.
Carver. Elaine. A.
Pascoe, S. M.
Robson. T. J.
WiNiamson. C. G.
Gibson. W. R.
McLean. P.
Bur1<en, H. G.
Hodgson. Karina
Desmond, M. C.

GLIDING
CERTIFICATES
AlL THAEE DIAMONDS
Name
Ciarke. A. J.
Nash, Jane
BiCknelt. S. C.
Sesemann. M. J.
Slromberg. I. M.
Hunle" J. T. A.
Terry. C. J,
Hallon. A. P.
?66

No.

259
260
261
262
263
264
265

DIAMOND DISTANCE
Name
Ciar1<e, A. J.
1/377
Nash, Jane
1/378
Furley. A, G.
1/379

No.

11380

BickneN, S. C.

11381

Hulchlngs. A. A.

'1382

Sesemann. M. J.

,/383

Slromberg, I. M.
Hunter, J. T. A.
Terry, C. J.
Hanon. A. P.

1/384
1/385
1/386

DIAMOND GOAL
Name
2/1610 FIOfence. P.
2/1611 Maynard, V. H.
2/1612 Stratt1ern, M.
~/1613
Beardsiey, G. C.
2/1614 Aitken, P. M.
2/1615 Broom, C. E.
2/1616 Kelly, J. N.
2/1617 Egan. H. T.

No.

2/1618
2/1619

Matthews, l. R.
Hutchings, A. R.

2/1620

Earnden. K. C.

2/1621

Hodgson, Karina

2/1622
2/1623
2/1624
2/1625
2/1626
2/1627
2/1628
2/1629

Turner, P. M.
Clemenls, N.
Niman. J. f.
Lynoh·.jennings, N.
Evans, A. D.
Brook. D.
Aytand. P.
fuller, A. B.

2/1630
2/1631
2/1632

Millon. C.
Teagte, C.
Desmond. M. C.

Club
Fulmar
Keslrel
BristOl & Glos
Kent
Yorkshire

Wolds
Humber
Yorkshire

Club
fulmar
Kestrel
Colswold
(in Auslralia)
Brislol & Glos
(in Auslralia)
London
(in Australia)
Kent
(in Australia)
Yorkshire
Welds
Humber
Yorkshire

1989
15.4
15.4
28.12.88
11.2
10.5
10.5
10.5
10.5

1989
15.4
15.4
14.12.88
28.12.88
15.1.89
11.2
10.5
10.5
10.5
10.5

Name

3/877
3/878
3/879

3/880

Hunler. J. T. A
Brown. R.
Starer. D.
Aawlings. B.

31881

Garland. N. J.

August/September ~ 989

GOLD DISTANCE
Name
Maynard, V. H.
Slralhern. M.
Beardsley, G. C.
Aitken. P. M.
Broom, C.E.
Kelly, J. N.
Egan. H. T.
Mallhews. l. A.
Earnden, K. C.

Club
Bristol & Glos
London
Bristol & Glos
leMon
Kent
South Wales
East Sussex
Deeside
(in Australia)
East Sussex
(in Australia)
Lendon
(in Australia)
Chilterns
(in Australia)
Booker
(in Australia)
Midland
Midland
Avro
Avro
Booker
Lendon
Norfolk
AaUlesden
(in AUSlralia)
Four Counties
Yorkshire
Pe9asus
(in Germany)

1989
8.4
8.4
15.4
15.4
28.4
8.4
28.4
28.12.88
17.2

Club
WoIds
Colsweld
London
Pegasus
(in Franoel
Pegasus
(in France)

Hodgson, Karina
Turner, P, M.
Clements, N.
Niman, J. F.
Lynch'Jennings, N.
Evans. A. D.
Brook, D.
Aytand. P.
fuller. A. B.

Club
Buckminster
Marchin9ton
London
Bristol & Glos
Pe9asus
London
Brislol & Glos
Derby & Lanes
London
Kenl
South Wales
Easl Sussex
Sou1h Wales
ChiNerns
Booker
Midland

Avro
Booker
Heron
Pe9asus

Club
London
Brislol & Glos
London
Kenl
South Waies
East Sussex
South Wales
(in Australia)
East Sussex
(in Australia)
Chilterns
(in Australia)
Booker
(in Australia)
Midland
Midland
Avro
Avro
Booker
Lendon

Norfolk
Ralllesden

1989
4.9.88
25.3
l5.3
8.4
23.3
8.4
15.4
25.3
15.4
28.4
8.4
28.4
28.12.88
16.12.88
7.4
10.5
10.5
10.5
15.1
15.5

1989
8.4
15.4
15.4
28,4
8.4
28.4
28.12.88
17.2
18.12.88
23.12.88
la.5
10.5

HJ.S
10.5
10.5
7.5
10.5
13.1

(in Australia)

13.1
16.12.88

Milton, C.
T03gle. C.
Desmond. M. C.

23.12.88
10.5
10.5
10.5
10.5
10.5
7.5
10.5
13,1
6.5
10.5
15.5

DIAMOND HEIGHT

No.

GOLD BADGE
No.
Name
Cheetham. A. A.
1293
1294
Wdles. P. T.
Slarer, D.
1295
Florenee, P.
1296
Gariand. N'. J.
1297
Maynard, V. H.
1298
Strathern. M.
1299
1300
Wdliamson. C. G.
Beardsley, G. C.
1301
Aitken. P. M.
1302
Broom. C. E.
1303
Kelly, J. N.
1304
Egan, H. T.
1305
Earnden, K. C.
1306
Hodgson. Karina
1307
1308
Turner. P. M.
Niman, J. f.
1309
Evans, A. D.
1310
Burry, Jilt
1311
Desmond, M. C.
1312

1989
27.3
29.3
t5.3
21.3

GOLD HEIGHT
Name
Brown. R.
Gilbert. C. N. R.
Dlckson. M. W.
Birch. J. F.
Cheelham. R. A.
Mclean. J.
Goulding, N. B.
Carlisle, R.
Kitchen. J.
Willes, P. T.
Maloolm, Calherine
ChanI.M.
Penrose. P.
Slarer. D.
Florence. P.
Rawlings, B.
Garland, N. J.

23.3
Trevelhick, P.

Four Counties
(in France)
Yorkshire
Pegasus
(in Germany)

Club
Cotswold
Humbet'
Phoenix
(in france)
Yorkshire
Buckminster
Clevelands
Clevelands
Der1>y & lanes
Strubby
Marohington
Welds
DeYOO & Somerset
Highland
Lendon
Bristol & Glos
Pegasus
(in Franee)
Pegasus
(in France)
Strubby

6.5
10.5
15.5

1989
29.3
29.12.88
22.3
7.3
4.9.88
11.3
11.3
20.3
303
25.3
29.3
26.3
26.3
15.3
8.4
21.3
23.3
27.3

Burry, Jilt

Wolds
Midland
Derby & Lanes
Fulmar
Derby & Lanes
Derby & Lanes
Phoenix
(in france)
Pe9asus
(in France)
Lasham
(in Italy)
Booker
(in France)
Pegasus
(in France)
Heron
(in Australia)

SILVEA BADGE
No.
Name
Club
7831
Jones, A. A.
Wrekin
Adams, D.
7832
Shalbourne
7833
Chant. M.
DellOn & Somerset
7834
Brady, J. P.
SGU
7835
Wri9ht. J. S.
Booker
7838
Francey, J.
Wrekin
7837
Gelder. D.
Wrekin
7838
Aawlings. B.
Pegasus
7839
Trevethick, P. J.
Strubby
7840
Beatly, R. A.
London
Thruxton
7841
Harris, R. E. G.
7842
Pursey. J. M.
Devon & Somerset
7843
'Brummil. D. C.
Devon & Somersel
7844
MaiSOf\ Pierre. R. J. L Anglia
7845
Evans. M.
Bicester
7846
lipscombe. T. M,
Lasham
7847
FIsher, A. B.
RAE
7848
F\)l1smouth Naval
Lircoln. B. N.
7849
Panerson, D.
Borders
Emerson. N. H.
7850
AAE
7851
Saunders, M.
Surrey & Hants
7852
leilland, M.
Booker
7853
Cannon, P. C.
Surrey & Hanls
7854
Cunningham. A. J.
Brislol & Glos
7855
Hanna, R. H.
Ulster
7856
Fellis, M. A.
Northumbria
Ashburn, C. J.
7857
Bristol & GIos
Gibbs, P. J.
Altair
7858
Altison, V. W. A.
7859
Surrey H~ls
Wan, J. D.
7860
Wrekin
7861
Gatfield, J.
~QndQn
7862
Balshaw
Nofth Wales
7863
Kerr. G. J.
Midlands
7864
Salisbury, P. W.
Booker
Oyer. R D.
7865
London
7866
Owen. B. l.
Nortotk
7867
Mansfield, P.
Swindon
7888
Pearson. D.
AAE
7869
Heard, J. G.
Marohington
Mahde, H. M.
Lasham
7870
7871
Prime. A E.
Norfolk
lymecka, J. A.
Yorksl1ire
7872
7873
Bret~ R. C.
Wf;ern
7874
Neave, K.
Bristol & Glos
7875
Maudli11. S.
lasham
Pride, D. C.
7876
AAE
Two Aivers
7877
Gdben. C. N. R.
London
7878
Soswelt.G.1.
Underwood, B. G.
Welland
7879
Clayton. P.
Burn
7880
WiNiams, J. 0, H.
7881
Bristol & Glos
Lewis. S. I.
7882
London
Basak. A. M.
BiOester
7883
Meyerhotf. P. D.
WoIds
7884
Pearce·Boby. A. J.
Enstone
7885
7888
Carrutt1ers, M, J.
SGU
7887
Brake, R. J.
fenland
7888
Aoller1s, M.
Soulhdown
Musson, C. P.
7889
Pe9asus
Ferguson, M.
7890
Four Counlies
7891
Lasham
Georgi. lee
7892
Kynsey. P.
Lasham
7893
Waterfall. S. J.
Phoenix
Goodenough, G.
7894
Burn
Hayward. W. F.
York
7895
7896
Surrey & Hants
Baker. A. A.
7897
Cornish, C. J.
Avon
Fleming, J. A N.
Borders
7898
SulcNtfe, R. C.
BlaCkpool
7899
MacAithur, I.
Connei
7900
Brown, S.
7901
Booker
7902
Hopkins, B.
Altalr

30.3
26.3
20.3
27.3
27.3
25.3
22.3
23.3
25.3
7.4
21.3
15.1

1989
25.3
28.3
28.3
15.3
8.4
8.4
8.4
14.3
29.3
17.3
29.3
2.4
2.4
7.4
15.4
14.4
8.4
14.4
13.4
8,4
30.9.88
14.4
15.4
27.6.87
23.4
16.4
8.4
15.4

2J,.4
26.4
15.4
25.4
15.4
20,4
15.4
15.4
8.4
15.4
15.4
28.4
26.4
28.4
2.5
25.4
28.4
28.4
30.4
28.4
6.5
15,4
25.4
6.5
7.5
6.5
6.5
7.5
15.4
8,4
28.4
6.5
7.5
28.4
6.5
14.5
13.5
28.4
6.5
4.3
14.5
14.5
14.4
13.5

195

.

Our ground support
service is held in
high
regard.
-We'v,e always aimed to give flyers
the best possible service. So when we were
appointed Licenced Repair Agents by Grob,
we responded by considerab~y increasing our
stock of spare parts for their gliders, motor
gliders and tight aircraft. So the chances are,
we'll be ready if you have a need.
Similarly,. being stockists for Tost
launch equipment and exclusive agents for
their winches, gave us a bit of a lift.
Having the bits and the responsibility
at Chiltern, it's comforting to reflect that if
you ever have a forced landing, you can rely
upon us to take care of the problems of
getting your aircraft back to base or into our

fully equipped workshops.
Our large stock of parts, repair
material and accessories are at your disposal,
whether you (;:auy out your own repair or
use the skills of our workshop where our
inspection and quality control system ensures
you'U get the very best. Our stamp on your
repair means that the job is weB done.
Every repair by Chiltern is backed by
a customer protection policy with full
product liability cover - a lllark ofconfidence
in both the products and our workmanship.
A telephone call will bring our
recovery trailer to your aid and all the
backing you need.

Booker Airfield, N r. Marlow, Bucks, SL 7 3DR.
0494445854 (works) or0865 890517 (outside office hours).
Access and 13arclaycard accepted with pleasure.
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7903
7904
7905
7906

DuIlOll. S. J.
Williamson. M. B.
Smith. A. D.
Evans. R. J. D.

7907
7908
7909
7910
7911
7912
7913
7914
7915
7916
7917
7918
7919
7920
7921
7922
7923
7924
7925
7926
7927

Skelding. T.
Abboll. C. J.
sanderson. W. A. M.

Morris, J.
Challans. M. A.
King. G. A.
Le!ever, G, J,
Baxter. K,
Carler. P,
Slreet,. A. W,
Blssett. J, W,
Glennie, P.
Kitchen. J.
Pasklns, R. K.
Middlelon. M.
TOOn. M. J,
Mennell. B. A.
Gwynne. M.
Oykes. K.
Boh. J. W.
rhorpe. D.

'Surrey & Hanls
Bool<er
Soaker
Newcastle &
Teesside
'Midland
Midlanp

28.4
6.5
115.5

BGA ACCIDENT SUMMARY -

Edited by JOHN SHIPLEY,

Chairman, BGA Safety Panel
Compiled by David Wright

13.5
10.5
16.5
15.5
Cambridge Uni"
Humber
17.5
Lasham
6.5
Cranfleld
6.5
Norlolk
12.5
Two Rivers
7.5
Borders
21.5
24.5
Kent
Cambridge Univ
28.4
26.5
SOU
Strubby
27.5
26.5
East Sussex
28.5
Fenland.
Fenland
27.5
Clevelands
28.5
lasham
10.5
29.5
Newark .S Nails
Oevoo & SOmerset 29.5
Staffordshire
11.5

IRei

I

BGA
No.

Glider
Type

No.
._~

20

JP-15-3AR

S

2593

DIla

29.1.89
1515

PiloVCr....

PIIIce

n...

Age
DishfOr1h

35

Injuty
N

-

Mrs
292

Club

1989

Welsh. S. J.
M""Ies. K. A,
Dickson. 'M. W.
Blows, l. G.

Wyvern
Wyvern
Phoenix
Soulhdown

8.4
8.4
7.5
26.4

Club

1989

Blake. M. P.
Boalter. G. l.
OK:klngson. A. 8.
Kingston. M. E.
Barrie-Smith. J'.

Midland
Brlslol & Clos
Derby & Lanes
Cran/ield
lasham

15.4
8.4
15.4
15.4
10.5

21

Janus C

22

Piral

23

Olympia 401

19.1.89
1510

Ouxford

N

3.10.88
1200

S

11.1.89
1245

M

3333

2372

24

K·18

25

K·8

26

K·13

50
55

N
N

2216
32

Pamam

34

N

97

Partlam

46

N

22

P2

During Ihe lake-oH run Ihe glider started 10 swing

S

22.2.89
1715

Talgarth

32

N

200

After moving along Ihe ridge 10 avoid a snow
shOYJet the pilot tried to return but found the ridge
obscured by clOud. He inadvertently flew over the
ridge and then new downwind acfOSS good fields
before landing in a reservoir at lhe bo"om of
Ihe valley.

2747

W/O

8.2.89
1500

Chailock

62

M

60

After an apparently normal cirouil Ihe piJot
cpened the airbrakes Ihen became preoccupied
with a congested landing area Landing short on
an uphill part of the airlield he aJlowed the glider
to slow until it entered a spin. The glider crashed
into trees and broke power lines.

2554

S

26.2.89
1205

Nympsfield

38

N

485

WIth a squall approaching,lhe K-13 was the last

at seven gliders being moved to Ibe hangar when
tail were unable to 5100 the gUder rearing up. It,
pulled the towing aumper tr1.Jd back unlil the
rope !back released and Ihe glider tumed over.
Someonein the glider might have'stopped this. or
been hurt!

M/G
G-BMM,

M

12.2.89
1245

Sandhill Farm

40

N

1405+
460pw

After a normal take-oH rthe motor gliders engine
tailed at about 150ft. It stopped completely.
I rather lhan windmill. and lt1e pilot had 10 make a
I hurried landing into a Held la his right. During ,Ine
I groun<J run ltle right wing slruck a foo( high stone
which caused a groundloop. A possible fuel restriction is being investigated.

28 I K'13

3254

!lA

5.3.89
1845

L~

33

N

49min

The early solo pilct h.ad been checked out earlier
in the day and1had had a good solo flight. Later,in
Ihe daywithfalllog wind and lailinghghl a fUl'1her
flight was made without refX)rting la the duly
instructor. After being too nigh on finals Ihe
Speed Increased and the glider landed heavily
then bounced.

K-13

2845

!lA

21.3.89

52
52

N
N

1482
90

While demonstrating a chandelle Pl allOwed the
glider to stall' and roll almost ~nverted'. The glider
then hammer stalled out ollhe second half of a
loop and 'before Pl could extend the brakes to
reduce spee<f lhey deployed themselves with a
banq 'at about 12Okl. Maintaining constant brake
the glider was landed safely in spite of I.om
wing fabric.

36

M
M

460

50

After a slow launch PI took control and released
al about 500ft. P2 was given conlrol but was slow
in responding to speed prompts from Pl during
the shoo circuit. On lhe approach PI look control
as Ihe speed drepped 10 40kl buI P2 halt exlend'
ed the brakes and t"e glider stalled inlo Ihe
ground. 80lh pilots injured Iheir backs.

39

N

15

PIK 20

29

on Solent

Por1moak

P2

including Silver C and Bronze C conversions

30

K·7

S

936

1.4.89
1217

Woodford

P2

?

All associated ground studies covered during
training. Separate ground study courses for PPL
and IMC held monthly.
Telephone, write or visit for full information.
31

SOUTH I:AST COLLEGE
OF AIR liRAINING
Lydd Airport
Lydd, Kent TN29 9QL
Tel: 0679 21236

After rigging and a posilive conlrol check the
glider was' flown. Afterwards Ihe pilOl reported a
CliCk when Ihe sltek was moved from side 10 side.
Withoul connecling the ailerons in the centre
seclion, the locating peg was long enough to jusl
engage and drive Ihe aileron push rod.

10 Ihe left and then pitched up and down. As Ihe

Phone or write to:

A variety of courses available to suit individual
requirements including intensive one to one
training.

Aftet iniltaJ 'canopy misting protllems had Cleared

the aGA Janus was "own normally. On 'inats Pl
decided that the wind had dropped, p1aoing 'the
glider too high. He loc* contrcX: andsideslipped
to lose height As he did so the condensation and
sun reduCed \lisibilily. Looking through Ihe DV
wiAdow he saw the ground loo late 10 prevent a
hard landing.

~he gust slruck. The people by lhe nose, wing and

27

PPL TRAINING AND
ASSOCIATED RATINGS

a wide circuit la land behind another

pilot could nol bring the glider under control he
receased but bounced severaJ limes before finally
impacting nose first. The visiting pilot had been
briefed and had ftown without incident several
times from Ihis site

C of A Inspections and
repairs to aH sailplanes
and motor gliders.

Tel: fivetshall (037977) 4114

new

marker board. O'.cuit conditions had alreadY
caught out 'our Olhet pifOfS and the CFI had
broadcast warnings on 130.1

Anglia Sailplanes

Stu Hoy (BGA Senior Inspector)
Crown Cottage, Lower Street
Gissing, Dlss, Norfolk IP22 3UJ

The visiling1piklt !joined theoOircuit at over 'l5QiOtt

'but

Part 1
/'lame

,

.glider. COOI;Jentrating on the glider ah~d the pilot
failed (0 monitor height and undershot into a

UK CROSS-COUNTRY DIPLOMA
Complete

Name

Summary

Skylark 2

747

I
I

8

28.3.89
1440

I

I

Slrubby

As \he glider lifted off the winch cable was seen to
go $lack and Ihe pilol pulled off. From a maxi·
mum about 4Ok11he speed fell and he was unable 10 prevenllhe glider stalling in from a heighl
of about 5ft. The leh wing dropped and the glider
groundlooped inlo the crep alongside Ihe
runway_

or

S=Serious; W/O=Wrile Off; M = Minor: N::z:Nil.

August/September 1989'
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Copy and photographsfQr the OctoberNovember, issue of S&G should be sent
to the Editor, 281 Queen Edith's Way,
CambridgeCB1 4NH, lel 0223247725,
to arri\'enot later than August 8 and for
the December-January issue to arrive
not later than OCtober 10.
GILLlAN SAyeE·SMITH
June

7

AQUILA (Hinton in the Hedges Airfield)
Congratulations to David Price on going solo.
The open day on Bank Holiday Monday was a
great success with man,- introduced to gliding.
Our thanks to those who made the day run so
smoothly. It was also great to see the venerable
Auster brought out of semi-retirement to operate
alongside the Pawnee.
We need more use of the Astir if we are to justify its retention.

J.R.
AVON (Bidford-on-Avon)
We are enjoying a full flying season with
unlimited airspace and have welcomed visiting
clubs including Usk, Vale of Neath and the Air
Scouts from Farnborough.
The h,ter-Club I.eague team $tarted well at
Sleap and did well (off the winch) at Snitterlield:
with Roger Huttlesdon completing a 126km
triangle.
There have been many good flights, and
apOlogies for leaving anyone out - Barbara Reed
(246km in the K-S), Albert Etchells (100km triangle), Anne Hopkins (5hrs and 5Okm), Steve
(5Okm and Shrs with a slight detour) and Chris
Cornish (Silver badge completed and the UK
Cross-Country Diploma).
A Twin Astir'has joined the club twO"seater fleet
and thanks ,to the hard work of a few, we have a
new bar. Our thanks to ,Roger, Bob and
Lawson.

D.T.W.
BICESTER (RAFGSA Centre)
An eager crop of pilots have gone solo and got
Bronze afId Silver legs. "Spud" Hallam achieved
both Bronze legs ana his Shrs; Andy Hillary Silver
distance; Derren Fmncis, Rad Babic and Bob
Brathewaite their durations and Ghris OWen and
Bob N'orthover Silvet heights, Bob also getting
his Shrs.
Ron Pepper and Richie Basak have completed
their Silver badges and Jonathan May and Mah
Kirshner their 3OOkms.
We are awaiting ratification of Ken Hartley's
two-seater 300km triangle record, at 94km/h in
our Nimbus 30T in which lan MacFadyen flew
500km. John Wright holds the club T-31 soaring
record of 32min. Well done to everyone.
M.H.
BLACK MOUNTAINS (Talgarlh)
The first six months of full time flying has produced more hours than the whole of the previous
12 months, and this is going through the winter.
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Chris Cornish with his M·100 at ShrOpshire
Soaring Group, Slfter flying Silver distance
from Avon GC, claiming the height leg on the
way. Chrls set off lor Cosford but was doing
so weir he flew to SIeap where his friendS
were, winning the Inter-Club League round
on April 14. !~hoto: Peter Foster.

We hosted our first instructors' course and
congratulate Bob Cassidy, Bill fleming, lan Sim
and Dennis Westgarth (as. well as visitors from
Northumbria and Rattlesden GCs) on their
ratings.

A.B.

Our mountain and flying courses are well booked
and membership is increasing steadily.
After losing the K-8, our 1·5M Junior ,is very
popular and a delight ·to fly. We have a tug on loan
while ours is having a major refurbishment. We
now have electricity on the site.
Congratulations to Trevor Thomas on going
solo and a warm welcorme to Ulster GC. We !had
numerous wave and thermal days during April
and May.

TJ.W.
BLACKPOOL & FYLDE (Chipping)
Congratulations to Alan Roberts on going solo; 10
Dave Birtwllistle on re-soloing and to Ron Sutcliffe, John Woods and John Goodall on completing their Silver badges, each with a different
leg.
Sadly we have lost two much respected members recently. Stefan .Komosa, whose 50 years of
flying we celebrated lasl summer, died in March.
f-1e was a brave and gentle man who survived
many horrors in the Polish, French and Royal Airforces. It was true to his style that he spoke little of
the illness which caused tlis death. We extend
our sympathy and condolences to Margaret and
his family.
Tom Lawrenson died in January. His interest in
flying started with the RAf during the war and
more recently centred round the vintage gliding
movemenl.He was a willing and cheerful man
and both he and Stefan will be greatly missed.
v.H.
BORDERS (Galewood)
Enthusiasm has revived in recent months and
good weather helped to bring a rash 01 badge
claims - on several days we have utilised hill,
thermal and wave lift in one flight. Congratulations to John Romanes (Bronze leg);
Ashley fleming. and Dennis Patterson(Silver distanoes); George Brown (height), Peter Carter
(5hrs)· and Colin Sim (distance) on completing
their Silver badges and to Ken Fairness and Andy
Bardgetl (lOOkm triangles). Club ladder
positions have been changing nearly every
flying day.

Andy Bardgett of Borders GC after his
100km triangle.
BRISTOL & GLOUCESTERSHIRE (Nympsfield)
Our team caplaill is taking the !Inler-Club League
more seriously with training weekends jor the
squad. The season started in March with a commendable failed 300km by Paul Little in his new
DG and we had flown 9000km by the end of
May.
Tony Morgan, Phil Andrews and Mike Wollard
have retired from office and we thank them for
their good works over the years.
We lost one of our club K-13s in a tethered but
pilotless loop.
S.R.
BUCKMINSTER (Sal/by Airfield)
Congratulations to John Harwood on both
Bronze legs; Dave Epton on his duration when he
"oul scratched" everyone and Kate Hulchinson
on her Silver distance to Bidlord (100km plus).
Russell Cheetham, Phil Walsh and Jeff Roberts
SAILPLANE & GLIDING
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have flown the milk run l00km and, with times
coming down, it should be a good competition.
We were creditably placed in the first two
rounds of the Inter-Club lLeague. The courses are
well booked and Garry Polkinghorne (instrwctor)
and Pate Joslin (tug p'i1Qt) are a very successful
and amiable combination. Most go solo by the
end of their course.
The weather gave us a very active May with the
two-seaters so busy we are trying to find a Blanik.
The T-21 is more popular than ever.

A.B.
CAMBRIDGE UNIVERSITY (Duxford)

NiCk Weston who went solO on his 16th
birthday.

•

Congratulations to Andy Barron, .Andy Thorburn,
Paul Stoker and Nick Weston on going solo, Nick
onhis 16th'birthday. Nick gained a Bronze 'leg six
days later. Brian Vavies and Nick Robinson have
completed their Bronze badges.
The splendid May weather produced a number
cA SOOkms Silver distances from, among others,
Andy Greenhalgh, Brian Hooson, David Moore
and Andy sanderson, and Diamond goals for
Oavid Oswald, Chris Sullivan and lain Baker.
We now have two-seater cross-country training and are grateful to the instructors for making
such an experience possible.
local and visiting pilots are rem inded there is a
lIying display at Duxford every Sunday between
1500 and 1515hrs when they should keep well
clear of the airfield.

followed this with further achievements: congratulations to Brian Mennel on lIying, 50km to
complete his Silver badge and to Neil Goulding.
on gaining his instructor rating. Also tQ Robin Sinton on his Bronze badge.
JP.
COTSWOLD (Aston Down)
Harry Willis and Steve Manktelow flew to the
seaside to complete their Silver badges. Congratulations also to Bruce Hamilton-Webb, Nigel
Pickering and John Cole on going solo and to
Dave Williams, Jonathan Beard and Frazer
Wilson on becoming AEls.
Ttilis year is our 25th anniversary and the main
celebrations will be between July 30-August 5 to
coincide with our mini Comp. Old members/
friends are invited to join us for the festivities.
Detailslrom the secretary.
G.M.
COVENTRY (Husbands Bosworth)
The club motor glider is very successful and
being used for cross·country field selection
training.
Our open weekend In April was highly suc·
cessful and well co-ordinated.
The task week at the end 01 May was probably
our best ever with nine out of nine competition
days. This created a highly competitive spirit with,
Dave Booth (Carman) winning Class A; Keith
SCat! and BarlY Chadwlck (Dart 17), our visitors
from Well and GC, Class B; Tony Scragg and
team (Bocian), 1he Two-seater Class and the
Blunt Nails (vintage) by Norman James in the
Tutor, who flew over 500km during the week

CRANWELL (RAFGSA)
The last few months have been busy. We have
had severaJ solos. ~ congratulations to Connie
Conr.ad trom the German Airforce who soloed
after 12 flights, Jack Hagan and the two
youngest, Tara Brown and Rosemary Dornan,
Rosemary on her 16th birthday.
We ran a fun Camp on the Spring Bank Holiday
weekend when over 1300km were flown over
three days and t/'le CFllook to the air in his 'refurbislaed K-2 and has been super soaring ever
since.
Well done Aggie Lawson for flying for 1.06hrs
in the K·7 tor the first Bronze leg. Welcome to
Graham Stubbsfrom Hullavington and cOngratulations on Silver neight.
B.S.
D:ARTMOOR (Brentor)
Tile great news is that in our sixth year after prot·
racted neogtiations our long lease has been
signed and we can now take-off. David Gooby,
Tom Richards and Jiil Jenkins have done a really
professional job on our site.
We will continue experimenting with a retrieve
winch; the club gliders are airworthy thanks
mainly to Colin sanders; the winches in good
order thanks to hard working members and we
have two courses in July and August.
Our hangar can at 'last be erected and our CFI
Peter Williams has recovered trom a motor
accident.
One of the nicer things about a small club is the
cannaraderie. Brian Cordier, a founder member,
broke a hospital visitors' record after serious surgery by having 12 round tilis bed. He is now back

J.B.

CAIRNGORM (Feshiebridge)
All aircraft and equipment are serviceable due to
the hard work of John Young and Alan Carnegie,
club inspectors. Andy Carter is now an
assistant instructor.
We are selling our motor glider to buy a tug and
have applied for a grant to bu ild a hangar and fuel
installation. The Falke will not be used for trial
instructor lessons this summer but we are running club courses in August.

S.M.
CLEVEl.ANDS (RAF Dishforth)
We OO$ted the season's first local Inter-Club
league meeting and came 2nd to Huffonh. Two
at our enlrants won their tasks on the first day and
August/September 1989

Rosemary Domen of Cranwen GC being congratulated by Mick lee, CFI, after going solo
on her 16th bir1hday in the K-7. Photo: J.
A. Shearwood.
including goal flights to Dunstable, Nympsfield
and Lasham. During the week Jeanette
Burgoyne completed her Silver badge and Martin Chamberlain flew Silver distance to
Dunstable.
We continue to excel in providing mid-week
launching and it is certainly an ideal venue for
anyone considering flying here.
D.L.S

thermalling and is one of our best winch
drivers.
F.G.M.

DEESIOE (Aboyne Ait1ield)
Of the many cross·countries in the tast few
months, the mosl notably was Jack Stephens'
500km in wave, making him the first 10 achieve
Silver and Gold badges and all three Diamonds
at Aboyne.
We have bought another Pawnee to give us
three tugs.
Alan Middleton has retired as CFI after four . .
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Weather Matters ..

Meteorology and Flight
A pilot's guide to weather
Tom Bradbury

GLIDING
CLUB
(TALGARTH)

COME AND TRY OUR VERY
SPECIAL MOUNTAIN RIDGE
FLYING AND WAVE SOARING
We fly 7 days a week, all year round. Weekend
and mid-week courses available for beginners
or experienced pilots. Because of our good
ridge soaring, instructional flights average
45+ minutes.
For details contact

Derrick Eckley on 0874 711254 or the
Airfield on 0874 711463

BOOKE,R

The club is open to everyone.
We winch and' aerotow from Ouxford
throughout the year, mostly at weekends.
We run ;3 day "lntrQd'uctiQn to Gliding
Courses" in April and May. and full' 5 day
courses for Ab-Initios and Solo pilots from
the end of May to the end of August.

A detailed gUide for the more advanced pilot of
light aircraft, sailplanes. hang gliders,
microlights and balloons. Tom IBradbury looks
into all aspects of meteorol0gy ~md flight from
cloud's to computer forecasts.
Over 30 b & w phorographs. 160 line drawings
paperback 192pp £12.95

For general information write tQ

The Secretary
55 Moorfield Road. Duxford. Cambs

For Course details write to
The Course Secretary
6 Camside. Chesterton, Cambridge
Tel. (0223)'67589

DEESIDE GLIDING

Understanding Flying Weather
Derek Piggotl
Learn how to recognise and interpret good and
hazardous flying weather by analysing different
atmospheric phenomena. Includes a revision
section to assist candidates for the Bronze C
award or PPL examinations.
paperback 96pp £6.95
Other litles by Derek Piggou: Beginning Gliding.
Gliding and Understanding Gliding

CLUB

k=:::,
backing (an(j·c1ockwisc:)

r-=~~~

AUTUMN
WAVE SEASON
Come on one of our courses
• staft from scratch • go solo • get a Bronze,
Silver or Gold C • fly a glass glider • learn to
race. AEI, advanced and ins.ructor courses
throughout the year. completion courses and full
rating preparation courses on request

A FEW PLACES ARE NOW
AVA'ILABLE IN $EPT/OCT
DUE TO CANCElLATIONS

* (NEW
PHONE NOW *
NUMBER)

We operate every day, all year

WHATEVER YOUR THING YOU CAN 00 IT BETTER AT BOOKER
Contact Mike Cuming. !looker Gliding Club.
Wycombe Air Park, near Marlow. Bucks Sl7 3DA
or Ter (04941 29263

DEESIDE GLIDING CLUB
DINNET, ABOYNE, ABERDEENSHIRE
lel: (03398) 85339 or 85236

-'-t-~

")
veering (clock wIse)

" " " " "

OrderFonn
To: J\ & C Black. Freepost, Huntingdon,
Cambs. PE19 3BR. Tel: (0480)212666
Please send me:

Or)' Ticll:

Pnct'

Meteorology and Flight

All pnces ar~

£1 }.95

lI1<:1u'i\'c of
I---+==="'::"::':':=--.j::.:~:...jpm,"ge &
Understanding tl~ing Weathe £7.95
packing

I encbc a cheque (or f - made payable to A &. C BIOlck
OR PJease charge my credit card with £
Card Name
ExpiI"',' dare

_

Card no.
Signature

Name

KENT GLIDING CLUB
Chaflock,
Ashford,
Kent
TN254DR

Holiday course members and visitors
welcome at our scenic club.
Courses from £100 to £160 with accommodation (flying extra), For details write to
Bristol and Glos Gliding Club, Nympsfield,
Stonehouse, Glos GL10 3TX or phone
0453-860342/860060.
Open all week April-October
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Courses available for beginners
and early solo pilots. April to
October. Inclusive of instruction,
meals and accommodation in
fully ,licensed clubhouse.
For FREE brochure, write or
phone:
ChaUock 307 or 274
(S1d 023 374)

_
_

_

_

Add,,~,

ENSTONE EAGLES
GLIDING CLUB
Now open for gliding seven days a week
throughout the year. New members
welcome.
Launch by aerotow or motor tow and soar
over the beautiful Cotswolds.
Mid week holiday courses from March to
October for beginners or solo pilots
tailored to suit your requirements.
Short weekend courses also available.
De/ails from:
TOM MILLER
ENSTONE EAGLES GUDtNG CLUB LTD

Enstone Alrfletd, Church Enstone. Oxfordshire
Tel: (060 872) 535 (daytime)
(0296) 67403 (evenings)
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hard years with Graeme Holloway taking his
place. Carol Bisset and Jan Stemerdink have
become instructors.
A Sport Vega trainer is being built to replace
the one which collapsed on a retrieve. The other
Vega trailer is roadworthy again but one of the
Vegas was damaged in 'a field landing accident
and won't be flying for several months.
Our telephone numbers have been changed.
The dubhouse is now 03398 85339 and the
workshop 03398 85236.
D.S.
DERBYSHIRE & LANCASHIRE (Camphill)
Tim Robson completed a magnificent 300km
Diamond goal on April 15. Of Ihe many flights
since two are well worthy of congratulation Mike Armstrong nearly achie\fed 500km (490km
in 10hrs) and Daryl Athey completed his Silver
badge with a flight to Kirton in Lindsey.
Our Spring Bank HQliday open weekend was
mosl successful with over 170 trial instructor
lessons. Our thanks to everyone who helped,
pcr1icularly to Graham Franktin who made it
happen.
E.G.

Obituary - Don Hatch

At Dukeries GC's AGM Keith Hebdon (right)
was presented with the Achievement cup
and CFI, John Swannack (left) became the
first holder of the Chairman's cup. Tim
Bowles, the chairman, is in the centre. Photo:
Barrie Codling.
extend our condolences to Ruth, Heidi, Kathy
and Christopher.
Malcorm Blackburn
DEVON & SOMERSET (North Hill)
Holiday courses are having good flying con-

known him and we extend our condolences to
his wife, Valerie, and his family.
Edward C. Willcox
DORSET (Old Sarum)

The excellent weather has seen lots of activity
with everything f1yable airborne on most days.
Vanessa Smith has gone 10 Zimbabwe as a
course instructor. Presumably she intends to
return as she left her Libelle and Basil behind.
The club fleet is emerging with fresh painl,
thanks to Barry Thomas.

ditions and the BGA soaring course was well
attended. Work continues on the Super Falke
hangar.
Good conditions have produced an O/R to
Okehampton for Ron Johns; Silver distance and
duration for ChriS Heide and Silver distances for
Dave Brummit, John Pursey, Malcolm Chant and
Peter Craggs.
Dave Reilly wasn't satisfied with his 1OOkm triangle in 1hr 24min so went round again in 1hr
15min.
Membership is well up with a full list
awaiting training.
E.G.N.
1

•
•

It is with great sadneSS we report Ihe death of
Don Hatch on May 24, Don was the victim of a
violent storm which swept his car into a swollen
river near his home. The multitude of friends bolh
hside and outside the chapel spoke volumes
about Don and his many interests.
He was a member at Camphill for almost thirty
years, having been an instructor in the Air cadets,
initially in the early 1950s at Woodford and laler
at Meir. He had that rare distinction of joining
Camphill with over 3000 flights already in his
logbook.
Don and Ruth were deeply involved in the
social organisation and acti\iities of the club as
well as the flying. Don was a well loved member
01 many syndicates including the Dart 17R, Std
Jantar, ASW-20 and finally the Open JaRtar. His
dedication to mid-week instruction will be
missed.
We remember Don with great affection and
AugustlSeptember 1989

Obituary - Kenneth J. S. Andrews
/I is with great sadness I report the death of Ken
Andrews on April 16.
Ken's introduction to gliding was unusual.
Commissioned in the Army, he learned to fly on
Tiger Moths, Magisters and Stearman PTs. He
then moved tothe Glider Regiment flying Horsas,
Hotspurs and Hadrians. He landed safely at
Arnhem with a small platoon which included Lt
Gen "Boy" Browning and such was· the calibre of
Ken's leadership that his group was one 01 the
few who escaped from what he modestly described as a "rather silly caper". Retiring after the
war as a Lt Col and awarded the MBE, he moved
to Devon and joined the club in 1975.
Ken was one of that rare breed of men - quiet,
unassuming, unflappable, yet with an infectious
personality, a wonderful sense of humour and,
above all, a remarkable ability 10 endear himself
to all. Many visitors will remember him as the
calm, efficient director of Competition Enterprise.
Hewill be sadlV missed by Ihe club, particularly
his syndicate members. It was a privilege IQ have

Richard Barry of Dorset GC after his solo.
Congratulations to Richard Barry and Adrian
Goodwin on going solo.
D.N.
DUKERIES (Gamston Airlield)

At the AGM Bassetlaw GC changed its name to
Dukeries and become a limited company.
A highlight in January was when Brian Fowkes
took the club T-21 into wave from an 800ft
launch. Intense cold (no canopy) brought him
and his pupil down form 25000 after 3Omin.
Chris Aston, AIf Dackombe, Graham Goucher
and Keith Gregory have gone solo and Dave and
Glenn Barratt and Peter Turner have AEI ratings.
Keith Hebdon has gained a Bronze badge :and
5hrs in a K·6cR whicl1 is a handsome addition to . .
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the site and shared by Keith, Alan and Eric
Marsha.ll and Mlck de 10rre.
We had a most successful open day on May
Day. We used both two-seaters and over 40
enjoyed trial instruction lessons, including two
visitors from California.
T.H.B.8.

We had an accident with our K-13 but are
pleased to repor1 that Steven Ashton', the pupil, is
making a ll.ood recovery and new last week.
Unfor1unately the K-13 is much slower in
mending!
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MARCHINGTON (Marchington Airfield)
Jefl 'Heard acquired two Silver legs whilst on
business in Australia and completed with a 50km
to. Sleap. Then his syndicate partner Henryk
Hayes llew the K-6cR on an O/R for Silver distanoe. Well done both.
Dave Barke has made us envious with his
newly acquired DG-400. Our first course enjoyed
eJ<cellent weather with Bernard Blake going
solo.

KENT (Challock)
AI our AGM in April Tim Gardiner was elected
chainman with Andy Street as treasurer. Richard
Verity joined the committee.
The six members on our ab-initio Saturday
course went solo before the 8th consecutive
Saturday. Congratulations to them and also to
Mike sesemann on his third Diamond in Australia, Paul Aitken on DiamOlld goal Irorn
Challock and Rdbert Burden and Jerry Bass 011
Silver distances,. all in May.
We now have plannil1g permission to operate
two tugs, thus improving our launch rate,
especially at weekends.

L.M.

HUM8ER (RAF Scampton)
In 'May we exceeded 600 laul1ches, albeit with
the help,of Trent Valley GC who normally reside at
Kirton in lindsey, and our achievements are also
well up.
We have had three 100km triangles from Dave
Ruttle, Sue Arrmstrong and Richard Browne;
Steve Skidmore and Joe Hutton have their
Bronze badges; AI Rumming and Eric Isherwood
have Bronze legs; John Morris his Silver badge
witl':l a 5hr 40min flight at Bicester; Dave Jooes
also has 5hrsano Chris Terry his third Diamond
with a 500km triangle.
Dave Maggs and Keith Whittaker have resoloed, Keith with only three weekends' flying
after a two to three year lay-off.

M.T.C.

K.M.G.

6AST SUSSEX (Ringmer)
The annual spring expeditioo to Talgarth yielded
much talking, eating and drinking but no badges
this time.
Back home, congratulations to Jack Grayer
and Steve Smithers (solo); Alan francis (Brooze
badge) and Bob Paskins and Cliff Kindell (Silver
badges). Neil Kelly and Larry Matthewshave
flown Diamond goal~ from Lasham and
Benalla respectively.

£NSTONE EAGLES fEnstone Airfield)
We hOW have a loog term licence for lhe
exclusive use of the grass strip parallel to the
main runway. The runway will continue to be
used' fm the autotow vehicles but with most glider
launching !being off the grass the launch .rate will
improve vis,a-vis power flying.
Our heartiest coogratulations to our chairman
Ken Sparkes on being awarded the John Hands.
trophy for services to competition, gliding with
speciall reflectioo on his directorshiJ'l' of our
Regiooals for so many years. lhe Regiooals'
bookings are better than expected blJtthere is
room for a few more.
Tom Miller is now DCFl and Robert Bottomley
has. his AEI rating. Simon Hodder has gone solo;
Greg Burton gained his duration with over 6Iilrs;
Jim Marburger has both Brooze legs and Shrs;
Tony Cox (DG-100)· was just short ot 500km;
Robin Pearce-Boby completed his Silver badge
with a flight la Aston 'Down and Peter Bailey
finished ,his with a 5hrs.
Our Aprill open weekend was a great success
due in part of a live spot on Radio Oxford. The
mid-week courses are proving satisfactory with
trial instruction evenings well attended and
enjoyed.
With a dramatic but welcome increase in
membership to the highest level tor a decade, we
are now putting our financial and flying records
on computer to allow cootrol, forecasting, billing,
budgeting and statistics to be properly organised
for such numbers.
R.JP-B.

substantial increase in launching capacity.
CQngratulatioos to general manager Phil
Phillips and our new CFI Terry Joint who have
been prime movers in the changes.

PAW.
MIDLAND (Long Mynd)
We have seen some good soaring this year,
especially 001he mid-week soaring courses.
Dave Sprake flew Silver distance to the North
Wales GC and during, an> instructors' soaring
CQurse at Socker Peter Turnerand Neil Clements
gained Gold distance with Diamond goal. Ollr
thanks to Chris Railings, Bernie Morris and all
those Booker plJndits for a valuable week's
training.
At long last we have a concrete floor in our
winch workshop and the start of some much
needed air1ield drainage.
Linda Taylor, until recently our long suffering
newsletter editor, has had her first power solo.

A.R.V.

I

KESTREL (RAF Odiham)
With exceptiooally good weather we have had
many achievements. Congratulations to Tim
Hale, 'lain Legge, James Hiscocks and Tim Gray
(going solo); Tom Russell, fred Field, Paul Carter,
Tim Hale, Andy Tween and 'Iain legge (Bronze
legs); Paul Slean, Simon Fielding, Paul Ellis and
Alison Parkinson (Bronze badges) and Paul
Slean, Alison Parkinson and Stuart Perkins
(Silver heights).
An excellent flight at 528km by Jane Nash on
April 15 gained her Diamond distance and so all
three Diamonds.
Several members went to the loog Mynd in
May and had a week of ridge and thermal'
flying.
The Mini Nimbus has newly profiled wings
solving the crazed gel coat problem.

RD.
NENE VALLEY (RAF Upwood)
Congra~ulations to Roger Emms 011 his 5hrs; to
John Taylor and Dan Honerbrink on their secood
Bronze legs and to Alan Wisneiwski, Eric Yeardley and Alan Wiltshire on goil1g solo.
Our thanks to the Long Mynd for their hospitality in April. Om assistant instructor John
Young (L-Spatz) had the longest flight with a buzzard for company on his birthday.

J.N.
I

LAKES (Walney Airfield, Barrow-in-Furness)
Sir Leonard Redshaw's death on April 29 has
overshadowed other activities. We send our coodolences to Lady Jean Redshaw and her farmil'y
ar:td give thanks for the life of an absolutel.y
exceptional man - and aman amongst men. (See
the BGA and General News.)
lan Richards and Gordon Jenkinson have
gone solo, Gordon resoloing having been out of
the sport for over 30 years.
For yel another year our summer courses are
fully booked.
M.S.
LASHAM GLIDING SOCIETY (Lasham Airfield)
The unusually good weather has resulted in
many notable cross-countries. Courses of all
types have been highly active including an
aerobatic course run for the secood year by Josef
Solski, visiting us from Poland.
Derek Piggolt's leaving dinner-dance in, April
was the most impressive social function ever
held at Lasham, a'tdken of the enormous respect:
in which he is held. We wish Derek good luck In
the future. (see also BOA and General News.)
Our second winch has arrived and, with our
co-located launch, points, investment in technology and new operating Jjrocedures, will give a

AH
NEWARK & NOTTS (Winthorpe)
The club has acquired a Skylark 2 as a bridge between the K-a and the SF-27 and lhe syndicate
Oly is flying again - its wings are a work of art and
It looks great
OLlr youngest member, Robert Moorhouse,
comp'leted his Bronze baoge in a spectacular

I
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mC¥1ner and Keith Dykes completed his Silver
badge with a 5 Y2hr flight. John Maddison won the
club's Horticultural trophy for the study of baby
beetroot in their natural habitat.
Visitors are always given a warm welcome.

achieved 3OOkms. Many shorter distances have
been flown, making the most of better spring
weather than for several years.
FB.

MA

PEGASUS (RAF GO/ersloh)
We have again been to Sisteron with Diamond
heights for Robin Wills-Flemming, Brian
Rawlings, Mark Desmond, Paul Mclean and
Nick Garland and durations for Matt Golling,
Anne Mclean and Brain Rawlings.
The new Discus has rarely been seen on the
ground during the excellent weather. Simon
Duerdon brought a K-6cR from Bn:Jggen and
been on an instructors' course al Bicester.
Nine have gone solo since August including
Norman Stewart who visited us from Bicester.
Alan Duerdon and Pete Campbell have completed their Bronze badges and Charlie Musson
his Silver badge.
Brian Rawlings gained I:lis SlMGPPl at
Tibenham. At the GGA AGM Mark Desmond was
presented with the Sue Cavener trophy for his
contribution to flight safety and completed his
Gold C last May with a 300km.
Mark Critchlow has gone to Bicester leaving
"Pooh Bear" as CFI; Dave HoIt to Achmer and
Roger Davies and AI Cleaver to Bannerdown. Pip
Barley has arrived from Wrekin, Richie Amall
from Fulmar and Ken Reeves from Fenland.

NORFOLK (Tibenham Airiield)
There has been a lot of activity with members
endeavouring to finish the clubhouse alterations
and prepare the new bedrooms and briefing
room for the Vintage 'Glider Club's first visit during theMay Day Bank Holiday. The weekend was
a great success with ten vintage gliders, crews
and friends enjoying two good flying days.
The new grass - waterlogged the week before
- Ilad the first cut of the season making a much
softer landing for vintage machines. Ken Wallis
gave an enjoyable lecture on the Saturday evening on his flying experiences with the autogiro
and on Sunday evening Gill and Charles Owles
prepared a steak barbecue for 80.
The season has started well with several Silver
legs and first solos.

G.E.
NORTH WALES (Bryn-Gwyn-Bach,
NrSt Asaph)
We have had an incredible start to the year with
March, April and May providing excellent thermal
and wave flying. For the first time from the site,
both two-seaters reached 10000ft and experienced excellent wave flying.
Congratulations to Geoff Balshaw, Mark
Roberts and Geoff Glazebrook on Silver distances; Trevor Mann and Dave Horgan on going SOlo
and to John McCormick, Keith lewis and GeoH
Balshaw on their AEI ratings. We also welcome
Bill Grey and Brian lomas who have become
regular instructors.
Our annual expedition to Cotswold GC was a
great success. Our thanks to Ruth Housden, CFI,
Mike Gribble and club members for their hospitality, and to Swindon GC for all their help .and
for providing aerotows.
CA.H.

•

NORTHUMBRIA (Currock Hill)
Alan Scott is now a full Cat - a well deserved promotion. We have another GRP glider, a DG-300
acquired by Norman Crawford, our treasurer.
Martin Fellis comleted his Silver badge with
distance and duration legs in one flight. The
spring has given many excellent wave flights
from the site, mainly the result of taking higher
aerotows than usual.
Jack Little is back from Kenya but still affected
by wanderlust - he is instructing at Connet.

RD.
OXFORD (Weston on the Green)

The season started well with 16 year-old Kate
Machin going solo and Peter Buchan, Neil Swinton, Andy Butter/ield and Maggie Roberts gaining Bronze legs, Maggie both.
Nick Barrett, Gordon Robinson and John Shirvall have Silver heights; Nick Barren, Norman
Machin and Gordon Robinson 5hrs; John
Howard trew a K-8 10 Husbands Bosworth lor
Silver dislance and Graham Barrett, Glenn
Bailes, John Giddins and Richard Hall have
August/September 1989

S.S.
PHERBOROUGH & SPALDING (Crowland
Airiield)
The year has been very kind to us and we have
achieved unprecedented levels of activity.
Malcolm Brown and Graham Kench bought a
Sky which Malcolm used to complete his Bronze
badge. John Crosse new Silver distance to
Swanton Morley and Steve Tumerspent an entertaining alternoon in RAF Wittering's guard room,
alter landing on the perimeter track. Mark Jarretl
is linally flying his syndicate PIK 20E alter com- ,
pleting his SLMGPPL.
The BGA directive concerning non Silver
badge instructors has seriously affected us as

~

your home club operate only at weekends?

At Lasham we operate aM week. e-oJery week which
means we could provide a use/uI supplement to your
Iraining. Whether you are not ye! sok> and would
benefit from a week's consolidated inslruction. 0< a
budding cross-country pilot needing soaring 0< field·
landing training. we have the expertise and lacililies
to help.

"eet

Apart lrom our large two'seater
and excellent
aerolaw and winch launch lacili"es. we have a
comprehensive briefing room for lectures 0<
instructional videolapes it bad weather prevents
Ilying.
On'site accommodation for dub exped~ions is
always available by arrangement.
Absolute begimers are 01 course always welcome -

we have a laroe cI10ice 01 courses and lvoes 01

our instructor numbers were virtually halved
Qvernight. It should be remembered that not all
clubs have dozen of spare instructors and what
seems like a good idea at the larger clubs wlll
cause the largest single obstruction to operations
in the smaller clubs. Anyone fancy some
instructing?
M.J.
PORTSMOUTH NAVAL (Lee-on-Solent)
A sad farewell was said to the Auster tug,
G-AGYT, Yankee Tango. She was our first tug and
has given many thousands of tows over the last
twenty years.
We have a rebuilt K·13, which will be a valuable
addition, .and two new syndicates with a Swallow
and a BG-135.
May brought some soaring instead of our
usual sea breeze. Congratulations particularly to
A1an Clark on a very hard won duration. We have
had our first AEI course.
Sadly Ken Stevenson is leaving to join HMS
Ark Royal. We wish him well in his new job and
hope "Nobby" Clarke finds some Diamonds during his holiday in Minden.

H.e.

£lA£ (Famborough)
We appear to have gone cross-country mad this
spring, flying more than 1500km between April 2
and May 15. As a result Dave Pearson, Raphael
Fisher, Duncan Pride and Neil Emerson have
completed their Silver badges. Paul Stephens
and Graham Dakkers have gone solo.
Many thanks to lormer CFI John Stone (now
sadly medically retired) for being our 'guest of
honour at the dinner-dance. Some of the top
awards went to Inter-Services champ Nick Sanders and club stalwart Jon Knowles.
M.T.D.
RATTLESDEN (Rattlesden Airiield)
Our clubhouse carpel is down, the water is on the
verge of being connected and all we need now is
the furniture.
Our second K-7 has had a major and is now
resplendent In its orange and white livery - a
glowing compliment to the hours put in by Dave
King, Humlrey Chamberlain and Steve Wright.
We had an amazing day on April 28 with nothing lelt on the ground. Several hundred kilometres were flown and we congratulate Steve Wright
(K-6), Keith Lee (K-8), Keith George (K-6CR) and
Mark Wright (Skylark 3) for their Silver heights
and durations on the same day, Commiserations
though to Mark Wright who having flown 2100fa
planned 300km landed within 50km of the club
and couldn't claim Silver distance.
Congratulations also to John lee (our recent
16th birthday soloist) for completing both Bronze
legs and to Vince White and Brian lomax on
going solo.
We are'leading in our area's Inter-Club league.
Steve Wright (K-6) won both days in the Novice
Class at Cambridge and Roger Davis (lS-4) and
Mark Taytor (Astir) won the first day in the Pundit
and Intermediate Class in the second round at
Tibenham. Well done lads.
We wercome Dave Dowling to the instructor
force alter gaining his assistant rating.

~
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MARCHINGTON GLIDING
CLUB
Situated in the Midlands. Offers Holiday
courses from April to September.

LONDON GliDING CruB

Good local soaring and
cross-country.

Tring Road, Dunstable, tuG 2JP'

GLIDER
INSTRUMENTS
Repairs and overhauls
carried out

Telephone: Ounstable 105821 66341!,

Private owners welcome.

GJpen for gliding 7 days a w.eek
throughout rhe Year!

Please Contact:
Course Secretary
Marchington Gliding Club
Marchington Airfield, Morton lane
Marchington, Nr Uttoxeter ST14 8lP
Telephone: 0785-51570

Thermal. Hill and Wave Soaring

Modern. all-glass solo and 2-seater fleet
..
..
..
..
..

1.2& 5 DAY BEGINNERS COURSES
AEI RATINGS
ADVANCED FLYING CGURSES
SOARING COURSES. Details on request
BRONZE C GROUND SCHOOL COURSES

Resident instructors. full catering.
licensed bar. accommodation
Visitors and New Members Welcome:
Ring Us Now fqr Oeraifs!!

Holiday ~Qurses hom June to Septemberbeginners to Siiver C. Boo~ now!
Motor Glider Courses throughout the year ~
Bronze or Silver C t(> PPL (S'lMG~.
Visiting Air~raft welcome - ideal cross,country site - cheap aerotoY\ls and temporary membership,.
Friendly c1!.Jb - accommodation on site licensed bar.
Write 10 The Cpurse Secretary, B. L. Owen. 64
Chapel Lane. 'Wympndham. Nprfplk NR18 ODN. Tel:
Wymondham 605444 Evenings

Approved for PZL and Winter
Instruments

MIDLAND GLIDING CLUB
THE LONG MYND

Barograph Calibration centre
Write or phone:

M. G. Hutchinson
'Tanfield'
Shobdon
Nr. Leominster
Herefordshire HR6 9LX
Tel. 056-881-368
(answering machine)

ZULU
GLASSTEK
LTD

AUTUMN IS COMING
Keep soaring in our hill and wave lift
Courses available till Christmas for
Ab-Initio. advanced. and AEI.
Private owners and expeditions welcome
(Prior booking essential)

COVENTRY
GLIDING
CLUB
• Residential courses
held weekTy

• 5

day and

2

Detail from:
ROY DALLlNG
Midland Gliding CllIb
Long Mynd, Church Stretton
Shropshire SY6 6TA
Tel: linley (058861) 206

Glass-fibre repairs &
maintenance. Repair agent
for 94 AViation.

Peter Wells (0494) 883101
(08444) 3036

day

NOW I'/IJ OUR 28TH YEAR

~L >,
• Advanced
courses for
Bronze & Silver
badges.

c20LPLANES

'"

THE REPAIR SPECIALISTS
WE REPAIR: GLASS - STEEL - ALLOY - WOOD

• Good field
• Beginners Welcome
• AEI courses held on demand
• Advanced courses for Bronze & Silver
badges. Cross Country Flights during

TUG AIRCRAFT REPAIRS AND RE-COVERS

Husbands Bosworth Airfield
lutterworth, Leics. lE17 6JJ
Tel: (0858) 880521 (0858) 880429

C's of A
REPAIRS TO GLASS-FIBRE
STEEL TUBE & WOODEN AIC

FULLY QUALIFIED STAFF
WRITE OR PHONE:
LLOYDS APPROVED

COVENTRY GLIDING CLUB

SAILPLANE
& ENG•
SERVICES LTD.

VINTAGE AIRCRAFT REBUILDS

1989
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FREE replacement glider
availabte (LS-4A) for long
term jobs

RAPID SERVICE

SHEPLEY LANE. HAWK GREEN. I\II,4;RPlE,
STOCKPORT, CHESHIRE SK6 7JW
Tel: 061-427 2488

KEN BLAKE
BUXTON24365
SAILPLANE & ENG. SERVICES l TO.
HOLMFIELDRD" BUXTON, DERBYS.

SAILPLANE & GLIDING

CLUB NEWS

Peter Hurst (Nimbus) who was 3rd in the
Inter·Olub League at Southdown on May 28.
Photo: Mike Erdman.

SACKVILLE (Nor1h of RAE Bedford)
We had a successful start to the season and have
bought a K-2, to give us two club two-seaters.
Membership is increasing with instruction on
Friday evenings as well as the weekends.
We had a successful visit to Talgarth with a lot
of flying at the end of April. We are holding barbecues the last Saturday in each month.

sel the standard in the Skylark 4 with an epic
8'1ihr flight.
We have a bumper batch of "well dones" l$Obel Whiltingham (Gold height); Paul Nickson,
Richard Dann, Val Pike and Stephen Oltner
(Silver height); Stephen Otlner (5hrs); Gillian
Brind and Richard Dann (Bronze badge);
Malcolm Black and Steve Glasselt (Bronze legs)
and Neil Uoyd, Malcolm Howard, John Hewelt
and Ted Shann (going solo). Commiserations to
John Parsons and Richard Oann for returning
just short of 5hrs.
S.C.O.

T.J:w.
SCOTTISH GLIDING UNION (Portmoak)
f!.j, our AGM in May, Stan Milne, completing his
three years as chairman, reported an improved
financial position, more members and more
actMty. His tireless work is much appreciated.
Ray Hawse also retired from the board and we
thank him for his services. Mike Richardson has
taken over as chairman and new members of the
board are Colin MacAlpine (secretary), Stan
Perry and Paul Copland.
Congratulations to Anne Grant and Susan
Masterton (solo); Kevin Dillon, Dick Middleton
and Hugh Williams (Bronze); Peter Glannie and
Mike Carruthers (Silver) and to Fiona Scougall on
her assistant instructor's rating.

M.J.R.
Obituary - Peter Copland
It is with great sadness that we report the
untimely death of Peter Copland after a short illness. Peter served the SGU in the most outstanding manner, primarily as a director and treasurer
for the past 12 years, and as a keen instructor
and PR man, always haVing the interest of the
club in the forefront of Ilis activities.
Having retired a liltle early, he had looked ,forward to being more involved at Portmoak. He will
be sorely missed. Our condolences and best
wishes for their future go to his children and
grandchildren. .luckily we have PaUl, his son (a
16th birthday solo) in the club to carry on the
name of Copland; his father liked that.
Jim Wales
SHALBOURNE (Rivar Hill)
The exceptional May gave us some good flying
and much needed income to offset our high
expenditure on the K·7s. We were pleased to
welcome Odiham, Keevil and Hullavington for the
Inter-Club League with fine sunny weather,
although it wasn't much use for going
anywhere.
Recent additions 10 the private fleet are a
Skylark 4,l-Spatz andZugvogel. Dave Maleham
AugustJSeptember 1989

SHROPSHIRE SOARING (Sleap)
Such a superb year so far, not just the weather
but the enthusiasm of members with an average
flight time of just under 2hrs, an average of 60hrs
per glider up to the end of May and a total
approaching 1o000km.
We have had several flights of over20000ft.
The ASH-25 went over the Irish Sea, Kestrels
over Angelsey, the Twin Astir over Snowdon,
David Carrow (ASW-20) over Swallow Falls, Rick
Prestwich (Mosquito) over Bethesda and Barry
Dixon Bate (Nimbus) over L1andudno and the
Great Orme.
V.C.G.
SOUTH WALES (Usk)
Greg Scolt has his assistant rating and Nigel
Spencer Jones is an AEI. CFI CoIin Broom completed his Gold badge with a 300km; Maureen
Weaver has Silver distance; Ken Colterell and
Nick Parker have their Bronze badges; Jane Paul
has gone solo and numerous pilots have gained
Bronze legs in the recent good weather. Congratulations to them all and commiserations to
Dave Almey on missing his Diamond distance
by 11km.
Our course season is underway.
N.J.P.
STRATFORD-ON-AVON (Snitterlield Airlield)
The highlight of the May expedition to Sulton
Bank was Chris Morris's Olamond' height of
16500ft from a 300ft winch launch. Several
experienced wave for the first time with the K-6E
achieving over 7500ft. Our thanks to Sulton Bank
for their excellent hospitality making a return
visit assu red'.
Our badge claims show eur structured training
system is working well. Congratulations to
Sharon Edlin, Chris Knight and Tony Palfreyman
(5hrs); Chris Knight (Silver distance); Martin
Greenwood (Bronze badge); Jonly Boddington,
Caroline Coates, Bernard Heath, Bob Horsnell
and Steve Oerton (Bronze legs) and Karin
Hulsemann and Chris Smith on going solo, Chris
following closely on his father Robin. Jeff Gale

(Skylark 4) flew to Nymspfield to find his
barograph not fully wound - a lesson to us all!
Trial instruction evenings and course bookings
are looking healthy and the Inter-Club League
interim results put us ahead with one more contest to fly.
H.G.W.
SURREY UNIVERSITY (Lasham Airlield)
The club was started 15 years ago by Or T. Gee.
We have 30 members and own a 3f4 share in a
1<:-21, flown regular,ly at weekends and on Wednesday afternoons.
TerryJoint, CFI of Lasham Gliding Society, was
the guest speaker at our annual dinner in May.
This year Martin Torbit, Paul Kirkham and
Hamid Mahde went solo, Hamid also gaining a
Silver badge.

HM.M.
SWINDON (Sandhil/ Farm, Shrivenham)
Our first open day of the year in April raised £350
for the Helen Davis Appeal. Helen, a local girl, suffers from cerebral palsy. Our thanks to members
who helped and to Chris Railings who lent us
a Puchacz.
The good early spring has resulted in Silver
badges for Paul Mansfield and Stuart Thackery
and Silver distance for Graham Huggins. Roger
Tyack gained, a Bronze ;Ieg on his first solo.
Silver heights abounded on June 4 with cloudbase at 6000ft.

J.A. .
THRUXTON (Thruxton Airfield)
to Amy Walker on going solo
and Andy Mercy Qn Silver distance.
Some members recently had exhilarating
flights in a visiting Caproni Calif.
Launches are !JP and we are enlarging our twoseater fleet with a second BI'tnik.
J.B.L.
C~ngratulations

TWO RIVERS (RAF Laarbruch)
A good start to the year has produced a bumper
crop of badge claims. Congratulations to Dave
Brewster, Mike Smith and "Gaz" Gasiorowski on
going solo, Mike has ,a Bronze and "Gaz", with
"Speedy" Leaman, have both Bronze legs and
Silver height; to Cave Mayfield (Bronze legs);
Mike Sabine (Silver height); Chris Gilbert, Kev
Baxter, Gert Moors and 'Nige Hobbs. (completing
Silver badges with distance flights, Nige also getting his 5hrs); Tim 'Doyle (UK Cross-country
Diploma, part '1l; Colin James (completed
Diploma) and Colin James, John Sullivan, CFI,
and Keith Curtis (Gold distances and Diamond
goals).
Our annual mini Camp was a huge success
with 13, including tour German entries, flying
nearly 6000km in three days. We fared well with
Phil Jones and John Sullivan 1st and 2nd respec- . .
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~PIGGOTT
----Fluorescent Orange- Windcones made
in Nylon or Ministry of Defence
Hypalon"'.
Flagstaffs suitable for Windcones supplied and fitted.
Landing Marker Sets in bright orange.
All types of Flags and Banners,

PIGGon BROTHERS & CO. LIMITED
StanfOfd Rivers. Onger, Essex eM5 9PJ

Te/: 0277 363262 Telex 995457 (Piggot)

C OF A OVERHAULS

Neogene

TO ALL lYPES OF SAILPLANES

Paints

FULL TIME SENIOR INSPECTOR

JOHN SMOKER

Your specialist paint
manufacturer

9 ANSONWAV
BICESTER,OXON
Tel: Bicester 0869 245422

C664 High Tautening Dope To

C/E DTD 753

RESTORATIONS

C665 Aluminium Surfacer To
C/E DTD 753

and repairs to wooden gliders
of all ages a speciality

C666 Scheme "z" Type
Enamels For Unsupported
Fabrics

CANOPIES

*
LARGE RANGE
OF SHAPES
AND SIZES
FOR GLIDERS
AND LI'GHT
AIRCRAFT

*
GOOD OPTICS

*

C667 Scheme
Thinl'lers

SKIDS

"z" Type

Laminated ash skids
for most of the
popular gliders supplied
from stock.
Others made to order

C668 Low Tautening Dope To
C/E DTD 751
C965 Fabric Adhesive

FABRIC

C966 Fabric Adhesive Thinner
C762 Transparent N/C Non
Tautening Dope

Ceconite Fabric any
Quantity supplied

The above have been selected
from our range of Aircraft
Finishes.

Colour Matching Service
Large or small quantities
supplied

PESCHGES THE BEST ELECTRONIC
VARIOMETER. AND
NAV COMPUTER
SYSTEMS

Consult our Technical Advisory
Service:

Printa Inks and Paints Limited,
Neogene Works, 65 Alfred Road,
London W2 5HO.
...

• UNBEATABLE VP4 SERIES
FROM UNDER £700+VAT

• AMAZING VP3 & VP5

Telephone 012892271 ~

FOR DEDICATED
X-COUNTRY FLIERS

Neogene Paints IScotlandllimited,
45 Lanark Road. Edinburgh EH14 1Tl
Telephone 031 443 8793

• EXCEPTIONAL WARRANlY
• CHOICE OF TOP PILOTS
THROUGHOUT THE WORLD

FROM MAKER
B'ENALLA - WHERE DREAMS
CAN COME TRUEl

*
BOB REECE, Rematic
School House
Norton
Nr Worcester WR5 2PT
Tel Worcester
(0905) 821334

FROM THE ONLY APPROVED
UKAGENT:

YOU DON'T HAVE TO BELIEVE US - ASK THEM!!

df}@~@ dfl@.~!~,!!~lI-

Ken Moules. Odiham; Colrn Pools. Tonv Funer & M.IIII" Ak:lrldge.
Rc>nlesdeo; larry Matthews. Rtngmer: JiU Bu,ry, lasham; ErIC
Arthu,. I(Jngs lynn: Ptlll Atkm. Cambridge: Nd Jennett.
Nympsheld: Ke'llh E:lfnden. RAFGSA; Sruee Owen and Marlin
Breen. Booker; Ron Keeping. CuJdrose; Mike Sesomann. Challock;
Oems O·Hogan. Dublin; Reg Ga,dner. ASIon Down; MIdi Wells,
RAE. Farnborough~ Emsl Spechl, HusBos: and many mo.-e from
Europe and wo.-Id·wlde.
We run cou,ses IQ( horses l Ab-mltlO. field landings. Inlllal and
Advanced Soanng plus a neel of sailplanes lor hire from Jumor to
Nimbus 2.

BOB SZULC
UNIT 9
EAGLE INDUSTRIAL ESTATE
BAGNAll STREET
GREAT BRIOGE, TIPTON
WEST MIOLANDS DY4785
Tel: 021·520 6415
Telex: 336481
Fax: 021·520-6410

Aeconvneoded optlOn l Jom a COUfse and gel up to speed In your IVSI
week; hire YOU' own sa.lplane fQ( yOur second week. Bot book wet!

ahe.ld espeoally fQ( peak peuod Oecember 10 February.
Pnces and prOSf)ecIUS on flppllCdllO(l fO:

TED lYSAKOWSKI

John Williamson. Gliding Club of Victori•.
PO BoJII: 4& Benall•. Vic10ria 3672. Auslr"ia.

54 TOR BRYAN
INGATESTONE
ESSEX CM4 9HN
Tel: (0277) 352418

T.t (0) 57·821058,
Specld!-rate lr<Wet and derails of ~tematlVe Au,ssle holIdays from:

TRAVELBAG, 12 Hig.... Stf.et. ALTON.
H'ants. GU34 , eN. T.t: 0420-82133

EVENINGS

I
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tively in the Open Class and Colin James 3rd in
the Club Class. Gary Livings deserves a mention
loI' some outstanding flying in the K-8.
We welcome a full Cat from the UK, John Norman, and say goodbye 10 lan Pettman. Thanks for
your efforts lan.
P.J. & CJ.

100km triangle at 100km!h while Mick Davis
went round his one evening. After 20 years in the
game, Keith Harsant has finally managed to
somehow get round a 300km triangle. Well

and although he didn't complete the task he flew
572km, landing near Chesterlield in the same
field as Phil Lazenbywho had flown 380km in his
Oly 463.

done!

CL

The Chipmunk has had its C of A and our
thanks 10 all who helped. Rob Roscoe is now a
full Ca\.

R.J.

ULSTER (Bel/arena)
Cross-ro,Jntryl8ronze badge classes, run one
evening each month by our new CFI, James Weston, aided by deputy Mervyn Farrell, have already
encouraged several cross-countries.
Congratulations to Harry Hanna on gaining his
Bronze and Silver on consecutive weekends.
Our thanks to Alan Ingram for arranging monthly
video/seminars.
We now have a Dart 17 syndicate formed by
Hugh Gowdy, Alan Ingram and Brian Tannahill.

WYVERN (RAF Upavon)
Bob Brett has gained his Silver distance .and
duration, Andy Mills his duration and Justin
Lavender his Silver badge. Ken Moules claimed
Diamond distance in Australia and Tim Clark has
gone solo.
Adrian Matyear is now a full Cat and Pat
Farrelly and Dawn Bradley have become assistant Cats. Congralulations to them all.

AW.

DB.

WELLAND (Middle/on)
Our thanks'to Coventry GC for their hospitality
during their task week when Barry Chadwick and
Keith &ott won their Class with their Dart 17R.
(See also Coventry's report.)
Norman Martin had an eventful week - to
Evesham, barograph failure in mid-flight, to
Nympsfield, no barograph, finally to Hertford with
everything OK. All three flights were good for all
three Silver legs. Andy Parrish won his Silver with
three flights, Peter Strong with two and Bernard
Underwoocl completed his with a 5hrs. Dave
Strachan managed distance and height.
Alex Strachan has both Bronze legs, Jim
Skorupa and Jamie Scolt one each while Paul
Warburton has completed his Bronze badge.
Chris Charlesly, Gary Clipston and Ken Payne
have gone solo and Gerard O'Callaghan has an
AEI rating. Congratulations all round.

YORK GLIDING CENTRE (Rufforth Airfield)
We have extended our ownership of the airlield
by buying 30 acres west of the runway to give
greater flexibility. particularly when winching. We
are grateful to members who have donated
expertise and money to make this pOSSible.
Almost all our cou rses are full and we have had
trial instruction lesson booked on every midweek evening since the middle of May.
Membership continues to grow and we are
pleased to see the junior contingent increasing.

RHS.
WREKIN (RAF Cos ford)
We recently had a 50km frenzy with Jim Francey,
Joe Wait, Dave Gelder and Rick Jones landing at
Burnaston and completing their Silver badges.
Graham Bell flew to Sealand for his Silver distance, achieving his height on the way.
Dale lHen€lerson, John Cook and Ken Greenwood have gone solo and Kevin Goodey, Bob
Henderson, Norman Polts and Jim Ellis have a
few Bronze legs between them. Griff shot round a

CR.
YORKSHIRE (Sulton Bank)
The wonderlul weather brought wave up to
16000ft in May and good thermals. May 10 was
good with lan Stromberg and Adrian Halton gaining Diamond distances and Chris Teagle a Gold
distance and Diamond goal. Congratulations
also to Chris Cl ark and Steve Hughes on their
Silver distances.
The wave has brought heignt claims for
Stewart Heaton (Diamond), John Birch (Gold)
and Steve Hill (Silver).
.
Congratulations particularly to Mike Brook
(SHK) who clawed his way around 430km on a
difficult day. Thanks to Mike also for organising
the May task week when he had one flight of
480km and one of over SOOkm on June 4 to
North Hill.
John Hart attempted L"Cisham O/R on June 4

SOAR YORKSHIRE
For your COURSE!

a

Make sure of getting your
copy of S&G by taking out a
subscription. Details on p208.

,
LIFTINt1'Blues
An impressive celebration
of soaring flight, ,;hotduring
the British Standard CIa",
National Championship,;.
at i\'ympsfield, England in J988. Witl, its
breatlltaking aerial photography and
sharp insights into the people and
attitudes that circulate witl,in tl,e sport,
this 52 minute film will appeal to the
pundit and novice alike.

£27.00 inc p f! p.
Available in VHS and Detamax.
plea,;e

mal~e c1,eques payable to:Aardman Animations Ltd.,
14 Wetherdl Place,
Clifton,
Bristol.

BS8 JAR.
Please allow 28
days for delivery.

SUTTON BANK

For your EXPEDITION!

For your HOLIDAY!

We offer top class accommodation, instruction facilities and opportunities
RIDGE SOARING - 12 miles in suitable conditions
THERMAL SOARING - Club record is 5B2km from aerotow. 524km from the winch
WAVE SOARING - Club absolute rrecQrd is 32670ft. Club record gain is 31 050ft
Our rates are amongst the best - £9.80 for aerotows to 2000ft. Visit uS and stay in our fully licensed
,residential clubhouse. Full catering available in season. Self catering at other times.

COURSES -

April to October

Visitors always welcome, please book in advance

YORKSHIRE GLIDING ,CLUB, SUTTON BANK, THIRSK
Tel:

AugusVSep/ember 1989

0845 (Thirsk) 597237
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IMAGINE

WINCHING WIRE

Mountain soaring,
wave and thermal flying
in glorious Spain

*
*
*
*
*

*

*

*

Join us for tailor-made holidays
Families or individuals welcome

Beginners and pundits alike will enjoy breath·
taking scenery in oor Grob 1098
Instrument flying, cross-country. field landing
instruction
Relax in our luxury private villa, with pod. and
experience the holiday of a lifetime

Comaer
The Bartans 01 449 9346/01·953·9689
or Spain 010.34.65.795355

GLIDING IN SPAIN

BRIAN WEARE

• Available in stranded cable 4mm,
4.5mm and 5mm diameter
• High tensile galvanised steel
• Special coated wire for use on
runway
• Tost release rings and weak links
and splicing ferrules available
• Also cable parachutes and shock
absorber topes

GLIDER WORKS
DUNKESWELl AIRPORT
HONITON, OEVON
Tels: l..uppiU 338 (9-6 pm)
Honiton 41041 (after 6 pm)

MAJOR OR MINOR REPAIRS ON
WOOD, GLASS-FIBRE, OR METAL.
ALSO RESPRAYS GLIDERS AND
LIGHT AIRCRAFT

BEST PRICES for gliding clubs supplied by glider pilot

C of A OVERHAULS

DAVID GARRARD
Bridge Works, Gt Barford, Bedford
Tel: 0234870401

B.G.A., C.A.A., P.F.A. APPROVALS

IC?NTEST
ILEe ASR

ILEe .8B·8

ILEC Super Varios from
£275
No extras just connect to TE and 1'2v SlIpply
ICOM Radios complete from
£309

Intercomms incl. Headsets from
£299
Motor Gliders/Microtights/Light Aircraft

Classic pzi.. Varios and ASI
Decca Nav. for Glider use

POA
£449

AND MUCH MORE

WRITE OR PHONE DOMINIC CONWAY OR RALPH CH ESTERS FOR YOUR BROCHURE
Unit " St Catnerines Mead, Kingsgate, Winchester 8023 90Q lel: 0962 5266'

SOARING EQUIPMENT L1D
HOFFMANN PROPELLERS for oH Motor Gliders and Towing Aircraft in stock
New and Overl1O'uled - Exchange Service

SCHEIBE FLUGZ'EUGBAU "FALKE" Gliders dnd Motor Gliders - Spares support
Sf 25 C Demonstrator available
PERSON WROUGHT ALUMINIUM WHEELS for Gliders and Motor Gliders

J93 Russell ROQcJ, Birmingham B J3 8RR. rei: 02' 449 , J2 J Fax: 02 J 449 9855

COME MOTOR-GLIDING AT ENSTONE

~
~:;:I

TO CONVERT YOUR BRONZE/SILVER TO SLMGPPL *
DO FIELD LANDINGS/NAVEX EXERCISES FOR YOUR
BRONZE
AB-INITIO TRAINING (NO LAUNCH QUEUES)

Ring Oxfordshire Sportflying Club on 060 872208
for more information
7 days a week operation
'Self launching motor glider private pilot's licence

OXFORDSHIRE SPORTFLYING CLUB, ENSTONE AERODROME, CHURCH ENSTONE. OXFORDSHIRE OX7 4NP
208

Tel: 060 B72 20B
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Congratulations JEAN-CLAUDE LOP/TAUX on winning the 1989 World Open Class
Championships at Wiener Heustadf in an AlEXANDER SCHIEICHER ASW 228
of course.
An impressive performance judged by anystandarc1s, but at SCHLEICHERS' the're realists
who know that there can only be one World Champion and that most of us have more modest ambitions. That's why even their top performing gliders - like the ASW 228 - are
designed with practical everyday operating firmly in mind. In the air, the famous
'SCHLEICHER feel' gives tho'se pleasant, forgiving, confidence-building characteristics which
leave the pilot's mind free to concentrate on the number one priority - soaring.
With a full production range of gliders to choose from, from the ASK 2 1 two-seater trainer
through to the World-winning ASW 228, you will find a glider tailored to you.
For details of any or all the SCHLEICHER range or for general advice on your glider requirements
Contact John Je"ries
JJ Associates

PO Box 6J
Dunstable
Beds LU6 2LB
Tel: (0525) 222 J J J
Fax: (0525) 382293

Sole UK Agents for
ALEXANDER SCHLEICHER'S

tomprehensive glider range

~ The following revised charts have been published by the Civil Aviation Authority:-

1:500,000· NORTHERN ENGLAND" NORTHERN IRELAND
-2171 AB· EDITION 12
1:250,000 - SOUTH EAST ENGLAND - SHEET 17 • EDITION 14
Previous editions of these charts are now obsolete.
You can purchase the lates'l edition's of all half and quarter milliOn aeronautical charts of the
United Kingdom, as well as a free comprehensive chart catalogue - either In person or by post -from:THE CAA CHART ROOM, T1120 CAA HOUSE,
se
45·59 KINGSWAY,
FJ(MI5. , L O N D O N . woe 6TE Tel: 01 832 SS69/5568.
r I x a 1 and' (rom >the following accredited' chart agents:AIRPLAN FLIGHT EQUIPME.NT -Open Saturdays·
BRITISH AIRWAYS· AERAO
Building SUA, South side, M.nchester Airport,
Cheshi,. 5K9 ~Lt T.I: 061-~99 0023/~.

AEAAD House, He.throw Airport
Middlesex TW62JA Tel: 01-5620795.

AIRTOUR 'INTERNATIONAL -Open Saturdays·

BGA

Elstree Aerodrome
Hem WD6 ~AW Tel: 01-95] ~870.

Kimberley House, Vaughan Way
Leicester LE1 ~5E Tel: 0533-531051

AOPA

EOWARO STANFORO l TO -Open Saturd.ys.
12·1-4 Longacre
.London WOE 9LP Tel: 01-8361321.

SOa C.mbridge St
London 5W1V 4QQ Tel: d1-8H $631.

illlllllllllllllllr~1
hleY~a~re~alrSOISI'lOClkeldlby~mIOlst~fIIYling~CIIUlbs~alnd~Slcll"°IOljS'~~~
DON'T FLY WITH AN OUT OF DATE CHART
_
ALJgI,Jst/Seplember 1989'

Civil Aviation Authority
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~ GLIDING HOLIDAYS
" " , W H I N THE

........................' SCOliTlSH HIGHLANOS
\VI.'

O(X'TitIC

from Connd NF north of Oh.1I1.

(SI.'I.'

rJookys) lillllH:hing ~1it.h. . rs from 140()1ll mnwilys inlO
hn.:alhlilking. mountain sOilfing l'onJilions.

CORNISH GLIDING CLUB

The ("(,I1IT": is dcdil';'ltl.'tJ 10 Ilwking gliding. in this sUJX'rh
i.lR'(1 lrouhk' fr..:-: ror thl' I.'xpcri..:nc..:d visiting pilot or preso)o stUL!':IlL Exrat in::tlf11l'lion at all h.·\'ds.
J

at

0f.s day courses March 10 OClohcr. Visiti!lg gliders and

,Stay in lovely 1,6th, Century farmhouse
or our n.ew Clubhouse

tu&--~ welcome. Take .(h.n.ag~ of the superb SO.riRS rondiuons and course prices early in the )'c,r.
ONE DAY COURSE FROM £49
BvE I>AY COURSE FROM £195
ACCOMMODATION INCti)SIY,[ FROM £255
/';1( ;1I{orlllllf;oll {lnd ffel' hml'illlf-l:,'I, ('OWtl("
,-I.RGYlL & WEST HIGHLANU GUOING C[NTRF.
l,}ilytiml' j\jrfidd
('011 nI.'l Airli..:kl •
Td: Connd
North Con nI.'l
(n6.q7l)~4J
B.... Obull
Argyll
Scolhllld

~

IRVlN

EB80:

Perranporth, Cornwall
Courses from May to September
l'nder BGA inslrurlors. Beginners wt..'!eome.

Ring Ron Clr John on

DOVER (0304)824888
CHANNEL GLIDING CLUB
Waldershare Park, Dover,
Kent CT15 5NH

Trevellas Airfield is only onc mile from
Pcrranporlh's golden sands. one 01'
Cornwall's favourite family holiday cenlres, ,

RUTH B. PHILlIPS

BOSWENS, WHEAl KITTY, ST. AGNES
(0872) 552430
If no reply please phone (0872) 72923

THE GLIDER PILOT PARACHUTE Of THE NI,NETIES

•

Competitive price includes travelling bag

•
•

Designed and built for long-duration comfort
Clean, contour-styled pack and ha mess giving snag-free cockpit entry-egress

•

New, state-of-the-art, fast opening canopy with optional steering

•

Chosen by the RAF for ATC cadet glider training

For details contact:

Sales Department, IRVIN GREAT BRITAIN LIMITED
Letchworth, Herts SG61 EU
Tel: (0462) 482000
Telex: 82198 (IRVLET G)

FOR SPECIALIST REPAIIRS AND MA'INTENANCE

ROGER TARGETf
Sailplane Services
Bristol & Gloucestershire Gliding Club
Nympsfleld, Nr. $tonehouse
Gloucestershire Gll0 3TX
Tel: Office (0453) 860861
Home (0453) 48568

(0453) 45316

Offe"ing outstanding workmanship, efficiency and
sentice in:
All glass. carbon and kevlar repairs
Wood and Metal repairs
All modi,fications
Motor Glider engine approval
C of A Renewals
General Maintenance
(including re-finishing and wax polishing)

*
*
*
*
*
*

SUNTIGER SUNGLASSES
-

OVER 1500 UK PILOTS NOW USE THEM

IMPROVE VISilBllITY IN HAZE. MAKE OTHER AIRCRAFT EASIER TO SEE
"Suntiger
"

sunglasses are the greatest contribution to air safety for many years"
These' . .. sunglasses should be made mandatory for all pilots"
(PILOT, Feb, 1989)

and now HANS WERNER GROSSE has ordered his Suntigers from us
We can supply glasses or clip-ons. For further details wr,ite to: Alan Purnell, 9 Knoll Road, Heet, Hants. GU13 8PR. (0252) 615365 or
Suntiger (Europe), 5 Hampton Close. London SW20 ORY. 01·9474870
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AtlltF THE FAMOUS
'DROO'P SNOOT' TRAILER
BEST CHOICE FOR YOUR GLIDER

.s:::inti,itriti)i)

Designed and Built by AMF ENTERPRISES - Britain's BIggest, Most Experienced Manufacturer
CHECK LIST - Tick* each feature you would expect to find in your 'Best Buy' Glider Trailer:
o HIGH SPECIFICAT:ION, UNSURPASSED QUAUTY
o ALL ARGON SHIELD-WELDED TUBULAR
STEEL FRAME
o HIGH-GRADE ALUMINIUM SHEET SKIN
o 12mm EXTERIOR GRADE PLY FLOOR
(UNDERSEALED BEFORE ASSEMBLY)

o GRP SELF-COLOUR MUDGUARDS
(FOR ZERO MA'IN:TENANCE)

o CURVED SIDES, 'STANO-UP BACK', 'DROOP SNoor

0
0
0
0
0
0

FULL STATUTORY LIGHTING
DROP POLE FOFl PARKING SECURITY
FULL RANGE OF 'OPTIONS'
SPECIALLY-DESIGNED AMF FiniNGS
AIDS FOR SOLO TOWING
'USER HANDBOOK AND MAINTENANCE GUIDE'
(SUPPLIED WITH EACH TRAILER)

0 CHOICE OF ACCESSORIES
(WING ROOT DOLLYS, COLLAPSIBLE TRESTLES, ETC.)

(FOR MIN. DRAG, MAX. STABIUTY)

o 'AVONRIDE' AXLE, AUTO-REVERSE,
HYDRAULlCAL..:LY-DAMPEO HITCH

o

(FOR SUPERB BRAKING EFf,ICIEN'CY)
RADIAL TYRES AND SPARE WHEEIL AS STANDARD

*AII these are in your AMF Trailer

STOP PRESS!
AMF Enterprises have won yet anoth~r high-spec. Ministry of Defence contract to supply Glider Trailers
,for Royal Air Force (Air Cadets).
For Full Specifi€ation and List of 'Options', Fittings and Accessories:
Call in, write or telex: Membury Airfield, LambQtJrn, Berks. RG1'6 7TJ. TeI: (0488) 72224 Telex: 848507 (MIFLI)

THE' SUPER D'MONA HK 36
A REAL STRIDE FORWARD
16..2m span extendable to 17.6m
CHOICE OF ENGINES
For details

John Adams
Soaring (Oxford) Ltd
Unit 4f Hixon Airfield. Stafford ST18 OPY
(0889) 881495 (eve)
FAX (0889) 882 189
Telex 83147 (att Soaring)

Grob G1 03 Twin III Acra built ta Grab
high standards far spring 1989
delivery
Excellent for basic training through to
performance training
Send for details:

JOHNADAMS
SOARING (OXFORD) LTD
Unit 4F, Hixon Airfield, Hixon, Stafford
lel: 0889-881495 FAX 0889 882189
AugusVSepfember1989
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TRAVELLER'S TALE

TERRY HURLEY

BRAZIL

AIRLINES

David Levien went to Porto Atlegre at t:he southern tip of
Brazil about 60 miles inland from the AUanic on business
and was introduced to the Aeroclub do Rio Grande do Sol

I.

was expecting the airfield to be a dry (lusty
patoh with perhaps a shed or two as hangars and
perhaps one or two battered K-13s.lmagine my
surprise to find two huge modern hangars, really
iJ1l the middle ofnowhere, and a large selection of
single engine planes and several gliders.
Most of the instructors were wearing blue drill
trousers and ties - very smart but I won't suggest
they should do the same back home. They had
three Grob 1035 ready tQ go and five k>cally
designed early solo gliders, their wooden frames
clad in glass-fibre. They had a distinctive short,
steep nose which gave excellent visibilily - I
didn't fly one bull:would expect It to have a better
performance Ihan a K-8. Their lop of the range
was a Std Jantar.
Launching was by aerotow, usually to 700 or
1000111 with radio signalling. They give a 30sec
warni"gto the lug pilot before pulling afflo allow
him to throttle back and cool' the engine gently.
That's fine if you know beforehand When you
want to release but I can't imagine i1 catching on
iJ1l the UK.
I soon: :realised this wasn't really a gliding site;
the powered planes were most important and
had top priority.
That day the conditions weren't very good but
the air was, superbly clear and I had a fine view
inland to the beginning of the pampas. Quite
likely extensive cross-countries cOuld be 110wn in
that direction but it might be it I'ong wait if you.
'landed out.
It was a very enjoyable day and I was surprised
at the prices; about half those in the UK. I didn't
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One of the locally deSigned
photographed by David.

gliders

ask loo many questions bl,Jl came away with the
impression that they train some of the budding
Brazilian Air Force pilots in return for favours like
a new runway.
They specialise in PPL courses (inclUding
multi-engine) and have excellent accommodation plus superb facilities including lecture
rooms, one-ta-one de-briefing booths, videos,
the 101. They crave for hard currency like so many
similar countries and would be very pleased to
train British pilots. It would be an unusual and
stimulating place to do it and if anyone is Interested I can supply more details. Tel: 0223
836116.

The three of us lay sprawled beneath the wing
of the Auster. The slow afternoon was blue and
hot Only the shadows moved.
"On a day just like this I once landed out by a
strange little la'ke:' he said. He stopped and
looked sideways at me to see if I had taken
the bait.
"No," I said warningly.
"Ignore him," said my wife. "Te'" me about it. I
want to hear the story."
"For you, then," he said 10' her. He knew I was
listening anyway.
"Around this pool high bushes grew, making it
a secret, secluded place. After picketing the
glider I went and sat on the bank to relax, lying
half-asleep in Ihe rich summer smells of drying
mud, watee and weeds, listening to the hum of
insects.
"Suddenly a flight of three ducks appeared.
They circled the pool twice before one - I
recognised this as the drake - broke off and
came in to 'land.
"There wasn't a ripple on the pool. The air was
as stagnant as the, water. The drake came planing
over the tops of the' tall bUShes almost on the
poinl of the stall.lHis tail was cu rved down, scarlet
feet outstretched ,as airbrakes, long neck bent
forward to balance himself, and wings scooping
air like paddles, the tip feathers spread wide. As
his feet touched the surface of the pool, for a
momenl he was no longer a bird but a skier. Tlrlen
he sank and was instantly transformed into a
smal ship with a vividly patterned figurehead\ He
dipped his bill into the water as if tasting 'il and
shook his head throwing drops that sparkled in
the sunlighl. I suppose all water has its own
characteristic bouqoet - rather like the wines of
different regions."
He stopped to check quickly around the sky
with that reflex action that the best instructors

THE G6BE R-26-SU TWO-SEATER FROM HUNGAiRY
All Metal Construction
Designed by ErnCi Rubik
Now BGA Certified

UK Price £13500 - Delivered
Instruments extra, plus VAT
and Excise Duty if applicable
Demonstrations available on
The Long Mynd or by Arrangement
at your club.

Sole Agent:

LOUIS E. ROTTER
"Byways" Wafrington Road,
Chester CH2 3PA
Tel: (0244) 326555
SAILPLANE & GLIDING

develop. I said nothing, lying lizard-like, eyes
almost closed.
He went on, "it was a neat piece of flying, getting into such a cramped area. Then the drake set
up an enormous racket, quacking and splashing.
I reckon he was advising the two ducks how to
make their approaches.
"They circled around once more and then
came in flying line astern. The first made it down just. But the second duck was too high-It looked
as though it was going' to thump down in the
reeds at the edge of the pool while still several
feet above the water, but it fanned its wings
furiously, lifting its weight slowly above the reeds
and over the .bushes, working the neat triangular
wings until it was back again in ,level flight, flying
with that quick-flickering action that identifies
duck 91Ien at a distance."
I rolled over on my stomach and looked at him
hard, but his face was ,innocent. My wife put her
hand over my mouth. "Go on,''' she said to
him.
"Twice more," he said, "the second duck tried
to land on the pool, and twice more it had to pull
up to go round again.
"Then the drake took off. He went straight up
into the sky and formated on the duck. They circled once and then disappeared, dropping out of
my sight beyond the bushes, 'Ieaving the pool to
me, the solitary duck and the silent afternoon."
He paused, not for dramatic effect, but to compose his ·face. He liked to deliver his punch-lines
with gravity rather than laughter.
"SOme moments. late~ on the far side of the
pool I saw thelmdergrow1h shaking where some-

thing pushed its way through. It was the drake,
waddling slow and flat-footed, but confident in
his dignity as he led the second duck on foot to
the water."
In one word I expressed my pent-up scepticism concerning all dark mysterious pools and
incompetent ducks. He raised his eyebrows, but
really ,he had been expecting nothing else.
"Listen to him!" said my wife. "And he used to
speak so nicely. I can't imagine where he picked
up that sort of language.
"Just look at him now,loafing there pretending
he didn'llike the story, but do you know what he'll
do? In a little while he'll start telling it to ,people as
if it's his own story. That's what he does. He won't
give you the credit, you know. He'll pretended it
was his own, never admitting the truth - that the
story was told to him by Ron."
i:I

OVERSEAS NEWS
Please send news and exchange copies of
journals to ,the Editor, 281 Queen Edith's
Way, Cambridge eBl 4NH', England

NEW FINNISH MOTOR GLIDER

nT
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!

.-- - - - . -
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fino Riihela, the man behind the PIK 20 until the
rights were sold to France, has announced plans
for a new Finnish motor glider, the X-3, which
should fly in 1991. The aircraft will be made by
Volar Plastic, a firm which already has ten
emplo¥ees and a610m 2 factory. The X-3 is being
billed as "the motor glider of the next decade".
Five million Finn-Marks, of risk capital have been
invested in tAe project. The production capacity
will be 30-40 per year. The ,power unit will be a
Rotax 505 with a self·starter. There Is talk of a
1:50 glide angle and a span of about 18m.

STEALTHY?
HEINZ HUTH
The 1960 and 1963 World Champion recently
celebrated his 80th birthday and can still be seen
at the Hamburg-Boberg gliding site.

The Swedish gliding magazine Segelflygsport
wonders if anyone has noticed the similarity between the US B2 stealth bomber and the Akaflieg
Braunschweig 88-13. The price of one 82 (half a
billion dollars) would buy 12000 Discuses!

TUNISIA
Fifteen miles from the tourist resorts on the Gulf
of Tunis lies Ojebel Ressa, site of the Tunisian
Aero Club"s gliding centre. The centre is
.equipped with a Twin, a Bergfalke and an Astir
and offers ,an opportunity to fly in ridge and thermal lift on the edge of the Sahara.

GUOING IN ICELAND
At the Nordic Gliding Convention, held recently at
Elverum, news was given of the explosive growth
of gliding in Iceland. There are now two clubs,
more than 20 gliders and some 60 gliding certifi'
cate holders in ,the country. Seven have Gold
badges and 14 Diamond legs of one sort or
another have 'been achieved. In recent years,
Iceland's enormous potential 'for high-level
cross,country flying (presumably in wave) has
begun to ,be exploited'. The country hopes to be
represented at the forthcoming Junior Nordic
Championships.
;;~' .
."
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ALPHA.. GLIDING-.TOURS GmbH
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NEW ZEALAND

",.--->'Ii.

Your travel company for gliding holidays
,/ '#:;.~
Geschwlster-Scholl·Str. 11 • B. O. Box 1327 ",'"
.
.
0·6242 Kronberg (Taunus)
.......... ",
Telephone 00725/3131
", .....
Telefax 06173/4488 ..........

August/September 1989
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Notwithstanding a recent new wood record, excellent weatl1ler conditions and a bid 10 hold the
1995 World Championships, gliding in New
Zealand is apparently goilig throu.gh hard times.
The print run of Gliding Kiwi has had to be drastically reduced. Why nottal<eout a subto help our
southern hemisphere friends? (See details in the
Classified Section under Publications.),
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Going on a Wave Expedition!

Oxygen Ready? No - we can fit new
systems, repair, modify & overhaul
your s.ystem, at competitive prices.
So you'll be ready for the day
HAPPY DIAMOND HUNTING

(PrOf' T. Coa)

TO PLACE AN ADVERTISEMENT IN THE: CLASSIFIED SECTION, please send your remittance
together with your wording to CHEIRON PRESS
L1MITEO, 241 Desborough Road, High Wycombe,
Bucks ITel 0494 442.23), be10re the 4th of the
month. Rates 60p per word With a minimum 01
£12.00. This, is for !ncluslo" In ,One SAILPLANE &
GLIDING magazine and one EXTRA sheet. Black &
white phOtograph accepted £5.00 extra. Box No.
£2.50 extra. Prices 1n<;lude VAT.
,FOR SAlE
SLlNGSBY KESTREL 18m. Vsc, Melallrailer, radio, 'BoI1li compass. I/s. para, electric vario, etc. Can be seen at Burn Gliding
Club, Offers 1:13000, Tel 0405861935 or 0405 814631 In

eves.

HIGH QUAI..ITY SPECIALIST WORK IN
Gtassfibre, wood and metal
All types of repair undertaken
KestrF l/Ubelle aileron drive rebuilds, also rudder drive NDT testing
Full machining facilities for oversize wing pins, axles, control rods etc.
Phone or write
Ton.y Cox (Senior Inspector}
18 $tanlOFl 'Harcourt ,Road

LLOYDS APPROVED

Witney, Oxon OX8 6LD

AI/9182/89

CM APPROVED COMPANY

0993 774892 anytime

-K-6CR in exaellent condilion, with basic Instruments, wooden \
Irailer, 1:5900, Tel 0392-786360, Wan led: Parachute and
barograph in good condition,

1

KESTREL 20, metallrailer, barograph, parachute, I: 12500. Tel
0903-814961' ,

JANTAR t, 19 melre, Open ClassiNor1herns Winner 1988-1989,
Absolulely Immac_ Rico plus fuM camp panel. RadiO. baro, para
plus TWO trailers, one immac, ally, one woOOen, Tow oul dolly, luft
covers. ele etc. Change gear and move up lQ a winning ship.

TWIN DRUM WINCH. New mobile glider
winoh, oomplete with twin drums and
running-on, gear mounted on bus chassis,
powered by AEC 6 cylinder engine with
torque convertor. £8500_ Paul Cater or
'Brian Mack on 036-68-256 or after hours
076Q"2'2853,

1:13900. Mike Bond 061 705 1953. Pal Rowell 0704 43236,

see

VENTVS B.
cover April S&G, Excellent COndition, Cobra
Trailer. instruments, wing, extensions, towing-out gear.
1:250000no, Malpas 010-33·41-57-94-73,
STD JAN1'AR, Storcomm radio. elect vario. excellenl condition,
good trailer, 10 months ColA, Tel 07456 2642 or 0492
593454 (eve),

r

K-S WItH open lrailer, basic instruments plus electric vario. Late
model. Large canopy, Very good condition, 1:4500. Tel 0636_/
. 84624,

OIAMANT IS. Swiss Glass "",pped Sa~plane. 40,1 New canopy,
BOHLI compass.1M6't radio, Winter electric barograph, oxygen,
,wooden Irailer, rigging aids, l:90000nO, TeII0303) 54208,

• hd choice for wfety-comcious dfl'"ets wfth OYer; 3
millicm Iowba~ iUpplied.

s., r,no. '.$"" 1011' HOrlSI tp«!"IiJl fi"., Of ,/odi".

C.P. WlnlR LTD. CHESTER

,

Tel: 024441166 JI'x: 6162:UURIAR G
\

KESTREL 18 instruments, radio. oxygen, trailer, Good condition.
1:135OOono_ Tel 062256008,

I.S-4A. 'YROLO. 200hrs total time, InslTuments. barograph aM
trailer, ,[21 OOOono, Available in October cllhis year, TeI 084443036 and 0494-883101"
FIXED WHEEL LlBELLE as new I: 1OOOOono with Irailer and
Instruments. TeI 08444-3036 and 0494-883101.

SLINGSBY 1'-45 Swallow, Fully ,nstrumenled, excellenl condition, C 01 A. 1:225Oono, Tel 0487-812279 or 0480-67240,

I.S-4, HULL ,plus AMF t'ailer and linings, 1:1S000, Tel John
Gorringe, day 01-759-1967, eve 01-948-3799,

K-s8, in excellent condition, New C 01 A, Box trailer. Syndicate
owned, little used, 1:4750, Tel 0834-860396 IDaylime and
early eves).

/ ASW-2OFL tOlaQy retinished 89, unpranged history, lulrPeschges
( VarCom panel, AMF type twin axle trailer, full fow out gear,
£19000, Tel 01-998-1510,
ROBINOR,4000 R. Zero time 1160 HP engine, 3 yearsCot A. Quiet
4 blade propeller and exhaust silencer moo, as approved by CAA
Available September, Mike Cuming, Booker Gliding Club, Tel
'(0494) 29263, Price 1:25500 plus VA1.

A superb newly designed el'ectronic Barog'raph using all the
latest Computer technology.
Featuring:
No
Keypad ,I'og,gilng points of interest
Sealing
AutomatJc date and time logging
No
Calculator
sized
150x80x30mm
- ... ;
Smoking
0-9.2km variable height scales
Computer analyses availlable
Variable 10-32hrs recording
For Further detail's
Full Camera & Motor detect
Tel 01-998 1510
li,ght weIght 225gms
E. W. Avionics
45 Wyresdale eres
Full BGA Approval!
Perivale
Altitude Di,splay
Middx UB6 8TH
Multiple Traces
At last a Barog:raph small and light enough to fit 'In your pocket
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Sailplane & Gliding

OVERSEAS AGENTS
CANADA
T. R. Beasley, Soaring Supplies, PO Box 169, L'Orignal, Ontario, KOB 1KO,

The magazine can be obtained froflil most. Gilding Olubs in Gt.
Britain, al'ternatively send £11.40 postage included for $'In
annual' subscription to the British .Gliding Associatiorl, Kimberley House, Vaughan Way, Leicester.

SOUTH AFR.ICA
Peter Eich. PO Box 82707, Southdale 2135, Johannesburg. Transvaal.
USA and all other Countries
Payable in either Sterling I: 11.40 or US $1900 (or $29.00 by Air Mail) but Inlernational Money Orders preferrf!(j, direct to the British Gliding Associalion.

Red leather-cloth binders specially designed 10 take copies of the magazine and
9<JId-blocked with the title on the spine are only available from lhe BGA.
Price

£5

including pOst and packing,

K·8 BASICinslrumenls, no Irailer. E3500plus VAT. Tel Mike Cum- ~
ing (0494) 29263.
"
A ONE·SEVENTH share in a Grob 109B motor glider tor sale,
Compalible syndicale al Ru"orth. York, Tel York 412775.
K·16 Umbach engine. 630hrs lolaltime. EXCt'>lIenl condilion. rei
0283 63054.
OlY 28, neN recover. good condition, complete with trailer. re!
0283 63054.

WINTER BAROGRAPH 1OK as new. Only used once. E3OO. Tel
0305788371.
FOKA 4'. Good condition. lully aerobalic. As new wooden trailer.

Oxygen, superb air bra~es. Best o"er on ·r6OCX>, Tel Daytime
0404 41631 Brian Jeans.
CLUB UBEUE 35.1 L inslruments, Radio, trailer, all
ccnd~ion. Tel 0495 7724:37.

i~

good

(

cs·

K·SS. '/Jrd share available. excellent' refurbiShed COndition/traileD'Based Oxfordshire. For full details and share price discussions

CLUB lIBELLE, superb example, klw hrs, owned in same Club
and hangared all it's lite, Fully ,instrumented', radio, paraohute,

please telephone 0295 53876,

Qx-ygen. Towing out gear. wooden trailer. just repainted inside and

SKVLARK 4 BGA1193 bUilt 1964. Fine example. PZL. Cook!
Audio, ASI. ALT. AJH. ParaChute. New C 01 A, Sound Irailer, View
Devon & Somerset. NO<1h HiI £4500 Tel' 029 780 268 or 423.

JPX 425

5 AlH Batlery. 1400 Newton gas slruts for li«-Iop trailer. (Komet
etc). NoI used, under guaranlee. Tel 0732 452092 (homel or
0737-773202 (work).

New design instrument panel includes VP2
Peschges Nav. System_
Schuman and Winter mechanical varios, mini
altimeter and ASI, NH and T 80 S, 720 radio,
Slopwatch_ Airpath COf1'\pass and Bonli. Also
Drager 02 system " new ;bellles, Mounted
Phototime cameras and Aerograph 'barograph.
Fantastic oullit with astonishing performance.

Contact:

John Bally
Tel 04975·605 (eves)

out. 'Probably the besl! £ 13 000. Dallid IHannah. Business 0229
23366 ext 531 1.
ASW 17, 'I,. or '/, share available at £3750 or £7500. Extended
new metallrailer, ililslrumenls, oxygen, rigging aids, COVefs.
AI Booker. TeI 01-986 0376.

Up~.

elC. £125000no. TeI 0249 653928.

refurbiShed, inclUding all mods, reprofiled, and
gel coated, wings. Fully competition sealed and
fettled w"h new glass-fibre double axle traile'r,
including rigging, towing out aids and wing
covers.

PARACHUTE; Robertsoo pacl<, long life 26« steerable canopy.
£400, Tel 0302 772106,
FALKE SF-25B. Good condilion. £ j 0000000, plus many spares
inclUding engine. Tel Cooper 0759 303579.

demand oxygen system, baro. para. camera. ground/air radio.

NIMBUS 3,1981, 25,5m wing span, e~tensively

LONDON SAILPLANES LIMITED, TM 61 and 62 radios 51ill
available 'rom sole agents. London Sailplanes Ltd. Tring Ad.
Dunslable, Beds. Tel 0582 62068 10r price derails.

DIMONA MOTOR GLIDER 3OOhrs. all mods. 80 litre tank. rigging trolleys. NH DI. T&S,720VHF VOR transponder. Offers 01
458 2624.

STD CIRRUS, complete competition outfit including pressure

.J§W.20p New G-of*tow1rours:-'01rpanel;"'alrC'oveYs~lass·
lb. kailer. 07500. Tel 0494 ~.???9~

BLANlK 11175, 1000 TT, Comple,ely overhauled al factory in 89,
Excellent condition. open 'railer. Belgium. Tel 32 2 767 17 B4
(Mr Nagy).

·ASTIR
71, good condition. Instruments inc speed direclor
·ana 720 channel radio. Wing covers, parachute and lrailer
E12 5OOono. Tel 026 477 3933.
SKVLARK 3F - ':36 gWde, good condition, recenl respray and
rear hook modification. 9 monlhs C of A. Trailer. Parachute.
Baragraph and full panel. £4500 Or nearest offer. Tel 0427
680292 or 0724 710912.

WANTED'

AERO ENGINE

PARACHUTE. GLIDER rig. pop-lop or Irvin lype 73/80/75/62.
Others considered. Wrighl 0909-48441 7.

Compact and light (1 7kg). Suitable as
sustaining motor on T31. T21, Grass·
hopper etc. Performance with 40" prop.

VENTUS TURBO, or DG Molorglider wanled. Cash wailing for
Ihe right aircra«. TeI 01G-495-i'755H.

RPM

HP

ThruSf

Fuel cons

4200
4000
3500

1.8
14
10

1261b
1 12 Ib

1.35 g/h
1 .20 g/h
0.8 g/h

sa

Ib

engines"

spark

£13

+ VAT

For further info write to:

ENCLOSED TRAILER suilable lor T31 B Tandem Tutor. TeI:
04!j675967.
•

baan 19, iNL-2082 EN SanlpOO<1. Tel Netherlands 23 390559.
FOR RESEARCH projecl. Complete set ot Schleicher ASK-18
controls, especially controls for one wing. Big. 20. Thrwlfon Ind
Est, AMove" Hampshi,e SP11 8PV1/. Tel G26 477 3933.
DAMAGED GLASS'F'BRE glider by wivate buyer. Top price
paid - would oonsider complete outfit. Will travel in Europe 10
view. TeI 01-998 1510.

A. M. Witt

IPO Bolt 7, Ferryhlll 'DL17 8LG
0' lea.ve a message on
0740-656693

BAflOGRAPH, Winter preferred. Also copy 01 "RUNNING OiN
EMPTY· Tel 0302772106.

oG 400 Sell-launch sailplane wanted. Write Cartmel, PO Box "
Randwic~.

The IlLS" Agent in UK MARTYN WELLS
(Wens Design Ltd.)
Brailes, Banbury, Oxon.
Ho,me Tet 060 884 21 7
Wo.rkshop Tel. 060 885 790

FULL REPAIR AND MAINTENANCE
FACILITIES IN OUR
PURPOSE BUILT WORKSHO'P

August/5eptembef' 1989

single-seater. permitted for luNy Aerobalic.

books. FOR SALE: 2 ';" horizon. OHer$ 10: !Hans D!sma. Vinken-

engines.
for
VW

plugs

.. , . , . " . " , . , .

(J(

40492042,

COSIM VARIOMETER. Cook Compass, older Inslrumenls.

AlSO AVAILABLE
starter kits for V\N

Electric
screened

GLIDER, twin

Please contact Mr Jones Sydvart T.fax 46-40213465 or Tel 46-

NSW 2031, Auslralia,

Sales • Spares • Repairs

LS
LS
LS
LS

4
4

STANDARD CLASS
C'LUB

STANDARO CLASS

7

STA,NOARD CLASS

6

1 5M CLASS

(WINNER OF '85. '86, '87, '8815M NAT,IONALS)

LS 6

TIPPED TO 17.5M
15M/OPEN CLASS
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PROPERTY FOR SALE

N R DOBSON

DEESIDE ACCOMMODATION

CM APPROVED WELDING

COTSWOLDS - between Cirencester and Stroud.Gliding Club 5
minutes drive. Old Cotswold Stone
Weavers Mill (stream alongside).
Sympathetically converted into two
flats. Owner (gliding enthusiast)
retaining one. for permanent occupation, wishes to' sell groundfloar flat.
Silling/dining room, Kitchen, 2 bedrooms, bathroom, gas CH. Parking
for 2 cars. Fully mortgageable.

OXYIAcetylene, TIG Stainless
Steel (24 year experience) FabrJcation, tubular fuselage repairs.
Tel Kirkbymoorside 0'751-32731-.

, 0 minutes from Deeside Gliding Club at Aboyne
Airfield. Spacious 18thC manse in peaceful country location. Plenty 01 parking space. B&B from
£10.00. Evening meal available.
Mrs J Addy, Bir$eside, by Aboyne.
Aberdeenshire. Tel 0339 2089
HOLIDAYS

PUBLICATIONS
SOARING PILOT MAGAZINE - "a brealh 01 fresh ai'" Bimonll>ly - PUblished by Tom Knaul! and Oaris Grove. 528
annually SOARING PILOT MAGAZINE. 1913 Fairwood Lane.
Slale College. Pa 16803. USA.

£62500.

SITUATIONS VACANT

Carrington Estate Agents

ADELAIDE SOARING CLUB in South Australia
can offer part-time employmellt from October
1989 to March 1990 to a person qualified as a
Glidil'1g Instructor. Tug rating preferred. Terms and
oonditions are negotiable and may include
accommOdation and some free glider time. Contacl Geoff Wood (08) 272 3891 (AH) or wrile to Po
Box 94. Gawler, South Australia 511 a.

Tel Stroud 766265

SERVICES
NEED A C 01 A in a hurry? The lIineranllnspeclor WIll come 10 you
lor your annual inspeclion. Tel Eddie on Frome (0373)
812393.

ACCOMMOOATION

GLIDER INSTRUMENTS repaired and calibrated. Approved lor
PZL and Winler instruments. Te! D. Goodison 0405 860856.

ll-aOYNE Collage 10 let near airfield. Sleeps 7/9 C160 weeKly.
Available Aug. Sepl. Qcl. Tel 03398 86622.

GLIDE AT GAWLER
SOUTH AUSTRALIA
• Modern glass Ileel available for hire
• 7 day operation
• Excellenl conditions (seven 1000 km
nights done from Gawler)
• Near eapilal eily. wineries. tourist
facilities
• Good season lasts rrom Oelol1er 10
Mareh

Wrile.!Or hrochure

10:

Adelaide Soaring Club
Box 94. Gawler
South Australia 5118

SOUTHIDOWN AERO SERVICES LTD
SPECIAUST GLIDER REPAIRERS SINCE 1954

REPAIRS UNDERTAKEN ON ALL MAKES AND TYPES
ROLLADEN SCHNEIDER FACTORY TRAINED
STAFF AVAILABLE

LIMITED NUMBER OF MK19 ALTIMETERS AVAILABLE

SOLE SUPPLIERS OF GENUINE 'A'EROlENE' FABRIC

LASHAM AI,RFIELD, ALTON, HANTS GU34 5SR
Te,tephone HERRtARD (0256 83) 369

Make Insurance problems
just plane sailing ...
CONSULT THE AVIATION INSURANCE SPECIALISTS
FOR A COMPETITIVE QUOTATION CONTACT: JOHN MARTIN

LOWNDES LAMBERT
GLIDERS, SAILPLANES,
AND POWERED AIRCRAFT

AVIATiON LIMITED

FACIUTIES AT LLOYO'S
Member of B.l.I.IlA
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lowndes Lambert House, 53 Eastcheap
london, EC3P 3HL
Tel (011283~2000 Telex 8814631

11

SAILPLANE & GLIDING

AVIATION LIMITED
for all your soaring needs!

Service and Choice

We off·er a
complete instrument
and equipment
installation service
Qualified
Avionics
Engineers
Single
point
product
support

Please - let us quote for your requirement - large or small - no obligation
AUTUMN WAVE - great aspirations - high climbs but not without:
OXYGEN - equipment and recharging
Complete constant flow system kits
from £331.14 inc. VAT
Constant Flow Masks
£47.13 inc. VAT

Diluter Demand Regulators
Demand Masks

£270.25 inc. VAT
from £179.40 inc. VAT

Check our catalogue for compl'ete listing

DISCOUNT

DISCOUNT

ICOM ICA2
ICOM ICA20
Available again - TRnO

~

DISCOUNT

,

And Schleicher Spares

DISCOUNT

£299+VAT (£343.85)+£3 postage
£349+VAT (£401.35)+£3 postage
£349+VAT (£401.35)+£3 postage

(by arrangement JJ Associates)

You can find us at:

RD Aviation Ltd
Unit 23, Bankside, Kidlington, Oxon OX5 1JE
~ 0865-841441 (2 lines 24 hr)
Fax 0865·842495
Mon-Fri 10.00-18.30

Sats 10.30-12.30

Free Catalogue on Request

SCHEMPP fllRTH TRIUMPH AT
1.989 WORLD CHAMPIO SHIPS
A Ventus C flown by Bruno Gantenbrink won the 15rn Class.

The Discus took the top three places in the Standard Class (dare we
say "as usual").

A Nimb\Js3Dcame third in the Open Class beating all other twoseater types in the contest.
The winning gliders in all classes used Pirker-Storka Bug Wiper
System (UK agents - Southern Sailplanes).

Don't let your top p,erformance sailplane lose up to 200/0 of its performance by having flies on the wing leading edge. This device is the
"best thing since sliced bread" and is available in hand or electrically driven versions.
l

British 15m Nationals - Pete Sheard won in a Ventus. Ventus also
too:k the next three places.
./

All Schempp Hirth gHders are available w,ith the "turbo" sustaining
engine and some with self-launch capacity.
Contact us for details.
Our repair and maintenance shop will look after your glider should
you have the misfortune 10 incur damage.

SOUTHERN
SAl
PLANES
(R. 5.
&
JonesJ
Membury Airfield, Lambourn, Berks.

Teh 0488 71774

